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PROCEDURAL NISTORY

Northeast Utilities (NJ), acting through a service company
seeks approval under Section 203 of tne rederalcalled NUSCO,

Power Act to acquire the jurisdictional assets of Public Service
Company of New Hampshire (PSNH). The applicant will be referred
to as NU in this decision. NU is a holding company which
controls Connecticut Light and Power Company, Western
Massachusetts Electric Company, and Holyoke Water power Company.
The proposed acquisition is part of a plan for the reorganization
of PSNH, which is in bankruptcy. In connection with the
application, NU also filed four rate schedules pursuant to
Section 205 of the rederal Power Act (the Seabrook Power *
Contract, the Sharing Agreement and two Capacity Interchange

.
Agreements).

On March 2, 1990, the Commission issued an order granting
interventions by all requesting parties, consolidating the
sections 203 and 205 dockets, accepting and suspending the rate
schedules, and granting in part NU's motion to expedite the
hearing schedule by requiring that an initial decision be issued
no later than December 31, 1990. Northeast Utilities Se.rvice
coreanv, 50 TERC 1 61,266 (1990). That order required a hearing
on the Section 203 acquisition application, and on the question
of whether the rate schedules submitted as part of the plan of
reorganization are just and reasonable.

On March 7, 1990, NU submitted its' direct case, which
consisted of the prepared testimony and exhibits of six
witnesses. Af ter extensive discovery, including numerous
depositions o' NU, Staff, intervenor and third party witnesses,
the Staf f and intervanors filed their respective direct cases en t

May 25, 1990. _ The direct cases of Staf f and intervenors included
the prepared testimony and exhibits of 49 witnesses. On June 25,

1990, Staf f and intervenors filed cross-rebuttal cases through
the prepared testimony and exhibits of 19 witnesses. On July 20,

1990, NU filed its rebuttal case through the prepared testimony
and exhibits of 12 witnesses. Twenty-five days of hearings were <

held during August and September of 1990. Thirty-five. witnesses
were cross-examined, and 809 exhibits were admitted into
evidence. 1

Briefs and reply briefs were filed in October of 1990. Four

days of oral argument ended on November 13, 1990.
.

I. "8YWERGIE8" OR SENEFITS

Under Section 203 of the Federal Power Act, the Commission
"shall approve" a merger if it is " consistent with the public
interest." NU must "show affirmatively that the disposition is
consistent with the public interest"-(d. TERC 1.61,206 at_61,830.

! '
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61,834, fn 43 (1990)). It is sufficient if the " prob 4ble merger
add up to substantially more than the costs of thebenefits . . .

merger." ytah Power & licht Co , 47 FERC 1 61,209 at 61,750
(1989); Rtah Power & Licht Co., 45 TERC 1 61,095 at 61,299

(1988). As the Commission stated (47 TERC at 61,750):

That is all that is required of the
Applicants since they need not show a
positive benefit of the merger. Rather, they
need only show that the merger is compatible
with the public interest.

*

The applicant's showing in the present case amply satisfies__

the test. The principal benefit is the resolution of PSNH's
The monetary benefits relied on are: $800 millionbankruptcy.

resulting from NU's operation of Seabrook; improved availability
of fossil units with savings approximating $100 million;
administrative and general expense savings reductions of more
than $124 million; coal purchase savings of about 539 million;'

and capacity and energy savings for NU and PSNH of $364 million"

as a result of single-system status in the New England Power Pool
(NEPOOL) . In addition, the applicant emphasized enhancements to
transmission service resulting from its General Transmission
Commitments and New Hampshire corridor Proposal, discussed
separately infra. 1/

A. Resolution of PSNH's Bankructev

The merger is part of a plan which enables a reorganized
PSNH to emerge from bankruptcy. The bankrupt company is the
largest utility in New Hampshire, providing electric service to
approximately 375,000 customers, with 1,800 miles of transmission
lines in the State. Its succatsful reorganization is

:

unquestionably in the public interest. As the Commission said in
the hearing order, "[w)e cannot ignore the fact that PSNH is the
largest utility in the State of New Hampshire and that it serves
every county in the State. We view the final conclusion of its
emergence from bankruptcy as a matter of significant importance"
(50 FERC at 61,840). The rehearing order again recognized this
consideration, acknowledging "the unique factual circumstances
presented by PSNH's bankruptcy and the public interest in
resolving PSKH's reorganization" and "the public interest.in
PSNH's emergence from bankruptcy as a viable utility" (51 FERC at

1/ gas, Initial Brief of Northeast Utilities Service comeany,
.

pp. 2-10; Busch Direct, Ex. 1, pp. 17-19; Sawhill Rebuttal, Ex.
225, p. 30; .oueka Direct, Ex. 40, pp. 5-12, 29-36; 114 at pp. 41-!

53; Oceka Rebuttal, Ex. 52, pp. 14-17, 27; Ex. 52, pp. 38-40;
Schultheis Rebuttal, Ex. 157, pp. 176-179; Neves Direct, Ex. 9,

|
pp. 7-15; Neves Rebuttal, Ex.14, pp. 5, 7-12; Sabatino Direct,

' Ex. 18, pp. 10-12; Sabatino Rebuttal, Ex. 33, p. 4-13.

.. . . , -
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61,485). Egg alia, In Pe Evang, 1 FPC $11 (1937)61,484,
(approving an acquisition involving the reorganization of a
bankrupt utility).

Nor can the interests of creditors and stockholders be
ignored. The Official Committees of PSNH's Unsecured Creditors
and Equity Security Holders correctly urge that the merger'sThe valueimpact on investors must be taken into consideration.

They will receiveof their recovery hinges on the merger.
contingent notes, approximately one-third of exchangeable
reorganized PSNH common stock, and contingent warrant
ce rtif icates . The exchangeable stock has full value only if the
merger occurs; the certificates will have no value if there is no

pp. 4-5). Almost half of the stockholders'merger (Ex. 267,
recovery under the reorganization plan is af fected by the merger
(Id. at 11). These investors -- who have received no dividends
for six years and have seen " enormous losses" and " dramatically

-- will be seriously injureddeteriorated" book equity (Id.)
Egg, n re Evans at 517 ("the Commission isIwithout the merger.

inclined to regard the right of these public bondholders as of
primary importance af ter the consumers have been protected") .

Some intervanors say that resolving PSNHis bankruptcy should
not count as a merger benefit because the reorganization plan
already envisions that company's emergence from bankruptcy as a
" stand-alone" entity. This circumstance does not mean that the
merger somehow has no remedial impact on the bankruptcy. Indeed,,

t

the situation is just the other way around.

! First, PSNH becomes a " stand alone" entity only as part of aI

two-step NU merger plan. All parties to the reorganization
contemplated that status as an interim step en route to the
merger. The plan accepted by the Bankruptcy Court, PSNH's
unsecured creditors and equity security holders, Connecticut's
Department of Public Utility Control, and New Hampshire's
Governor, Attorney General, Public Utilities Commission and
legislature envisioned the merger -- not " stand alone" PSNH -- as

i
| the ultimata destiny for the reorganized company.

Moreover, PSNH's ability to survive alone is doubtful. The
New Hampshire Commission's approval of the reorganization, while
not conditioned on the merger, rested on the assumption that it
would occur.. Indeed that Commission expressed " substantial

. concern" about the validity of the plan without a merger, and|
_

said that a " stand alone" PSNH would leave ratepayers "at risk"
(Ex. 239A, pp. 126, 127, 176). New Hampshire's highly
experienced and well qualified financial adviser testified that
if the merger were denied, he would have " serious concern" that
PSNH would be so weak as to be unable to avoid another
bankrupt ~y, and would thus recommend that the State withdraw its
support (Tr. 2834-2835). Continuing to maintain a weakened PSNH
as a company which would be marginal at best, and indeed could

- _ _ . - .
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well end up in bankruptcy again, is not " consistent with the
public interest."

Section 203 requires a determination as toIn any event, . will be consistentwhether "the erereigd . . . acquisition . .

(emphasis added). The"
with the public interest . . .

" proposed" transaction here is a merger, not a " stand alone"
PSNH.

There is no requirement that the Commission examine some
non-merger scenario in comparison with the proposal before it.nor does it treat them
The stctute is not " hostile" te mergerstPacific Power & Licht Co. v.
as " presumptively harmful" (Ett,
EEC, 111 T.2d 1014, 1017 (9th Cir. 1940). Whether certain
benefits could or could not be achieved without a merger is
simply not the issue, g33, Utah Power & Licht Co., 45 TERC

61,299 (1988) (rejecting merger benefits
1 61,095 at 61,298,because they were " attainable absent the merger" was improper,Just as the " possibility of achieving aand " overly rigid"). (as opposedparticular benefit through a contractual arrangement
to merger) does not diminish the cost savings associated with

(14.), so the possibility of rescuing PSNH in somethat benefit"
other way does not diminish the merger benefit.

The proposal here under review involves PSNH's emergenceEmergence fromfrom bankruptcy under the approved merger plan.
bankruptcy is a distant benefit which unquestionably flows f rom

Whether such a result could somehow have beenthis proposal. PSNH's
produced in some other way is not the question here.in the considerationrecovery is entitled to substantial weight
of the acquisition's consistency with the public interest.

t

B. RU's Oeeration of Seabrook

NU claims that a reduction of $527 million in operating
costs will be attributable to its operation of the Seabrook

These savings are based on economies of scale, managementplant.techniques, and NU's proven record of excellence in managing and5-6).operating four nuclear generating facilities (NU Br. pp.
The New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission found NU'sI

operation of Seabrook to be a substantial inducement to agreement174). NU's witness, Mr.with the merger proposal (Ex. 239-A, p.
Opeka, testified that NU has received high ratings from the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, recently ranking among the topMr.three nationally in safety and operational performance.
Opeka also testified to a detailed three-month analysis starting
with the bottom employees and working up (Tr. 2048) (corroborated
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by an independent consulting firm) which quantified these savings
by co= paring Seabrook to FU's own Millstone 3 plant. 2/

The New England Intervenors attack the study because it was
made "without the benefit of one-on-one discussion with
Seabrook's current operator, NHY (New Hampshire Yankee)" (Br.
p. 6). There was a reason for this. As Mr. Opeka explained (Ex.
52, p. 12):

Although we had originally hoped that our
analysis would include the input of NHY, we
were esked by the Seabrook Joint Owners to
carry on such discussions with NHY personnel

--

during the critical period when they would be
attempting to accomplish the startup, full
power ascension testing and commercial
function of the unit. For that reason, we
did not try to obtain NHY input during the
conduct of our analysis.

Moreover, as NU argues, "(w)hile NHY's budget figures may be
accurate for its own operation of Seabrook, it is NU's operatien
of Seabrook, not NMY's, which is reflected in the bottoms-up
study and is relevant here" (NU Reply Br. p. 3). Intervenors did
not offer any contrary evidence, and the argument that there
should have been more communication with NHY is not a reason f::
discarding KU's study.

The New England intervenors argue that the projected $527
million should not be counted because the same savings could be
achieved without merger, through a management contract. But NU
will operate Seabrook under the merger plan, and-the substantial
savings which can be realized under the merger plan are benefits,,

|

whether or not they could be achieved through a managerial
service contract. Here, as in 21Ah, suora, "the possibility of

-

achieving a particular benefit through a contractual arrangement
doas not diminish the cost savings associated with that benefit." 2.

.

Next, the New England Intervenors argue that the $527
million figure should be reduced by $196 million because NU is
already under a five-year obligation to manage Seabrook -- even
if there is no merger. The proposed reduction assumes a five- ,

f 1/ 133, oceka Direct, Ex. 40, pp. 6-7; oceka Rebuttal, Ex. 52,
pp. 11-29; rakonas Rebuttal, EX. $3. pp. 11-14; 14. at pp. 17-19;
21-23.

1/ Utah Power & Licht C?s at 61,299; 333 also, Southern
California Edison Co., 47 FERC 1 61,196 at 61,671-72 ( 19 8 9 )' .'

- . . - . . . - - - --. -
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year contract, but the record shows that the five-year obligatten
has been reduced to two years (Tr. 1882-1883). Moreover, the

argument ignores the fact that after the contract runs out,
" stand alone" PSNH would be left to operate Seabrook without the '

many benefits which flow from NU's status as a multi-unit nuclear
organization (Ex. 40, pp. 17-19). But even a deduction to
reflect the existing contract nonetheless leaves over $330
million in total Seabrook savings, which would be directly
attributable to the merger.

None of the challenges is sufficient to-alter the conclusion
that-an NU-operated M*abrook will produce substantial savings.
No opposing witness had the credentials of NU's Mr. Opaka -- a
nuclear engineer with well over twenty years' experience in
operating and managing nuclear power plants. NU's high ratings
and extensive nuclear experience can only provide a valuable
benefit to the Seabrook plant;-the economies of scale are
virtually certain to bring some positive (even if not precisely
quantifiable) benefits to the merger. NU's control and
management of Seabrook is an important benefit properly ,

attributable to the merger.

C. Fossil Unitst Administrative and General Eweenser Ceal
Purchasina

(1) NU projecte savings of about $100 million from
improved availability of PSNH's fossil units. NU's own fossil
steam plants exceeded-NEP00L's target unit availabilities for the
four years between 1985 and 1988. In addition, NU's witness
testified that NU could improve PSNH's plants by applying NU
operating procedures such as the Production Maintenance
Management _ System; Inter-Plant Maintenance Torce; a database
designed to automatically compute _ performance-parameters; and
training and performance improvement programs (Ex. 40 1pp. 40,
41-52). Mr. Opeka attributed auch of NU's own success to its
development of such programs. MMWEC's Mr. Russell, though'

challenging _the total, implicitly agreed that some such benefits
would, indeed, occur -- arguing that they were overstated, and,
in any event, achievable without-aerger. Mathematical precision
is not required here. It is enough that NU's operation.of the,

PSNH fossil steam plants will produce savings. Such benefit,
whether or not achievable elsewhere, counts as a plus in the
proposed merger context. 133, lLtah, EMEIt.

(2) NU's clain to $124 million in benefits resulting
from a reduction in administrative and general (A&G) expenses
produced no serious challenge. .Mr. Reynolds, an economist who
testified for several- intervenors, pressed- fot more studies of
such savings,_and particularly.as cross-section comparison of
different sized utilities, showing that-A&G' expense as a
percentage of total revenue fell'as firm size increased" (Ex.
520,-p. 35)-.- While.more studies might always be_useful,'the-

- - - .
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record is sufficient on the issue. NU's Vice President for
Regulatory Relations -- an accountant wit h years of experience
with the company -- testified that the savings were based upon
NU's and PSNH's analyses of their systems and their focus on
identical tasks performed by both companies. The New Hampshire
Commission's own analysis corroborated this factor, and found
that NU had actually underestimated A&G savings (Ex. 14, pp. 7-8;.

Ex. 16). No one presented a contrary analysis. Common sense
dictates that combining personnel and removing duplicative
functions will produce benefits to the merged company. Such
benefits can accrue-to ratepayers and investors and must be
considavad as positive factors in determining whether this merger
is consistent with the public interest.

(3) NU, relying on its history for purchasing lower-
priced coal on the spot market, urges savings of some $30 millien
(or about two dollars per ton). The New England Intervenors --
while not disputing that NU has achieved economy purchases in the
past -- point to the increased risk of larger spot market
purchases, as opposed to long-term contrac"s. of course, long-
term contracts are more certain than spot market purchases, but
that does not mean that the latter must be disregarded. This is
especially so here, where NU's track record shows its successful
experience in that market. The New Hampshire Commission accepted
these savings (Ex. 239A, p. 121). Even considering that there
are no absolute guarantees in the spot market, there is no reason
to assume that NU's past record and expertise would be worth
nothing. Intervenors' second attempt -- that the coal savings
could be achieved without merger "through contracting" (Ex. 520,
p. 36) -- has no merit under Elah, aupra.

D. NEPOOL Svnerales

NU and PSNN are members of the New England Pool (NEPoot), "a
comprehensive interconnection and coordination arrangement among
numerous New England utilities" (Munieimalities of Groton v.
Erag, 587 r.2d 1296, 1298 (D.C. Cir. 1978)). NEPooL operates
under an agreement drawn by its members and approved by the
TERC's predecessor. This NEP00L agreement (Ex. 603,Hp. 10)
allows companies to elect " single participant" status in certain
circumstances. It is undisputed that NU and PSNH qualify for
such status under the Agreement, and that electing it will save
them some $360 million because the two companies' combined
obligations to the pool are significantly less than their
obligations as separate companies.

The New England Intervanors, together with Boston Edison,
resist this outcome, arguing that these savings for the merged
company will effectively come from the pockets of all echer
NEPOOL members. NU, backed'by New Hampshire and Connecticut,
presses vigorously for recognition of these merger savings.
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As shown by New Hampsnire and Connecticut (Br. p. 61 and
items there cited), these savings were a vital part of chit long
and strenuous negotiations which culminated in the resulting PSUH
reorganization plan. The concept of combined system status under
NEPOOL and the resulting savings for New Hampshire (some $146

were specifically relied upon by the State in approvingmillion)the Rate Agreement as consistent with the public good (Ex. 239A,
122). Denying these legitimate benefits to PSNH inpp. 118-121,order to help other companies would prejudice the New Hampshire

rate payers, who would have to absorb $146 mi311on in additional
.

These same considerations apply to .

costs (Ex. 242, p. 3).
Connecticut and 4+= ratepayers, who would lose the benefit of the
savings otherwise derivative from NU.

That a merger could create these NEP00L benefits under theWhenAgreement was envisioned by NEPOOL members from the outset.
asked why the Commission should approve a merger which allows NU
and PSNH to achieve NEPOOL savings at otherc' expense, Mr.
Bigelow (a NEPOOL founder) explained (Tr. 4619-4620):

The best way I can answer that is that
when we put NEPOOL together 20 years ago, we
recognized that these things might happen.
This is not something that snuck up on
people. It was there and the NEP00L
agreement was put together after, I've got to
tell you, five years of long, painful
negotiations in which every party had to giver

i

something to get something.
,

Mr. Schultheis and I participated int

that and it was the longest negotiation was
ever in in my life. All the parties v. -

there from big utilities to the small
utilities. There were a lot of trade-offs
made in which some utilities gained here and
lost there.

And we did discuss at length what would
| happen because we recognized, in fact, we

were then coming up to a potential merger of
i

Boston-Edison, Eastern Utilities, New England
| Power. It was recognized that these kinds of,

things could happen in the future and we
spelled out the ground rules and recognized
that that would happen when it happened. And
the people who didn't like it got something
else for it.

.
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It was a negotiated arrangement that we
all signed to a degree 20 years ago. And it
represented. like everything else, an
agreement in which everybody came out a
little bit unhappy. But I think the~ pool has
been the most successful pool in this country
and has worked very well, because we all made
concessions here and there to make it work.

The New England Intervanors cite language in the FPC's
approval of NEPOOL as supporting their arguments against single
participant status (Er p. 63, citing Eew Encia.nd Power Peel
Acreement, 56 FPC 1562, 1580 (1976)). Nothing in that decision

precludes single system status for NU-PSNH. Judge Wagner's
initial decision in that case made clear that "the only question"
about single participant status involved "the desire of the

rule toMunicipal ItRSrvenors to extend the single participant
include groupings of other 'small systems'" (ld. at 1596). The
Commission's referenca to the " detrimental" effect of conferring
single system status on "any group of systems" (Id. at 1580) was
modified by the phrane "such is MMWEC," and was directed to that
ent (ty.

The FPC's remarks about certain Vermont utilities with
similar load patterns qualifying for single participant status do
not disqualify NU-PSNH. Allowing parties to obtain a status for
which they might not have qualifiec does not justify denying such
status to those who do qualify.

The Commission recently approved the merger of Newport ,

Electric Corporation into Eastern Utility Associates, expressly
noting among the identifiable advantages to the merged entity:
" reduced capacity requirements and lower energy production costs
resulting from composite load treatment under NEPOOL." Newoort

Electric Corp., 50 FERC 1 61,382 at 62,171 (1990). This is the

very thing NU contendo here. The New England Intervenors
distinguish the case on the ground that it involves " smaller"
utilities with savings of a "few million dollars, not hundreds of
millions" (Br. p. 62). But the NEPooL agreement makes no size
distinction. It provides that "(ajll entities which are
controlled by a single person . . . Which owns at leest seventy-
five percent of the vo*.ing shares of each of them shall be
collectively treated as a single participant for purposes of this
Agreement, if they each elect such treatment" (Ex -603, Sec.
3.1). Single participant status is, by the express terms of the,

NEPOOL agreement, available to all entities, regardless of size.

Finally, the language of the Agreement itself favors such
status. The sentence conferring aingle participant status uses
the word "shall," and the sentence following recognition of
companies' rights to elect such treatment reads: "They are
encouraced to do so" (emphasis added). That is the agreement

j

_ - - _ _ _ -
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made by the members and approved by the FPC. It has fostered
reliable and efficient centralized bulk power operations over a
multi-comrony six-state area for years. It encourages precisely

what NU W ands to do here.

II. ANTI-cCXP2tITIVE ASPECTS OF UNCONDITIONED MERGER

A. The Mu,qglippany's Power Over Transmission and
Surelus

An array of experienced atility executives and well-
qualified economists testified that the merger would have anti-
competitive impacts by-giving the merged company vast competitive
strength in selling and transmitting bulk power in New England,

d in a regional cubmarket called " Eastern REMVEC" (Rhode Island;
a

ad Eastern Massachusetts).
These concerns were especially well-focused and articulated

my one of RU's supporting witnesses, Mr. Bigelow, Vice President
of the New England Power Company, who corroborated the opponents'
conclusions about the need for protective conditions. Mr.

Bigelow's conclusions about the merger's anti-competitive
impacts, in an industry and region where rut has forty years of
experience, were bolstered by his comparative neutrality A/ and
openness. As the Principal New England Intervenors. said: "(1)
was not a high-priced consultant, rather the plain-speaking Mr.*

Bigelow, who capsulized the fundamentai change that will result
from the proposed merger: combining-into one entity'

. . .

control over the single largest source of surplus capacity in New
England with control over key transmission facilities necessary
to provide access to alternative sources of bulk power-in the
region'" (Br. p. 10, quoting Ex. 261, p. 21).

Utilities in Eastern REMVEC will be surrounded by territory
of the merged company, Land completely dependent upon it to get
electricity in from other places. NEP correctly argues that an
unconditioned merger.would create a " virtual wall around
electrical systems in southeastern New' England and-the three
million customers they serve"1Br. pp. 5-6) . Ar Montaup Electric-
Company's witness, Mr. Taglianetti, put it: "(iln essence NU
would have a ' transmission curtain' around Montaup and other
Eastern REMVEC utilities" (Ex. 537, p. 6). Even NU's own

A/ Mr. Bigelov's company was certainly "not opposing" the merger
(Tr. 4751). But if it were turned down, "(slo be it, . the-. .

impacts that it has on us are not such thst we should take a
strong position. They're certainly not doing this merger as a
favor to us . (b)ut they have addressed the concerns that we. .

had . and we have no reason to oppose it" (Tr. 4750-4751).. .

- - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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witness, the Executive Director of Harvard University's Energy
and Environmental Center (Mr. Lee) candidly acknowledged that
"(w) hen I first heard of.this merger (before any wheeling
commitments) I was very concerned about the ability of a utility
to control the flow of power from northern New England to
southern New England" (Tr. 5934).

The merger would leave 45 Eastern REMVIC utilities
.

I

" isolated" inside the curtain (Ex. 416, p. 17). This situation
is apparent from the maps (aga, Exs. 4, 57, 240). 5/ These
companies, confronting increasing opposition to the siting of new
power plants within their region, will need to rely on other ,

outside sources for supplies of bulk-power, and on other
utilities to get that power into Eastern REMVEC. To get that

needed power -- whether from non-utility generators (NUGs),-from
other New England utilities, or from Canada -- the Eastern REMVEC
buyer needs transmission. . Absent conditions, the merged company
would, as Mr. Bigelow said, " create a near monopoly over key

(Ex. 261, p. 23)."transmission facilities and corridors . . .

Because PSNH " controls the only transmission lines linking
Maine and New Brunswick to the rest of New England" (id.),
Eastern REMVEC utilities will necessarily have to deal with the

Themerged company in order to get power from those areas.
merged ccmpany's control would also extend to access from New
York (Tr. 4505). NU controls 72% of.the New York-New England
" interface" (Ex. 261, p. 23) -- facilities which transfer power
between the two regions -- and needs only a small portion of that
share for its own use. NEP and another company own and use the
remaining 28% for their own needs (Id.) Thus a large portion of
NU's 724 is the only New York-New England capacity available for
use by others. When this capacity is taken together with the New
Hampshire lines, the merged company will control some 92% of the

' capacity available for transmission to New England (Ex. 261,,

.

p. 23; Ex. 262). As Mr. Bigelow said: "the NU-PSNH merged
company would essentially control access from the southeastern
portion of New England in all directions outside, both the north
and the east into Maine, into New Hampshire, and west to New
York" (Tr. 4505).

This control would give the merged company the power to
demand excessive charges for transmission, or to deny it
altogether, while favoring its own excess generation at high

That the merged-company could use its powerprices (1d. at 24).to force its own extra goods on buyers elsewhere is an especially
significant concern because NU-PSNH will have the largest block
of surplus capacity in New England (Id. at 22).

1/ The company's own map (Ex. 4) is reproduced as an attachment
to this initial decision.

- - - .- - . . ,.
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NU, while acknowledging that the merger will produce
combined surpluses, argues that the merged company's surplus
capacity should not be treated as a " product market" for purposes
of analyzing competitive impact (Br. pp. 27, 38, 39-40); it
stresses Dr. Hay's statement that focusing on surplus would be
like measuring the baseball' concessionaire's power "one hour
after the ball game is over," when "the guy says 'I've got all
the unsold peanut _ Goodness Gracious, do I have a monopoly?'"
(Tr. 5747).

,

But the Cr2 mission has squarely recognized such excess as a
market. Egblic Service Co. of Indiana, 51 TERC 1 61,376 at
62,205 (1990). Market power over today's unscid peanuts can be
critical at tomorrow's game, and if that market power extended to
arenas and stadiums all over New England, the Concessionaire's
control becomes all the more significant. Moreover, as Mr.

Bigelow said, the excess capacity creates a motivation for the
merged company to favor its own " unsold peanuts" over someone
else's -- even if the other suppliers' goods are cheaper.

The merger's impacts are no less anti-competitive when
viewed from an all New England perspective. Eastern REMVEC
utilitier will be the buyers from northern sellers who may be in
Canada er Maine (Ex. 261, pp. 7, 26). Many of the small power
projects, upon which the southern New England utilities willo

rely, will be located elsewhere in New England (Id. at 8), and
transmission will be necessary to get the product moving south.
Those northern sellers will need to break through the NU-PSNH
stronghold in order to get their power to wouthern New England
buyers. The merger, with itta resulting transmission " curtain,"
cuts the regions off from each other.

B. Asserted Alternatives to FU-PSNH

(1) Non-Utility Generation

The most significant alternative-is non-utility generation
(NUGs) -- electricity produced by various persons'(giga, owners
of cogeneration facilities and small power producers) who sell
power to utilities. The applicant (through Dr. Kalt's testimony)
takes the view that NUGs are "a viable resource alternative" forutilities in Eastern RENVEC and all of New England (Br. p. 44).
Opposing _ intervanors and Staff challenge this reliance.

Applicant's case for NUGs rested on the proposition that
they were important alternatives because the Eastern REMVEC
utilities had said so in various documents (Br. pp. 44-45 and
exhibits there cited). The question is not what intervenors have
said, but whether the NUGs' future is sufficiently assured as to
warrant the conclusion that they could neutralize the merged
company's strength,

i
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The " uncommitted" NUGs, which applicant counted on, are
subject to many uncertainties, such units, while planned, have
not yet received construction or environmental licenses (Tr.
4724-4725). The likelihood of a NUG receiving all necessary-
permits varies from license to license and state to state (Tr.
4726). But in urging these NUGs as realistic alternatives, NU
treated them all alike, making no individual analysis as to
whether any particular plant would ever actually operate (Tr.
4727, 4750).

Indeed, the documents upon which applicant relied contained
many NUG plants which turned out to have been substantially
delayed or cancelled altogether (Staff Br. pp. 30-31 and exhibits
there cited; 111 also, Tr. 4729-4730, * '32-4733, 4734-4735, 4737,
4739-4740, 4746). For example, NU counted on a project which had
"run into a lot of local opposition" so that "everybody's backing
away on this one" (Tr. 4738).

Mr. Bigelow (whose company plans some reliance on NUGs)
agreed that "there's a fair degree of uncertainty" in the
estimates relied upon by NU as to when siting and environmental

a

licenses will be grantec (Tr. 4736). The shortest possible
elapsed time between NUG application and actual operation could
not be "less than three years" (Tr. 4749). NEPOOL itself
recognizes a "high uncertainty" in comparing those NUGs which are
planned and those which will actually operate-five to seven years
later (Ex. 55B, p. 32).

When asked whether one should not look at NUG projects
individually to make judgements "about the extent to which they
are there or are coming there or are not going to be there," Mr.
Bigelow answered: "(a]bsolutely. There are a very wide variety
of conditions" which could affect the outcome of each such
proposal (Tr. 4750). Yet documents upon which NU built its case
for NUGs as a competition-disciplining device made no such
project-by-project study. They simply compiled whatever various
utilities said about NUGs and did not go beyond that (Tr. 4750).

" Contingency" NUGs, also relied upon by NU, are even less
reliable. In 1989 NEPOOL explained that "(t]he economics" of
resources "have not been evaluated . (Ex. 55B, p. 13). In"

. .

1990, even after redefining " contingency" resources to include
only long-term " identifiable" projects, NEPOOL still said that it
"has not conducted detailed reliability or economic evaluations
of these resources," and that there was only a 30% probability of
such contingen:les being available as projected (Ex. SSE, pp. 19,
21) .

There are ether difficulties inherent in relying on NUGs as |

alternatives to the merged company's strength. NUG developers |have lost time and opportunities because they needed to achieve
sufficient economics of scale (Eastern REMVEC Intervenors Br.
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pp. 26-27 and record references there cited). Siting coal-fired ,

'

NUGs in Eastern REKVEC f aces major environmental opposition,- .
risks, and uncertaintias (Id. at 27-28). Gas-fired NUGs in that-
region are no more certair, considering limits on firm gas
transportation and on availability from local distribution
companies (Id. at 30-31).

Taken as a whole, these considerations show that although
NUGs will certainly operate, the magnitude and likelihood _of-
their full projected availability is notLauch to support them-as
remedien for the merger's anti-competitive potential.

(2) Demand Side Management

" Demand side management" (DSM) refers to programs _and
devices aimed at causing consumers to use less electricity or
less costly electricity -- 1212, ts reduce thefdemand for
electricity from the utility's-system (113, Ex. 55, p. 106;

" Glossary of Terms," pp. _19-20) . There is-no question that
Eastern REMVEC utilities invest seriously in --'and plan for.--
these programs and-their results. The issue is whether these
ef forts to reduce demand constitute meaningful alternatives -to
the merged company's competitive strength.

The Staff's Dr. Baughcum explained that DSM techniques are-
not alternatives to NU's market power'because they "are not
eroduct-substitutes but coliev-measures"-(Ex. 549, p. 42,
emphasis in original). The consultant =for:the Mass. Systems (Mr.
Winterfeld) also-took the view-that DSM was not a; substitute for
bulk power, explaining that automobiles with fuel-efficient
engines were not substitute products for gssoline (Ex. 416,
p. 24). Conservation approaches are not the same thing as
alternative sources-of power.or-of transmission; not buying the-

. product is conceptually different from buying an alternative
product. A monopolist's power could always be rationalized'en
the theory that people could choose to buy less of the product.
Dr. Baughcum properly reasoned'that market power should not be
tested by a customer's ability to cut down on purchases.

But wholly apart from conceptual-difficulties, there are
other-reasons why DSK'is not an affactive device to police the
merged company's power. _First, DSM_ programs take time.- Dr.
Baughcum explained that techniques require approval of state-
commissions, and necessarily_ involve administrative proceedings;
several years are then required -for ef fective implementation (Ex.
549, p. 60). As expressed.by Mr. Kahal and Dr. Swan, witnesses-
for the Maine and Vermont regulatory authorities, two Maine
utilities, and the American Paper Institute (Ex. 449,.p. 3 7 )': -

. _ _
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DSM load savings do not spring into existence
overnight. In addition to research, testing
and the regulatory appeal process, DSM
programs are normally phased in over time.
It takes several years to ' ramp up' a program
and achieve the targeted savings.

They show that NU's projected DSM savings will take ten
years to get from 215 MW to 2213 MW (Ex. 453). Some projects
involve a gradual customer sign-up over many yearst others become
effective only when customers' old appliances wear out, or when
new homes are built (Ex. 449, p. 38). The Executive Director of .

the Massachusetts Energy Facilities Siting Council explained that
it took two years for certain programs to get from beginning to
initial impismentation, and another five years for-full public
introduction, installation and performance (Ex. 444, pp. 22-23).
As he said, DSM sav$ngs "can take many years to appear" (Id.)

DSM programs are marked by uncertainties. political

considerations are relevant. NU's Mr. Lee warned about "just-in-

time planning," where, because of surpluses, "the pressure of
government to move ahead different' programs, (DSM, inter alla)
begins to wana" (Tr. 5914-5915). Boston Edison's witness
testified to " considerable uncertainty" as to whether DSM sources
"will be there as planned" (Ex. 524, p. 19). Moreover, the
amount saved may not be significant. COM/ Electric's Mr. Sayer,
with nearly twenty-five years of experience in New England
utility planning, said that "DSM would not significantly impact"
his company's foreseeable supply needs "(e)ven if.the maximum

"foreseeable potential of the next 30 years were achieved . . .

(Ex. 534, p. 14). Mr. Levitan, a consultant for the New England
Cogeneration Association warned that: "DSM often requires long
lead times, is difficult to measure, and savings can be hard to
sustain" (Ex. 500, p. 11). He concluded: "there is reason to

believe -- as NEPOOL has stated -- that DSM will continue to be
the largest uncertainty among alternative ' supply' sources" (Id.
at 15). NU's Dr. Cagnetta acknowledged " uncertainty" in DSM, and
agreed with the applicant's statement that "(d)isagreement is
fairly common among industry professionals concerning how much
savings are available from conservation activities and what those
savings could be,-and how best to acquire them" (Tr. 5623).

(3) Self-Owned Generation

NU also' relied on self-owned. utility generation (UG) as an
alternative to any potential exercise of market power by the
merged company (Ex. 55, pp. 88, 110-114). The record is not
sufficient to support such reliance. That a utility can
sometimes build a new power plant does not dispose of the matter.
The road to such an alternative can be long and tortuous.

_
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Siting, licensing and environmental opposition are strong.
NU's Mr. Schultheis acknowledged that " construction of utility
generation projects faces even greater opposition than non-
utility generation projects" (Tr. 3573). Even-when successful,
such construction in the re.gion necessarily involves substantial
lead times. Applicant's own documents show lead times of seven
and nine years for certain projected self-owned generation (Ex.
134, p. 3: Tr. 3577-3578). Staff showed substantial lead times
for other New England power plant construction: "Bangor Hydro
listed four hydro projects that, in turn, took 9, 14, 14 and 15

. Central Maine Power (CMP) listedyears to bring on line . .

several power projects requiring 4-12 years to bring on line
(and) estimated that licensing might now take 5-7 years . . .

MXWEC indicated that it required more than seven years to bring
on line the first unit of a 511 MW power project" (Ex. 549, p.
78). These hurdles make new utility generation too doubtful to
warrant reliance as a competition-disciplinary device.

(4) other " Alternatives"

Nor are there other real alternatives. The proposed MMWEC
line to New York is speculative; such a facility could not be
built without the cooperation and agreement of those utilities
whose service areas would be crossed (Ex. 261L, p. 81; Ex. 444,
p. 23). The possibility of increased Canadian access " post-2000"
(Ex. 55, p. 116) is, by its terms, of no significance for at
least ten years -- during which time the merged company has vast
power over north-south transmission and its own surplus to
promote. The option of " leaning" on NEPOOL resources is contrary
to NEPOOL's own principles, and has no merit (123, Principal New
England Intervenors Brief, p. 30 and Eastern REMVEC Intervenors
Brief, pp. 39-40). As NU's Mr. Schultheis himself once said (Ex.
55G, p. 2):

The NEP00L Agreement has always been
understood to provide that the Participants
have the obligation to install or contract
for capacity adequate to meat their
respective Capability Responsibility and thus
provide for their share of pool reliability.
The Capability Responsibility Adjustment and
Deficiency charge mechanisms were created to
deal with situations where Participants
inadvertently misjudged their capability
Responsibility or resources and ended up
short. This mechanism was not intended to be
considered as an alternative choice to
meeting basic obligations.

.
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C. Lone-te rr/Short-te rm Irrect s

The evidence shows that anti-competitive consequences are
not limited to the short term. NU's own studies of the New
England market show that "(1)ong term competition appears to be
greatest from potential cogeneration projects and corridor

123B, p. 638). This is the very "long-term"purchases" (Ex.
competition which could be most easily f rustrated by the merged
company's power over transmission. Power from New Brunswick or
Quebec, which can go south only if, as, and when NU so allows is
only as " competitive" as NU wants it to be.

It is true that until NUG f acilities become commercial,
Eastern REMVEC utilities will rely "for a significant portion of
their power needs" on short-term purchases of bulk power from
other utilities in and out of New England (Ex. 261, p. 6). But

the Eastern REMVEC need for transmission is no less critical over
the long run. The arrival of the NUGs does not somehow destroy
NU-PSNH's powert indeed such operations heighten the importance
of NU's control (Ex. 261, p.7).

Commercial NUGs are of no avail unless their product can get
south. Limiting Eastern REMVEC buyers to independent generating
sources inside their own region would not be "in anybody's best
interests" (Tr. 4506). As Mr. Bigelow explained, the region's
increasingly competitive wholesale power market demands a wider
range of alternatives, which, in turn creates a marketplace where
potential resources compete with each other -- all to the
customers' ultimate benefit (Tr. 4506-4507).

NU's own witness, Mr. Lee, acknowledged that it is "better
for the region (Eastern REMVEC) to have access to as many sources
as possible coming in from the north" because of " price and
economics" considerations (Tr. 6035-6036). Mr. Bigelow said that
the best "long-tera power supply opportunities would be located
in Maine and New Brunswick" (Ex. 261, p. 26), and there must be a
way to get those goods to the southern market. That way -- the

only way -- is via the merged company.
Of course NU's strength may be most acute when its surplus

creates a motivation to chill competitive goods while favoring
its own merchandise. But-NU's control -ver transmission does not
vanish when the surplus ends; it, like the merger, remains
forever. Surplus or not, "short" term er "long" term, the only
way to get northern power to southern buyers would be over the
merged company's lines. As expressed by Professor Kamerschen,
NEP's expert, (Ex. 265, p. 9):

4

|
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The merger would give NU, both now and. . .
in the future, control over both of the major
transmission corridors necessary to import
bulk power into southeastern _New England.-
This includes the east-west corridor to New'
York and the north-south corridor through New

!Hampshire, which is vitalito importing: bulk-
power from New Hampshire, Maine, New.
Brunswick and Nova Scotia. -(Emphasis added).

Nor is the "short-term /long-term" dichotomy:especially.- 3

Asmeaningful for this industry in this part of the country.-
expressed by Mr. Legrow, Boston- Edison's NEPOOL and Power Supply

-

Administrator (with seventeen _ years of experience in the_New
England: utility business), "we are always in relatively short-
term capacity planning problems"-(Tr. 5283). The company-is -

always in the need to either sell excess
capacity or to buy additional 1 capacity to .

compensate for plants.that we've plannedLon=
that don't come in on time,-or for plants
that do come in on time but the load-hasn't
developed such_that we need to sell or-we-
need to purchase-(Tr. 5283-5384).

This-"short-term" problem." recurs continually" on: Boston' Edison's
system .and on every system (Tr. 5284) . Dr. Reynolds said that'
for this reason, utilities-are "always operating.in:the short-
run" (Ex. 520, p. 7). See also the testimony _of NU witness,;Mr.
Lee, concerning utilities' "just-in-time planning"- (Tr.: 5914-
5915).

The anti-competitive effects of this' merger, if
unconditioned, will, therefore, exist over the yearsJimmediately'

following=the transaction,~ and will continue for the foreseeableI

future -- over the "short term" and-the "long_ term," however
those words may be defined. For these reasons, an unconditioned
merger would have serious anti-competitive consequences for New
England generally and for Eastern REMVEC utilities in particular.

| D. D'ineutes About* Numerical Measures

L Given the above findings-as to the anti'-competitive
consequences of the merger, there is no need in this_ case-to
resolve disputes about the relative significance;of various
Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HMI) numbers; of the Department of
Justice's Guidelines' reference to a 35% market share;' or of.the
Guidelines themselves in the context of'an electric utility
merges.

Moreover, these tools are designed in significant part to-
measure the potential for post-merger = collusive behavior (Ex.

. _ . _ ._ . . _ __ .__ _ . _ _ _ . __. - _ . . _ . . -
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549, pp. 11, 23; Ex. 551, pp. 20, 22, 24, 2 9,- 3 3 -3 4 ) .. But the
likelihood of such an event ---NU/PSNH-colluding with other firms
-- was virtually non-existent. NU's Brief (at pp. 21-22)
accurately portrays the uncontradicted testimony:

The only factual evidence on the issue was
provided by the-panel for the Eastern REMVEC
utilities-who testified in unison that the
(collusion) conception was-inconsistent with
any behavior they had even heard of and
inherently unthinkable (citing Tr. 5275--
5282).

'

on this record, therefore, the Guidelines and "HHI" numbers may
have less meaning -- a circumstance which also militates against
attempting to adjudicate a controversy about them.

Finally, as the Commission said in Public Service Co. of
Indiana, 51 FERC 1 61,367 at 62,205 (1990):

|

There are various' methods of analyzing market
power such as NHI determinations, market
shares, concentration ratios . . However we.

do not believe that any one type of evidence
is sufficient for this analysis, and-we will-
not rely on any mechanical market: share
analysis to determine whether a firm has-
market power.

Here there-is abundant evidence that the merged company will
have " market-power" by controlling the New England transmission
" curtain" and the excess capacity. An' examination of-the
disputed numerical devices would serve no useful purpose in the
circumstances of this case.

III. CONDITIONS

An unconditioned NU-PSNH merger would have anti-competitive
consequences. For that' reason, the -parties focused extensively
on the question of appropriate conditions.- Section 203(b) allows
the Commission to approve an-acquisition of control "upon such-
terms -and conditions as it finds necessary or appropriate to
secure the maintenance of adequate service and the coordination
in the public interest of facilities subject to the jurisdiction
of the Commission." The parties urge a variety of generic-

conditions involving NU's General Transmission Commitments;
transmission over tne New Hampshire corridor,-a Regional
Transmission Arrangement, and NEPOOL voting. In addition,
various intervenors press for particular' incividual conditions.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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A. Wheeline (General Transmission commitmentst

Section 203(b)'s conditioning power allows the Commission to
. order wheeling when necessary to ameliorate the merger's likely
anti-competitive effects (Eigh, suora at 61,282). In the instant

virtually everyone agrees that transmission access iscase,
essential in order to render the transaction consistent with the
public interest. NU implicitly admits as much by volunteering
its own post-merger General Transmission Commitments (Ex. 178).
These reflect significant advances over the pre-merger world of-
ad hoc negotiations -- a regime which posed serious difficulties
for transmi :i n customers, g;;, summary at pp. 43-45 of the
Eastern REMVEC Brief.

Many intervanors, together with the Staf f,- propose their own
" Merger Tariff";-others offer additional suggestions, with
varying degrees of detail as to what the company's post-merger
transmission ought to be. But the company's own Commitments are
an integral part of its proposal, and as one of the intervenor's

' witnesses said, are "a starting place" (Ex. 439, p. 4). Section

203 requires a determination as to whether "the proposed ., . .
i Hereacquisition" will be consistent with the public interest.'

the " proposed" transaction-includes the NU commitments, and they
must be the focal point of the transmission condition inquiry.
Certainly they can be modified as necessary. If the finished

product -- the NU-PSNH merger, with the " proposed" Commitments as
modified -- is consi3 tent with the public interest, that is the
end of the matter. Whether some other plan might be "better"
from a customer's viewpoint istof no significance.

(1) Time Dimensions

(a) The company proposes to offer transmission
service in increments ranging from 30 days to five years. The
30-day period for firm service-reflects NU's compromise from an
earlier position, is duplicated in the intervenors proposed
Merger Tariff (at p. 7), has wide support (Tr. 7075-7078, 7090-
7091), and raises no question worth discussing.

As to non-firm service, the intervenors' proposed tarif f (at
p. 7) offers a'one day minimum, instead of the company's seven--

day minimum (Tr. 7079). Intervenor evidence showed the frequency
of short-term transactions involving a few days or. hours and
requests for short-term service for periods of _ less .than seven

MMWEC's consultant explained that NU, by demanding minimur.days.
terms of seven days for transmission service as short as one day
was able to " lock () up this short-term business for itself by
refusing to r.11ow others to procure the wheeling service
necessary to_ compete for it" (Ex. 313, p. 19). The company

argued that a minimum charge of seven days for one day's worth of
service was a reasonable balance between the needs of the one-day
customer and NU's need to maintain the transmission system all

f
. _ _ _ _ _ __ _ - - -
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year (Tr. 7101). The applicant's point was not supported by any-

particularized evidentiary study. The record supports the
inte rvenors , particularly in the context of the merged company's
increased power. The requisite transmission tariff must offer
firm service f or a one-day minimum term.

(b) The company's proposed five-year limit on
firm service was strongly attacked as inadequate. The

iintervenor-Staf f " Merger Tarif f" instead- envisions of ferings of;

" twenty years or longer by agreement of the parties," with a'

customer option to extend the term for the-contractual life of
the facility gancrating the power to ha transmitted (at p. 7).

These intervenors correctly assert a need for more than five
years' worth of service. Mr.'Taglianetti, an executive with
responsibility for transmission contracts, stated: "(mjost power
contracts cover significantly longer periods of time" (Ex. 537,
p. 8). Mr. Bigelow said that QF and similar projects (1232,
NUG's) "need assured service . for the long term, coincident. .

with their power contracts" (Ex. 261, p. 18). The. Staff's
transmission witness, Mr. Krazanoski, testified that twenty. years
would be the appropriate maximum for transmission service
requests (Ex. 601, p. 37) . The NUG developers, Mr. Kearney and
Mr. Riva referred to twenty-year supplies and twenty- year

| contracts as underlying certain projects-(Tr. 4912-4913, 5016).
ERA Alig, Ocean State Power, 44 FERC 1 61,261 at 61,984 (1988) (a
twenty-year contract between a developer and certain Eastern,

| REMVEC utilities).
The applicant does not want to commit.itself to transmission

for longer than five years, because it cannot pradict what the
situation will be then. But some reasonable guarantee of firm
transmission will be essential to discipline the merged company's
competitive power. Mr. Lee of Harvard's-Energy and Environmental

L Policy Center (applicant's witness) testified that developers
need the assurance of "some certitude" (Tr. 5944), and NEP's Mr.
Bigelow referred to " assured" service coincident with contract 1-

length. Five years of " certitude," to be followed by all the
difficulties inherent in ad hoc negotiations, is not enough for
developers and financiers, who may well be looking at a S450
million investment in a facility with a twenty-year obligation
(Tr. 4912-4913, 5016).

The intervenor-Staf f proposal envisions a tarif f which would
offer firm transmission service for the life of the commitment.
underlying the facility in question. But such an open-ended
obligation demands too much. During oral argument several
counsel spoke of a anximum finance commitment of 35 years,
advising that they knew of nothing which went past that period
(Tr. 7072, 7113). But it does not follow that bankers should-
necessarily dictate transmission terms, rather than follow ther.
Moreover, counsel's statements had some uncertainty. Considering

_ _ _ _ _ . . .
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the transmission customers' need for "some certitude," the record
more clearly justifies a twenty-year maximum, as opposed to
thirty-five years. The merged company's transmission tariff must
of fer service for up to twenty years, unless, of course, the
parties agree on something different.

(c) The company proposes to file its transmission
tariff within 60 days following consummation of the merger (Tr.
7134). -The intervenor-Staff proposal includes an interim
transmission rate, which, assuming Commission approval of the
merger, would govern the merged company until such time as it
filed whatever tariff the commission had required. This interim

step, apparently designed to obviate certain transitional
problems which arose in the Eigh proceedings,1/ isI see no need for requiring one tariff (withunnecessary.
potential for controversy, charges, collections and. refunds) to

be followed by yet another tariff, with its own potential for
>

still other disputes.

Avoiding a transitional period will make it unnecessary to
require a transitional tariff. To achieve this result,
consummation of the merger must be conditioned on the concurrent
filing of a compliance tariff which fully reflects all of the
terms and conditions set out in this initial decision. Such a
condition should encourage a prompt and fair compliance filing
because NU could not begin to reap the merger benefits without
it.

,

(2) Various other Matters
,

(a) The company's proposal containg'a reciprocity
clause (Ex. 178, p. 7) which requires NU-PSNH's wheeling
customers to offer equivalent transmission service to the merged

The Staff and some intervenors rightly'enallenge thiscompany.
provision. There is no warrant in this merger case for imposing
such a requirement on all utilities uho use the company's
transmission facilities. Conditioning the merger upon NU's
agreeing to wheel is a necessary step to ameliorate the potential
anti-competitive consequences, and thus render the transaction
consistent with the public interest. These considerations do not
justify forcing the transmission -customers into action. They are

not seeking to merge; they seek only to get power through the NU-
PSNH " curtain." Notions of reciprocity, perhaps relevant in
later-deliberations about a Regional Transmission Arrangement
( AAA, Section III, C(l) , infra) , have no place here.

(b) Many of the opposing intervenors argue
against the merged company's refusal to exclude " tie line" and

3/ Tr. 7134-7140, 7187-7188 ; 113 also, Utah Power & Licht Co.,
-45 FERC 1 61,095 (1988), 51 FERC 1 61,295 (1990).

t

- - - - - -- - - . , - - - , ---- -- , ,- . , . - - . . , . , , , , -
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" lost opportunity charges" in its transmission commitments (New
England Intervenor's Brief, p. 35; Eastern REMVEC Intervenors'

Brief, p. 44). The merits of these disputed charges are at issue
in other NU proceedings pending before the Commission which,
indeed, involve some of the same opponents and lawyers (NU Reply
Br. p. 50; Tr. 7131, 8172-8165, 8178-8181). In these
circumstances, there is no need for still more litigation about
them here. Consummation of the merger is conditioned on the
merged company's agreeing to accept the FERC's decision as to the
validity of those challenged charges in the dockets cited in the
above transcript pages.

(3) Constraints; Priorities; Removal Costs; etc.

" Native load" customers are located in the service areas
which the utility is licensed to serve. The merged company's
native load customers will be primarily the retail customers of
Connecticut, Western Massachusetts and New Hampshire.
Transmission customers outside the NU-PSNH service area want to
use the merged company's facilities to transmit or " wheel" power
to their areas. Sometimes physical constraints will preclude the
merged company from carrying all the electricity that is demanded
by both groups (native load and wheeling customers). Much of the
controversy about wheeling conditions involves the enoices to be
cade when the merged company confronts such constraints. What
happens when the constraints cannot be removed? Alternatively,
when the merged company is able to make necessary upgrades, who
pays them?

(a) Priorities when Constraints Cannot Be Removed

Although the merged company is willing to build such
upgrades or additions as necessary to remove constraints, siting,
environmental, or other regulatory concerns may sometimes
preclude the work. In that event, priorities of access must be
established among those demanding the merged company's
facilities. In the context of this case, the " priorities"
dispute involves dollars, not failures of electricity. The
priority " winner" gets cheaper power; no one loses electricity.

The -merged company would f avor its native load. custome.::s
when an irremediable constraint produces a conflict between their
needs and those of transmission customers. Some intervenors
argue against such a priority, reasoning that concepts of
" parity" or " nondiscrimination" require that transmission
customers be al awed to sign on with the merged company, and be
treated the same as the rest of the company's customers. Under
this approach, every customer, native load or wheeling, would get
equivalent treatment, presumably shating in all available power.
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These intervenors believe that such egalitarian service
would create more reliable wheeling, and thus furnish a stronger
competitive alternative to NU-PSNH's strength, But an approach
which equates wheeling with a utility's obligation to serve its
own retail customers is fraught with difficulties.

The merging companies' very existences are linked to their "

obligation to serve native load customers. That is why they hold

lawful monopolies. The native load customers have regularly
borne the costs of the NU-PSNH facilities. The future

-

transmission customer, who wants to use those facilities, has
not. The ratepayers of NU-and PSNH, who have paid for the
facilities-through the years, have used them, have planned on-

them and have relied on them; NU and PSNH have correspondingly
Thisplanned for those ratepayers years into the future.

situation is not unique to NU and PSNH.- Every New England
-

utility favors its-own native load. Nothing in the NEPOOL
agreement requires its members to surrender their native load
preference, and none do. Even the proposed intervanor-Staf f
merger tariff recognizes-that native load should prevail in cases
where constraints cannot be removed (Tr. 8143-8147).

There is no legal requirement that a utility equalize its
native load customers with all others. The antitrust laws'
" essential facilities" doctrine recognizes the legitimate primacy
of the company's own customers. Even if NU's. facilities were-
" essential," that status would not warrant destroying native-load
preference (131, Utah Power &-Licht-Co.,-45CFERC 1: 61,095 at
61,287 (1988)). High expressly recognized that'the merged
company could.reserva from its wheeling obligations so much'of
its capacity as would be necessary to. serve- native -load (45 FERC
at 61,291). 111 1112, City of Vernon v. Southern California
Edison Co., No. CV. 83-8127, C.D. Calif, Aug. 30, 1990, pp. 25-28
("(rleasonable access does not: include that which would harborEdison's other customers . . . Edison is not obligated by the
antitrust laws to confer a benefit on Vernon at the expense of
its own customers . . Edison's denial of access to its.

transmission system was motivated by a desire;to benefit its own
customers .-. .").

The reasonableness of a native lead preference is also
reflected in the' Federal-Power Act. ~Section 217(a) provides that
no wheeling order may be entered under Sections 210 or 211 unless
the Commission-determines that such order "will not impair the
ability of any electric utility affected by the order to render
adequate service to its customers." This provision,-while not
binding in a_Section 203 case, nevertheless reflects significant
legislative approval of' priority for nativeLlead.
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NU's choice, to prefer native load when constraints are
immutable, is fair, and it strikes a reasonable balance between

,

! conflicting interests.

(b) Cost Allocation When NU Can Make Necessary
Upgrades

When the merged company is able to build the upgrade, who
pays for it? All parties agree that the costs of building a
" generator lead, a feed from the generating plant hooking up to
the network transmission system" can properly be borne by the
transmission customer (Tr. 8062-8063). Beyond this, there are

differing views.

Those intervenors who urge that native load and transmission
customers are all the same would " roll in" future upgrade costs
with all other company costs and charge them to everyone as part
of NU's general rate structure. The applicant and a number of
opposing intervenors disagree. They would allocate the costs of
future needed upgrades according to concepts of responsibility,
but they differ widely over the appropriate standard of
measurement and other details.

" Rolling in" of upgrades, while administrativa1y simple,
blends everything and everyone together, and thus ignores any
concept of responsibility. There is nothing inherently improper
in attempting to allocate costs to those responsible for them.
The Commission, while generally adhering to rolled-in pricing,
does not preclude particularized cost allocations to specific
customers where appropriate. Utah Power & Licht Cat, 45 FERC S

|

! 61,095 at 61,291, fn. 163 (1988); Public Service Co. of Indiana,
I 51 FERC 1 61,367 at 62,203 (1990), Opinion on Rehearing, 52 FERO
| 1 61,260 at 61,966 (1990); Northern States Power Co., 52 FERC 1

61,123 at 61,543 (1990).

I Even the Staff's transmission witness -- who would abol-ish
native load priority and " roll in" upgrades to everybody -- could
not oppose incremental pricing in principle (Tr. 6539). When

I

I asked whether it would be appropriate, "if procedures are
available . to efficiently identify which customers cause. .

which costs to be incurred, . to assign'these costs to those. .

customers," he stated: "I believe that a fully developed and
supported form of incremental cost pricing is a potential means

,

of pricing the transmission service" (Tr. 6540).
If an upgrade is caused by transmission customers, why

should they not pay for it? Conversely, why should an NU retail
ratepayer in Hartford, Connecticut have to pay anythina for a
facility used by a Boston utility to wheel power over NU's lines
to Eastern Massachusetts? Why should the Hartford homeowner
subsidize the Bostonian by so much as even one mil? Why should
the New Hampshire Commission, for examp24. authorize an upgrade
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to benefit Massachusetts wheeling customers, if its costs are to
be partly borne by New Hampshire ratepayers? Allocating

particular costs to those responsible for them -- where that_can
be done feasibly -- is fair, and altogether consistent with the
public interest. As the Commission said in System Enercy
Resources, Inc., 41 FERC 1 61,238 at 61,616-(1987), "(p)rinciples
of fairness in ratemaking support the concept that those who are
responsible for the incurrence of costs be the ones who bear
those cost burdens."

For these purposes, NU would use the test articulated by Mr.
9ehultheis (Ex.157, p. 40):

The standard that NU uses is that the
wheeling customers must make a RI2 IAla
contribution whenever the facilities would
not have been needed but for-the wheeling
transfers across a constrained interface.
This means that NU's native load customers
pay for the new facilities they create the
need for and wheeling customers pay for the
facilities they create the.need for.

The Staf f and many intervenors believe that this -test
improperly loads the scales by creating a presumption.in favor of
native load customers-and against transmission customers (Tr.
8118-8119, 8121). They propose a merger tariff which leans the
other way, giving primacy to any transmission agreement which
precedes any " subsequent, incremental firm service to retail
customers of the Company" (Merger Tariff, p. 11). They would
thus create a kind of " seniority system" in which any signed-on
transmission customer takes priority over whatever comes later --

l including NU's own native load growth.

This proposed dichotomy between "old" and "new" native load
has its own difficulties.2/ The distinction did not receiveclose scrutiny during the hearing, and-its details were:not fully

i

I

i
|

|

2/ So far as appears, there is no commission precedent for suen
an approach. When pressed for authority, counsel relied on order
No. 436 "on the gas side, not the electric side" (Tr. 8127). The
two fields are different and, absent Commission guidance, I
cannot conclude that the machinery for open access on pipeline
systems necessarily warrants importing a similar regime into the
electric utility business.

- . _ . . -- - - . _ . -
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Worked out. E/ NU's Reply Brief (at pp. 35-36) fairly
describes some of the questions raised by the proposal:

i

Consider an NU customer who has lived in
I Hartford for 20 years. If he decides he

needs a new largcr refrigerator for his
family, is that incremental native load? If

yes, how and why is this load distinguishable
for purposes of establishing transmission
access priorities? The same is true for a
long-time customer who buys a new, bigger
hcme or for the children of a long-time

.-
customer who move (s) across the street to a
new house. When businesses grow and change
locations, their electricity demands grow.
In other cases, a growing business may build
a new more efficient plant that consumes less
electricity. The fact is, no electric system
is designed to calculate and account for all
of these permutations.

But whatever their merits, these ef forts to construct cost
! allocation approaches which tilt one way or another should all,

fail. There is no basis for " presumptions" or other devices
designed to influence the inquiry into how the costs of a

|
particular facility should be assigned. The analysis should be,

even-handed and neutral. Mr. Schultheis'. test, construed and
|

( applied that way, is acceptable.
particular disputes about responsibility: for particular

facilities are for later proceedings. Though this record
contains testimony about " incremental" and " rolled in" and
" embedded" ratemaking, and talks about economic " efficiency" and
" price signals," these considerations cannot be meaningfully

I addressed in the abstract. We are dealing with unknown costs of
unknown facilities to be built at unknown times in unknown places'

~

for unknown reasons. There is no reason now to-attempt to answer'

remote and hypothetical questions about such future disputes.

Future attempts to coIIact costs for upgrades will, as.NU
agrees, involve rate filings under Section 205 (1222 Tr. 8079).
As in any rate case, the merged company would have the burden of
proof. Opponents of a proposal would be free to show that cost
responsibility should be distributed in some different way.
There could be a dispute as to the size of the transmission

g/ It was part of a commendable effort to reduce and simplify
the array of requested conditions. This particular aspect
unfortunately did not draw serious attention during the
evidentiary hearing.

.
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customer's Erg rata share; there could be a dispute over
causation and responsibility, with wheeling customers claiming
that particular upgrade costs were attributable to many factors
and should be spread to all, or apportioned to some. These and
other questions would be litigated in future proceedings,
involving particularized proposals filed under Section 205.

But leaving these individualized questions for future
proceedings does not mean that the merged company's transmission
customers must face unlimited financial exposure. The record
supports two significant protective limitations.

First, the General Transmission Commitments require that the
merged company, prior to contracting, identify those constraints
which it " anticipates reasonably could require the construction
of additional facilities during the term of the wheeling
contract" and " provide its best estimate of the maximum cost to
that wheeling customer . to remove each identified potential. .

(Ex. 176, pp. 5-6)."constraint . . .

The company agrees that the facilities identified in the
estimates, will constitute the customer's " maximum exposure"
(Tr. 8188). As explained by NU counsel,

We would think that what our commitment is,
at the time transmission is requested, we
will identify any upgrades that we think may
be necessary to provide that service and that
(we) were limited in the future to those(W)e might identify twoupgrades . . .

problems up front, but that's it. You pay

I for what's identified up front. (Tr. 7264)

When coked: "(a) third problem comes along several years later,
you can't bill them for it?," NU counsel agreed, stating:
"(t] hat's our tough luck" (Id.)

! Second, in addition to a facility restriction, the merged
,

company should also generally be limited to the dollars set out
! in the estimate. The company expressed its willingness to be so

bound, if it could be protweted against unforeseen- future
restraints -- 12g2, an environmental requirement that all lines
be put under ground (Tr. 7306-7307). That qualification is
reasonable; NU-PSNH should not be unduly penalized for later
events which could not reasonably have been foreseen.

In situations involving nuclear plant decommissioning
estimates, the FERC has accepted a 25% contingency to reflect
unknowns and unplanned occurrences. Egg, g g2, System Enercy
Resources. Inc., 49 FERC 1 61,318 at 62,189, fn. 8 (1989), where
the contingency covers " unplanned-for occurrences (including)
adverse weather impacts, equipment breakdown delays and labor

_.
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(and) unknown escalation rates for labor costs andstrikes, . . .

radioactive vaste disposal costs." That 25% figure is reasonable
here for analogous unknown and unplanned-for occurrences related
to future upgrades.

An estimate process so constructed -- with limits on the
specific facilities and dollars needed -- gives the transmission
customers substantial protection. Several witnesses emphasized
the need for assured service and certainty, and these conditions
respond to that need. Final exposure will be limited and known,
a f actor which helps to make NU-PSNH wheeling service a more
availe.bla and meaningful competitive alternative.

Next, there are arguments about alleged double or triple
billing. For example, suppose NU spends $30 million to remove a
constraint, enabling it to carry the combined loads of a
transmission customer and native load customers. If the
transmission customer's needs "cause" a grs reta share of, say,
S10 million, then that amount can be properly billed
incrementally to the particular transmission customer. The
remaining S20 million would, under NU's approach, be rolled in to
all NU customers including the transmission customer. That
customer would thus and up paying twice: once for its legitimate
RI2 rata incremental responsibility for the facility (the $10
million), and again as part of the universe of those paying the
rest of the facility's costs (the remaining S20 million) on a
rolled-in basis (Tr. 7266). That is unfair. The transmission
custcmer should not be charged for the other $20 million, and the
merged company's tariffs cannot authorize such collections.

I The other double-billing claim has no merit. It involves

|
NU's collection of what are variously referred to as " base rate"
or " base system" or " system charges," reflecting the costs of
transmitting electricity over the company's existing system.
Some wheeling customers say that they should not have'to pay a
RIs rata incremental share of an upgrade (the S10 million in the
above example), and also pay the " base" charge. But these
charges do not duplicate each other. The customer's incremental
share of the upgrade reflects its EIS rata responsibility for the
facility. The " base rate" is an ongoing charge for the use of
the existing system itself. Thi wheeling customer unquestionably
uses that system and ougnt to pay for it. Paying directly for
part of a particular upgrade does not excuse the transmission
customer from paying to use the rest of the system.

Finally, intervenors and Staff are concerned about the
possibility that non-firm service could " bump" firm transmission-

se rvice . During oral argument, the company explained'that it
would not bump firm for non-firm: "(w) hat Mr. Schultheis has
said is that, once you get firm service from NU . . later. .

economy, non-firm purchases for sales do not take priority over
that. You've got a firm service and you've got the priority"
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(Tr. 8181). This would be so even if the economy purchase was

for UU native load customers-(14.) To this extent, therefore,
concerns about priorities for off-system sales disappear.

Bct rather than " bumping," NU proposes to allocate capacity
for firm service in relationship to "its historical use of its
New York tie-lines" (Tr. 8182). There would be no " bumping," but
space would be allocated according to this " historical use"
consideration, on its face, this effort weakens'the merged
company's wheeling commitment. Whatever adjustments are made for
historical use of New York ties can only result-in less, not more

transmission vapawity, perhaps this is a reasonable balance
between native load and transmission customers.-- But the
company's briefs do not spell out this " historical /New' York"
position with any precision. It certainly is not in-the
commitments themselves (Ex. 178); nor is it developed in the
cited portion of Mr. Schultheis' testimony (Ex. 123, p. 176,-
cited by UU at Tr. 8181). The applicant has not satisfactorily
explained what this limitation means and what it would produce,
and has failed to carry the burden of proving its reasonableness.

(c) Ten-Year Priority for NU Excess

NU's proposed commitments give the merged company a. ten-year
preference for off-system transmission of its own excess
production. The company explains that because its surplus-

fairnesscapacity is being paid for by native load ratepayers,demands that it get priority in using its lines to sell off its
own excess production.

Staf f and most opposing intervanors emphasize the potential
anti-competitive overtones-of this ten-year priority, surplus is

a subject over which-the merged company will have great control;
and the first ten years happen to cover the period when-that
control is most acute. It is undisputed thatLthe merger.will, as-
its NEPCO supporter recognized, combine "into one _ entity control
over the single largest source of surplus capacityLin _New England
with control over key transmission facilities necessary to

(Ex. 261, p. 21)."provide access to alternative sources . . .

The Staff's analysis of NU' data shows that the extent of such '

control will' exceed 65% in every year.from 1993 through 2000-

(Ex. 503,-Table 3). During the years 1992 through 1996, when the
total New England surplus-capacity is biggest, the merged
company's share will be 51%, 66%, 83%, 91%, and 91% respectively
(1d.)

To give the merged company _ exclusive-rights over these goods
over these years aggravates the merger's potential anti- ,

competitive impact. The company's desire to move its own excess |

could easily operate to displace others. The wheeling necessary
to alleviate the merger's anti-competitive effects would be

- - -- . - -. - . . _ . . , , - - -
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| seriously weakened if NU had a ten-year right-to subordinate the
inte rvenors ' concerns to its own.

Nor is the priority necessary. As several witnesses
reasoned, if NU's surplus was priced competitively, it would
sell; if it was not so priced,' then the goods should not be
promoted artificially by giving them a priority. Mr. Kahal and
Dr. Swan testified: "There is no reason that NU will necessarily
be deprived of using the transmission system to sell its own
existing surplus generation capacity as lone as it crices that
caeacity at comeetitive rates (Ex. 449, p. 79, emphasis in"

. . .
original). Removal of this ten-year priority is necessary in
order to render the reaneeetion consistent with the public
interest.

Because this priority fails, there is no occasion to address
the subsidiary challenge to NU's apparent attempt to preserve for
itself the right to charge transmi:sion customers -- when it.hasi

used the ten-year priority to pre-empt them. If the Commissionrestores the ten-year priority, it may wish to consider this,
apparently harsh aspect, which the company may now be willing to

. modify (113, Tr. 7565-7566) .
I

B. The New Hampshire Corridor Procosal

(1) Introduction

The New England Power Co. (NEP) and PSNH-have end-to-end
transmission facilities and service areas; PSNH controls access
to northern sources, while NU controls acesss to western sources.
The merger would give NU control of both corriders. NEP and all
other southeastern New England utilities could reech northern and
western sources only by dealing with the merged coupany.t

In these circumstances NEP initially opposed the merger,
while at the same time seeking to improve its situation through
negotiation with NU. Each side had much to fear from the other.I

NEP might have ended up at the mercy of the merged company. NU,
eager to go forward with the merger, was now facing a most

! powerful opponent. Hard bargaining between top executives (Mr.'

Schultheis for NU and Mr. Bigelow for NEP) ultimataly produced
the New Hampshire Corridor Proposal (sometimes referred to as
Corridor or Corridor Proposal), and NEP became a " supportingintervanor."

Under this Proposal (Ex. 154), the two companies effectively
agreed to lease specified portions of their end-to-end
transmission to other New England utilities.- Using this
Corridor, a utility otherwise isolated by the merged company's
transmission curtain could obtain long-term firm access to
northern New England or Canadian sources.

.
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The proposed service has many attractive features. It will

operate under cost-based rates, subject to FERC review. RU's
disputed " lost opportunity" or " tic line" charges will not apply.
Service is available in ten-year increments for up to 30- years --
a limit which easily meets the. twenty-year need shown on the
record. Ten-year customers are guaranteed against sustaining any

The companies agree to make such improvements asupgrade costs.
may be necessary, in ' response to NEPOOL members' votes (excluding
their own). A utility is free to " broker" the service -- 1.32,
sublease part of its share to anyone else.

That the Corridor Proposal creates benefits and improvements
cannot be seriously questioned. The Eastern REKVEC intervenors,
though seeking to modify the Proposal,-acknowledge-that if taken
at face value and fully utilized, "it aceliorates anti-

(Br. p. 52). Even the New England"
competitive effects . . .

Intervanors and New Brunswick Power - who ' argue that the
corridor fails unless strengthened -- nonetheless see it as

(Br. p. 45) and "some"making " favorable, necessary changes . . .
-

(Br. p. 2). The"
favorable changes to the status quo . . .

Staff's transmission witness, Mr. Krazanoski, while also seeking
to improve the Corridor Proposal, testified that it and the
General Transmission Commitments

provide some measure of relief to-the anti-
competitive effects of this merger . . .

without these measures, I believe that
! transmission access may have been somewhat.

more restricted and supplies of delivered
bulk power in the relevant markets may have
been somewhat more limited (Ex. 601, p.-18).

He went on to recognize that "[tio the extent that'it guarantees
people certain levels of transmission service, well, then, that
is some improvement" (Tr. 6233). Mr. Lee, Executive Director of
Harvard University's Energy and ' Environmental Policy Center, _

acknowledged that "(w) hen I first heard of this merger, I was
very concerned about the ability of a utility to control the flow
of power from northern New England to southern New England" (Tr.
5934-5935). But he changed his mind after reviewing NU's
corridor Proposal and other commitutmts because they will result
in "mov(ing) power more expeditiously from northern New England
to southern New England after this merger than you were able to
under the old policies of Public Service of New Hampshire" (Id.)

The Eastern RENVEC intervanors say that the Proposal
ameliorates anti-competitive effects only if fully utilized -- an
allegedly unclear outcome because of supposed uncertainty about
Central Maine Power's participation (Br. p. 52) . There is no
evidence that central Maine will refuse to participate in
corridor service. Mr. Bigelow had conversations with an employee
of that company, and "came away with the feeling" that it was

--- - -. _ _ __ _ ,
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i worth putting the Corridor Proposal together (Tr. 4558, 4561).
There is evidence that Central Maine had previously been
responsive to specific requests for transmission f rom Canada (Tr.
4712). Moreover, that company participated actively throughout
these proceedings and made no statement disavowing the Corridor
Proposal. In these circumstances, any alleged uncertainty does
not warrant scuttling either the Corridor Proposal or the merger.

Challenges to particular details of the Corridor Proposal
are examined next.

.. -

(2) Size of the Corridor
The Corridor Proposal makes available as much as 400 MW of

transmission capacity for wheeling across New Hampshire to
southern New England. 1/ That is not an insignificant

allocation. It is enough power to serve the peak demands of
people (Tr. 7624), a number which exceeds the totalabout 400,000

of PSNH's ratepayers, and is about eight times the population of
NEP agreed to participate in its part of the end-to-endHolyoke.Corridor, thus receiving the option to subscribe for half of the

400 MW. The remaining Corridor capacity (at least 200 MW) is
available to southern New England utilities.

Banger Hydro, the' Maine Commission, and the Vermont
agencies, say that the corridor Proposal should be expanded to
"the amount available which was uncommitted prior to the merger,"
a capacity of 740 MW over PSNH's lines. But requiring the merged
company to lease out all of PSNH's pre-merger availability would
leave no room for expanded transmission over KU/PSNH's own lines.
There is no legitimate reason to force NEP to turnover twice what
it wanted to -- merely because PSNH had a certain pre-merger
capacity. The Corridor size reflects NU's view as to the most
that it could dedicate without penalizing PSNH's future native
load.

COM/ Electric compltins that its Corridor share is already
subsumed by an existing contract involving Canadian power from
Pt. Le Preau. Mr. Sayer said: "the Corridor Plan gives

COM/ Electric the option to purchase 26 MW which is one (1). . .

MW in excess of its current Pt. LePreau purchase . (Ex. 534,"
. .

| p. 18). But, the Pt. LePreau contract expires in October of 1991,

(Id.) Moreover, as set out in the Corridor Proposal itself, all
existing transmission obligations from Pt. LePreau to 1995COM/ Electric and others do not extend beyond October 31,

A total of 40 MW were made available as a separate matter to2/Vermont utilities, and 12 MW vere allocated to UNITIL and the New
Hampshire Cooperative.

.
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(Ex. 154, p. 2). That there are existing contracts is certainly
not the fault of NU or NEP, and those companies have structured
the Proposal to preserve such contractual rights. Under any
view, the situation is temporary. Ultimately the Corridor
Proposal gives CCti/ Electric and the other intervenors the
opportunity to lock in increments of long-term north-south
transmission capacity -- an option they never had before.

Other attacks on Corridor site -- that RU deliberately
understated its own native load share in order.to reduce the
universe to be divided with NEP, and that HEP took more of that
universe than it should have -- are really challenges to the
bargaining process itself. On this record, there is no reason to

plunge into the negotiations and take them apart.

Each company was adverse to the other. KU wanted eagerly to
go forward with a merger which will bring substantial benefit s to
its ratepayers and eteckholders. NEP, a powerful New England
utility (the only company big enough to have veto pcwer in
NEPOOL) , was out to defeat the acquisition because of its anti-
competitive overtones. Each was represented by senior officers
who were knowledgeable, experienced, articulate, and deeply icyal
to their companies. There is every reason to believe that the
NU-NEP negotiations were arm's length bargaining sessions between
two adversaries.

NU's motivation to shrink the universe was balanced by NEP's
desire to expand it -- as a safeguard against the anti-
competitive effects which brought NEP to the bargaining table.
The result was the product of these two conflicting aims. The
" size" outcome of these talks is consistent with some other
evidence 12/; f airly ref' . cts a process in which both sides
were giving up something and getting something; and
unquestionably produces greater potential for wheeling power frem
Canada and Maine to southern New England than ever existed
before. If Corridor expansion is needed, then NU-has agreed to
condur asary studies, and to undertake feasible construction
where \te financial commitments are made (Ex. 154, pp. 7-

10: E: 162). Meanwhile the General Transmission.

Commi as modified in this decision," will also be-in
effe-- -sidering all of the circumstances, the corridor's
size - gh for the peak demands of 400,000 people -- is
reasona.a

,

12/ Egg citations in New Hampshire Initial Brief, p. 56 and
NEP's Initial Brief, p. 11.

|

- _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ .
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(3) -Access for Northern Utilities and NUGs

Many intervenors (New Brunswick Power, Bangor Hydro, Four
States, -and Principal' New England t Intervanors) urge.-that the
corridor-Proposal, now open only to utilities in Massachusetts,

~

Rhode Island and Connecticut',- be modified so that Vermont and-
Maine utilities could be eligible to_ subscribe-(Condition
"Bangor 1"). The-record supports such a condition.- Northern New-
England is the most.likely location-for-future NUG developers.. 1

Failure to include r@rthern utilities-could leave them without
assurance of ways ? ring locally-produced power to southern New'

. England markets-(iga, Exa. 479, p. 16;-449, pp. 71-76).,, ,,

Moreover, Southern utilities _(for whose benefit'the-proposal was
designed) may also_be sellers,.as-Mr. Bigelow recognized-(Tr.-

5610-4611). In that event, the northern buyer has legitimate.
interests in corridor transmission._-More: competition for the
-movement of goods can_only benefit the public. A northern'
utility'who wants to' price goods more attractively by seeking to
use the corridor -- whether:as a buyer or: seller -- should have
that opportunity. Northern util-ities are just as threatened by-
the merger's transmission curtain as southern ones._ The merger
cuts each off from the-other. Finally, NU :itself acknowledged-
that opening the Corridor to northerners "doesn't cost us any-
more money or make any difference.to us" (Tr. 7610); there is no
persuasive reason not to do so.

The intervenor-Staff proposal =would require.NU to provide-
.

Corridor service -- indeed_all wheeling'--ito=" qualifying
facilities and independent power producers," as-well--as utilities
(Merger Tariff, p. 1). This requested expansion fails under the
Commission's decision in Utah Power:& Licht coi,147nFERC-1 61,209-
at:61,739-61,742:(1989), cholding that' qualifying facilities ware-

properly. excluded, while only those independent-power producers
fitting with the definition of " utility" were-properly included.-
Following.Minh, therefore, the Corridor service'will be..open'to
all utilities, including those independent powerJproducers:whouso
qualify. 11/

.(4) - Alleged " Market : Allocation"

Eastern REMVEC Intervenors portray' the corridtrr Frepesel as-
~

a " market: allocation" agreement:(Br.ip.151). This claim;is
without merit. The settlement between these-and-to-end
adversaries has'no comparison"with-horizontal marketLallocation

11/ -The Commission's comments in-Utah-(at 61,742) about not
prescribing "a~ generic approach to future merger. proceedings'?
apparently applied to the-independent 1 power: producers'Lexclusion
from a transitional'tariffL--'a problem not present in the
instant case. For this reason, I must' follow Minh,-

notwithstanding the NUGs argument for-inclusion.
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agreements between competitors. Egg, 2 Kalinowski, Antitrust
Laws and Trada_Reculation (1990), Chapter 6F, " Horizontal Market
Division." PSNH and NEP do not compete with each other to
deliver power from Maine to southern New England. They could not

divide up common territory .or . customers even if they wanted to.
Nor does the Corridor Proposal reflect an effort of NU or NEP to
keep someone else out of the market. If anything, it opens to

competitors an area which otherwise could have been closed.
Finally there is no basis for imputing any collusive conduct
here; as stated, the facts are entirely consistent with hard-
fought arm's length bargaining.

. .

(5) The Ten-Year Increments

As noted, Corridor service will be available in ten-year
increments, with a maximum of thirty years. That "(bjulk power
contracts in New England can be for as short as one day (Ex. 123,
p. 80) does not mean that the Corridor must necessarily be
offered in one-day periods. To require NU and NEP to offer one
day's worth of service would inject day-to-day uncertainty and
unpredictability for both companies. There is particularly no
basis for requiring NEP to subject itself to such instability.
That company is not here sseking merger approval, but is indeed
trying to protect itself against the merger's anti-competitive

To require NEP, in such a context, to keep open aconsequences.
portion of its lines to all takers on a day-to-day basis is too
great a price to pay for having chosen to participate in the
Proposal.

Those who vant to use the Corridor on a short-term basis
can, of course, do so under the trokering provisions. There is
nothing to prevent buyers or sellers from entering into a ten-

~

year lease on the corridor, and then effectively "sub-lease"
rights for any shorter time period. Finally, the General
Transmission commitments, which effer potential wheeling for
short-term periods, are fully avaflable over the non-Corridor
portion of PSNH's facilities.

As to long-term use, the Corridor Proposal allows twenty-
year subscribers to extend another ten years -- for thirty years
total. That is more than enough. As explained rupra in the
context of the general wheeling commitments, the record shows a
twenty-year need.

The Corridor Proposal's provisions for firm service, like
the ten-year increments, reflect NU's and NEP's reasonable need3

l

for certainty. They have agreed to hand over to others 452 MW of
their own capacity for between ten and thirty years, and have a :

right to rely on firm reservations of Corridor capacity. Parties
needing non-firm service can broker or purchase capacity on i

short-term or non-firm bases from subscribers. They can use the 1

General Transmission Commitments as modified here. A reasonably

j

'

1
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long period f or subscription of firm service, tied to
unrestricted brokering, strikes a fair balance of the
uncertainties involved.

Some intervenors argue .that taking a ten-year subscription
with the hope of brokering part of it presents a substantial
risk. If such a company cannot obtain "sub-lessees" for the
unused portion, state regulators might disallow recovery of the
costs which the " lessee" has to pay to NU and NEP. Such a result
could vitiate the Corridor Propesal and thus, the argument runs,
leave the merged company's competitive power unchecked.

:

of course it is possible that the corridor could be
undersubscribed. No one can guarantee the future. But

hypothetical state commission hostility to assumed brokerage
f silures was nowhere crystallized in the testimony or views of
the state commissions in this case. Mandating short-term
corridor service for these reasons would give too much weight to
speculation and is not warranted by this record.

(6) Emergency Allocation and Native Lead Priority

New England Intervanors and Staf f take issue with the
provision at I.6 of the Corridor Proposal, which states,
"(rjeliability of service (under emergency conditions) to KU/NH
and NEP native loads shall continue to have first priority in the
use of the transmission facilities involved hereunder." In the
event of an emergency, non-NU/non-NEP service on the Corridor
will be determined according to NEPEX operating rules (Ex.154,
p. 4).

Many intervanors and the Staf f now urge a Corridor Proposal-

condition designed to put "everybody's native load in the same
boat for purposes of reliability" (Tr. 7655) . That, among other
things, is done in Core condition 6, para. 1, supported by
principal Intervanors, Staf f and others. That condition, nsa

opposed by NEP, statest

1. NU Companies and NEP further agree that-
such service shall not be subject to
limitation or interruption except for
emergency conditions or as otherwise agreed
to pursuant to NEPEX operating rules.
Reliability of servics to native loads of all
entities provided service under the
provisions of this proposal shall be equal,
except to the extent that contracts in
existence on or before January 8, 1990 of NU

i
' Companies and NEP require.

This provision is f air and equitrble. NEP, as noted, does
not t0 ject to it (Tr 7658). NU was concerned about possible

- - . . .. . .- - - -- - _ _ ,
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future problems if NEPEX were not allocating capacity (Tr. 7654).
As intervenors pointed out, the parties can always come back and
ask the Commission to modify the condition if HEPEX dissolves, or

other particular probisms arise (Tr. 7659-60). Core Condition 6,

para 1, is adopted, without prejudice to the right of any
subscriber, NU/NH, or NEP to seek specific relief from the
Commission for any problem arising from these emergency
procedures.

(7) Extension of Time to Elect Subscription I

The subscription period in the Proposal requires " binding
responses shall be due three (3) months after the date of the
Initial offering," and "NEP and NU/NH's obligations to continue ;

to of fer the service as provided aforesaid shall terminate as of 3

November 1, 199a" (Ex. 154, pp. 2, 5). It is NU's position that

this is enough time for utilities to decide. ,

Intervenors and Staf f propose an extension of this option
date to May 1, 1995 (Core Condition 6, para. 2). This is the
same date NU itself agreed to in its Settlement with Vermont
Utilities (Ex. 123-T, p. 4; Tr. 2541). NEP does not oppose this

extension. NEP I.B. at 25. Core Condition 6, para. 2, is

accepted as a condition.

(8) Charges for New Facilities

New England Intervenors, Eastern REMVEC and others assert ,

that the procedural machinery concerning new facilities is too
Section II of the Corridor Proposal sets out the parties'vague.

commitments regarding new facilities, including feasibility
studies and an appeals procedure. Expansion of interfaces is
subject to request by NEPOOL members (with NU and NEP not t

voting), and a refusal to build is, upon a similar vote, subject
to arbitration. This language, which places checks and balances i

in the hands of other NEPOOL members, is sufficient for these
ipurposes. Alleged abuses of the Corridor Proposal procedures,

like violations of any conditions rr :vired here, would be subject
to FERC complaint procedures.

(9) Conflict Override

Intervenors propose an " override" condition, whereby all
differenc#s between the Corridor Proposal and other merger
conditions would be resolved in favor of the latter (Condition
6). NEP resists this condition which would effectively
substitute NU's G&naral Commitments, as modified, for the
Corridor Proposal. Such an outcome destroys what had been
bargained for. NEP in certainly not here seeking merger
approval, and, indeed, would not be unhappy if the whole
transaction fell through (Tr. 4751). Nor is NEP rigidly opposing

any changer it has acceded to intervenor-soughc modifications.

. _ _ ._ __ -,_ _ _ ._ _, _ _ _ . _ _
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NEP carefully negotiated a Proposal which satisfies its concerns
and which dedicates a portion of its own lines to open access by
others. This non-merging company should not be forced to adept
conditions formulated to ameliorate the anti-competitive impacts
of someone else's acquisition.

The Corridor Proposal's terms can, of course, be examined by
all concerned as part of a NEPOOL-sponsored Regional Transmission
Arrangement. If changes are necessary, they can be addressed in
that overall context.

(in) Miscellaneous.

other challenges to the Proposal have been considered and
rejected. As explained, supra, the Proposal is the product of
arm's length bargaining, and significantly improves north-south
transmission access in New England. For these reasons, it is

largely adopted here, subject only to those changes with which liU
or NEP agreed, or are otherwise essential to alleviate the
merger's anti-competitive aspects.

C. Qther conditions

(1) Regional Transmission Arrangement |

The concept of a Regional Transmission Arrangement
(sometimes referred to as "RTA") envisions a NEPOOL-sponsored and
administered all-New England solution to the region's
transmission problems. This regional approach was supported by a
wide array of interests, and was opposed by no one in the case.
Among those endorsing the concept of a NEPOOL-sponsored regional
approach are the applicant; New England Power Companyt State of
New Hampshire and New Hampshire-PUCI the Principal Eastern REMVEC
Intervenors; the Principal New England Intervanorst the Four
States (governmental entities from Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, and Vermont); and the Commission Staff.

As explained by Dr. Voll, Chief Economist for the New
Hampchirs Commission, the regional approach has been discussed
and examined over a period of several years by many state
officials, by the Power Committee of the New England Governors'
Conference, by a Task Force formed under that Committee, and by
NEPOOL itself (Ex. 237, pp. 16-20). Most recently the Task Force
and NEP00L were reviewing a draft proposal circulated by
Commissioner Tierney of Massachusetts, only to have that analysis
suspended because of the pendency of the instant merger
proceedings.

An idea that has that much appeal to such a diverse group
obviously warrants the most serious consideration. This merger

proceeding is not (and cannot be) the vehicle for actually
adopting a regional transmission arrangement. But that does not

i
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sean that it disappears from this case. Such an arrangement is
the focus of a condition sought by most intervenors and the
Staffs a NEPOOL-sponsored RTA, which, when approved by the

TheCommission, would replace the " merger tariff" they now urge.
subject of a regional arrangement was addressed by several

Mr. Schultheis himself said: "(i)t is imperative
witnesses.that transmission access issues in New England be addressed and
resolved on a regional basis" (Ex. 123, p. 183), and pledged NU
"to help develop a regional transmission access plan, such as the
Tierney proposal in order to promote ecmpetition (Ex. 123,"

. . .

p. 195). The company also agreed, as part of its General
Transmission commitments, to " support all responsible efforts to
develop and implement a New England regional program concerning
access to and payment f or wheeling services on existing and new
transmission facilities" (Ex. 178).

Review of this merger proposal for its consistency with the
public interest cannot ignore that which the company itself has
addressed as " imperative." Section 203(b) refers explicitly te

requiring " coordination in the public interest." The need for,

and merit in, the regional approach is undisputed; it has
widespread support and no opposition. In these circumstances,

the merged company can hardly complain about a condition which
requires it to do what it said it would do to facilitate what it
regards as imperative.

Within six months following consummation of the merger, NU
|

shall submit to NEPOOL for its consideration, a draf t proposed,

|
Regional Transmission Arrangemen'., prepared after consultation

; with HEPOOL members, state regulatory bodies, and other potential
l transmission customers.

(2) NEP00L Voting

Action of the NEPOOL Management Committee can, under the
NEPOOL agreement, be defeated in two ways (a) by any two
members with 15% of the voting power, or (b) by any one member
with 25% of the voting power. The present controversy is about
the one member 25% rule. As matters stand today (pre-merger),
NU, while close to veto power, does not have it. A merged NU-
PSW, on the other- hand, vill have 29% voting power and an
effective veto within the Manalement committee.

The FPC's original approval of NEPOOL expressly envisioned a
veto, which NU then had, but later lost. Such vcto was never
used by FUt HEPCO, which now holds such power, has also never
used it (Tr. 4755-4758). But that was before the merger. Now

the smaller companies are confronting NV-PSNH, with a
effectively isolating them, while also" transmission curtain a

controlling surplus capacity. pointing to prior difficulties in
negotiations for transmission access (Eig, summary of evidence at
pp. 43-44 of the Eastern REMVEC Intervenors' Brief), they argue
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that the totality of the merger picture, coupled with potential
veto of their proposals in NEPooL, gives the merged company too
much power.

Intervenors and Staf f .suggest " Condition 7," which would
restrict the merged company from using its veto power -- but only
in the situation where the issue before the Management committee
is a proposed amendment concerning the company's voting strength.
The subject of NU's NEPOOL voting power is certainly reachable
here. Indeed, the company itself has agreed to at least two such
NEPOOL voting restrictions in the dispute resolution provisions
of the Corridor Proposal (Ex. 154, p. 8). The intervenors'
relatively narrow suggestion, as refined below, will provide some
valuable assurance to all NEPOOL members, and will help make the
transaction consistent with the public interest.

The condition would restrict the merged company's veto an12
in the situation where all other NEPOOL members themselves voted
to restrict the merged company's voting strength on the
Management committee. During oral argument, the company -- while
objecting to any restriction -- made several well-focused
criticisms of the proposed voting restriction. Many of those
points have merit, and are addressed next.

First, the proposal has no floor, and could allow other
members to reduce NU-PSNH's Management Committee vote to, say,
one percent. NU now has 23.5% voting strength (Tr. 7293-7294).

. The condition should not therefore be utilized to reduce NU-
| PSNH's Management Committee voting strength below 23.5%.

|
Second, the condition shall not be construed to prevent the

; merged company from engaging in any form of advocacy intended to
|

cause other NEPooL members to vote any way on any matter.

Third, the condition applies solely to the merged company's
voting power on the Management Committee, and not its vote or its
powers elsewhere in NEPOOL.

Fourth, the condition does not in any way alter the existing
two company 15% rule. The merged company, plus one other, can
veto anything-in the Management Committee.

Fifth, the condition does not alter whatever Management
Committee voting strength NU would otherwise have in voting on
any proposal concerning a Regional Transmission Arrangement. If

|

it otherwise would be entitled to 29% of the Management Committee
vote, it could obviously veto such an Arrangement.

1
Sixth, any alteration of the merged company's Management'

Committee voting strength must be filed with the FERC, where it
will be fully reviewable under Section 205.

,

, w - , - . - - - n,-
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Finally, as the company and New Hampshire point out, tha
proposal has no time dimension. To require the merged company to
operate forever under a threat creates uncertainties which are,

' unwise for all concerned. Scme limit is necessary. The NEPOOL
agreement itself suggests a framework: Section 10.4(11) provides
a maximum ninety-day period for the Management committee to
complete its consideration of "any new or materially changed plan

t for any other action to be taken by it which may have a
significant effect A ninety-day period, sufficient for". . . .

: considering significant operating changes, should also suffice
for considering whether to propose the relevant voting change.
The condition's restriction on the mergad company's veto power
shall ther::::a apply only tu a voting change proposal submitted,

to the Management committee within ninety days following
consummation of the merger. Presumably, the Management committee
would, in turn, complete its consideration of any such proposal
within ninety days of its submission.

Some intervenors would _ preclude the merged company's vato
"on matters substantially affecting the competitive market,"
(condition 9). This proposal cuts too broadly, would invite
endless disputes about whether a particular matter does or does
not "substantially affect the competitive market" and is denied.

(3) New Hampshire Electric Cooperative

(a) This company seeks particular relief;

concerning an on-going dispute with PSNH about underlying
Seabrook-related agreements-(Condition 1). This dispute between
New Hampshire parties is. local in nature, involves essentially
intra-state matters, and is being pressed before.the New- '

Hampshire Commission and the New Hampshire state courts. That'U
now controls PSNH's litigation positions in the controversy does
not somehow convert the dispute into a merger-related one. 'The
controversy is before New Hampshire tribunals, and that is where ,

it belongs. The Coop's requested condition as to the Seabrook-
related agreements is denied.

|

(b) Reduced to essentials, Condition 2. addresses I
! the relationship between the merged company and tha_ Coop Es.a TDU \(Transmission Dependent Utility). Effects of the merger on TDUs
|

iare discussed below at section III(C)(6)) . I see nothing in the
| Coop's situation that so distinguishes it from the other TDUs to.
I warrant different treatment. The Coop will, of course, share in

,

t

the protections generally accorded to the TDUs, iniza. -

Condition 2 is denied.
t

(c) The Coop's condition 3 has no direct link to
'

the merger, but apparently invokes old difficulties as a basis
| for now strengthening its ability to compete with the merged ,

company. Such conditions have no place here. 133, Southern
,.

'

!
,

I

I
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Pacific Transrertation Co. v. ICC, 736 T.2d 708. 722 (D.C. Cir.
1984), c e rt , denied, 469 U.S. 1208 (1985), upholding the ICC's
view that " conditions on a merger are not to be used to
ameliorate long-standing problems Vhich were not created by the
merger," and rejecting proposed conditions which were concededly
unrelated. The Coop's Condition 3 is denied.

(4) Holyoke

The City of Mclyche Gas & Electri? Department requested four
( conditions: the appointment of an ombudsman a requirement that

RU " spin-off" its transmission facilities to a separate company;
a divestiture by RU of its subsidiary, the Holyoke Water Power
Co.: and a prohibition on NU's conditioning any Holyoke real
estate sales or leases on electricity purchasing requirements.

|

(a) The ombudsman proposal has much to commend
it. As explained by the Administrative Conference of the United
States, (in the governmental context) an ombudsman is: "a means
of inquiring into certain grievances about administrative acts or
failures to act and, in suitable cases, to criticize or to make
recommendations concerning future official conduct."
Recommendation 90-2, June 7, 1990 (1 C.F.R. I 305.90-2). Such
persons have operated successfully at local, state, and federal
governmental levels; have succeeded in colleges and universities:
have been recommended for general use in the corporate world; and
have been favorably used by at least one natural gas
company.12/

An ombudsman appointed by the merged company would be a
valuable asset. As Holyoke points out. NU's past transmission
policies did produce criticisms from +.hoce who were (or wanted to
be) customers. In the post-merger world. the company will, for
the first time, provide transmission service by tarif f, not by
individual negotiation. But the new service may well generate
its own complaints. The merged company -- with vast power over
transmission and control of surplus power -- must of fer viable
wheeling service in order to alleviate potential anti-competitive
consequences. The presence of an ombudsman can help to secure
that goal.

The company sees the appointment of such a person as an
implicit criticism of ite own management. This reaction, while

12/ Verkuil, "The Ombudsman and the Limits of the Adversary
system," 75 Col. L. Rev. 845 (1975). "The case for the Corporate
Ombudsman," Legal Times, August 7, 1989; " Gas Executives' Forum:
Captive Customers," Public Utilities Fortnightly, Oct. 13, 1988,
p. 79.
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understandable, is not a valid basis for rejecting the proposal.
The appointment of an ombudsman is not intended as a " slap in the
face." There is no doubt that NU's managers, some of whom I have
seen and heard at length, have ettectively and honestly run the
company in the best interest of its ratepayers and stockholders.

But every business, no matter how well run, can trigger some
dissatisfied customers. The ombudsman can help the company,
while posing minimal difficulty for it. The person (as proposed)
vould be chosen solely by the company, not by customers or the;

The only requirement is that he or she be a non+government.
employee with experience in bulk power matters,., compensation ,

The arrangement could be full-timewould be set by the company.
or part-time, as circumstances warrant. The requirement would be

Asin effect only for the first five years after the merger.
modified 12/, I adopt Holyoke's " ombudsman" condition as
" appropriate to secure maintenance of adequate service" (Sec.
203(b)).

The ombudsman is not the only avenue for dissatisfied
The Commission's Enforcement Task Force maintains a 1customers.

" hotline" (telephone 202-208-1390) through which complaints can
'

be received. The agency's Enforcement lawyers share the phone
duty, and assist complainants by attempting to resolve
controversies. 11/ 1A2 1112, APerada Hess Piceline Corgt, 53
TERC 1 61,266 (1990), approving the use of alternative forms of
dispute resolution. Formal complaint proceedings and4

adjudication also play a key role, particularly where the dispute
is significant or complex and involves the need to sort out .

'

conflicting factual versions. 21., Section 582 of the,

'

" Administrative Dispute Resolution Act" (p.L. 101-552),
l recognizing that informal dispute resolution may well be' ,

inappropriate in some cases.

(b) Spinning off transportation assets to a new
corporation seems a serious and difficult step, which produces
relatively little in return. Holyoke says that a separate
transmission corporation will enhance the commission's ability to r

find out what will be going on -- to give the TERC a " handle to
enforce" conditions (Tr. 8022). The Commission's Enforcement
Staff' did not intervens to support such relief, and the trial
staff takes no position on it. There is no evidence of any prior
TERC difficulty with allegedly " shielded" dealings which need to
be more " visible" (Holyoke Br. p. 8: Tr. 8025). Moreover, NU

12/ The requested requirement for annual reports to the
commission is unnecessary. A decision about publishing a report
or reports should rest within the diceration of the ombudsman.

.

13/ 133, " Informal Dispute Resolution Working Quickly,
Effectively," The frERC1 Chronicle, Nov./Dec. 1990, pp. 1, 11.

,

.. -_- -. . .- - , - - ._
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counsel represents that this spin-off poses legal, financial and
practical problems involving various state agencies, the TERC,
the Bankruptcy Reorganization Plan, the NU bond indenture
agreement, and financing arrangements -- all of which could
burden the cocpany with substantial costs (Tr. 8025-8028). For
all these reasons, the " spin-off" condition is rejected.

(c) Divestiture of Holyoke Water Power Company's
retail business is a drastic remedy, wholly uncalled-for by
anything in this record. Insofar as the City of Holyoke seeks to
bolster its ovn competitive posture, the effort does not belong

(
in someone else's merger case. cf., seuthern paeffie,

Transeortation Co. v. ICC, 736 P.2d 708, 722 (D.C. Cir. 1984'),
denied, 469 U.S. 1208 (1985). The City is covered by the

cert.
protection given the TDUs, and is entitled to no more in this,

'

regard. This condition is rejected.

(d) During the hearings, NU made a commitment
that it "will not condition the sale or lease of real property in
the City of Holyoke, Massachusetts on the requirement that the
buyer or lessee also purchase electricity from an NU company"
(Tr. 3794-3795). This continuing commitment will apply to any
existing lease of Holyoke Water Power Co. (Id.) NU does not
oppose a merger condition embodying this com=itment (Tr. 8045),
and it is hereby adopted. The City's request for even broader
relief, requiring notification concerning alleged past
agreements, is unnecessary. Save for one lease, there is no
evidence of any other on-going land electricity arrangement.
Within thirty days after consummation of the merger, NU will
notify that lessee that the relationship (if any) between the
lease and electricity purchases no longer exists.

(5) CMEEC

By its filing of November 30, 1990, Connecticut Municipal
Electric Energy Cooperative (CMEEC) withdrew its Statement of
Conditions, earlier filed in this proceeding. CMEEC represents

that it has now " executed an amended and restated Transmission
Service Agreement ("TSA") that settles CMEEC's concerns relating
to NU's proposed acquisition of PSNH" (Notice of Withdrawal, pp.
1-2). A copy of that Agreement var attached to the withdrawal.
There is no need for further review of CMEEC's position in this

Post-merger relationships-between NU and CMEEC shall becase.
i governed by the above Agreement.

! (6) TDUs

The Transmission Dependent Utilities (TDUs) are " entirely
dependent on NU or PSNH for their bulk power transmission needs"
(TDU Br. p. 3). These companies (most of which involve municipal
ownership) are not big enough to own or construct suf ficient
generation to meet their loads. As their brief states, they "are
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physically unable to engage in any bulk power transaction without
using the NU or PSNH transmission systems. Absent economic
access to NU's or PSNH's transmission facilities, the TDU cannot
survive as an independent entity" (Br. p. 4). The TDUs compete
with NU and PSNH in the who.lesale bulk power market; each TDU, '

like NU/PSNH, seeks out attractive sources of supply. TDUs thus
"are in the uneasy position of having their only source of
essential transmission service in the hands of their principal
competitor" (Br. p. 10). These small companies, uniquely
vulnerable to possible anti-competitive conduct, are entitled to
some measure of protective assurance regarding NU-PSNH's post

| merger conduct.

They seek a tariff "which provides each such TOU access to
the NU transmission system with rights to the use of that system
equivalent to those exercised by NU itself at a cost equivalent
to that incurred by NU itself for comparable service and usage"
(Condition 10). This condition would give the TOU's a higher
status than they had before the merger. The TDUs stood in
NU/PSNH's shoes, as alter egos of those companies, and there is
no reason why the merger should be the occasion for such a
transformation. Condition 10 is denied.

TDUs can obtain protection with something less drastic.
They have longstanding relationships with NU and PSNH which allow'

them to meet their obligations. The Commission, responding to
concerns about NU/PSNH's post-merger treatment of pre-existing|

contracts, has already stated: "[t]he acquisition will have no
effect on existing contracts . (t]he commission will review. .

any contract modification when filed. We need not address the
matter in this hearing" (50 FERC 1 61,266 at 61,836 (1990)).

Considering that statement, and the existence of ongoing
negotiations between NU and the TDUs,11/ it would be prudent,

!

for present purposes simply to maintain the status gM2, -- the
situation which the Commission's order envisions. All rates,

terms and conditions of KU-PSNH transmission service to the TOUsin effect on this data shall, therefore, be maintained after the
merger, unless and until changes are either agreed-upon by the
merged company and the TDUs, or authorized by the Commission.

,

IV. RATE ISSUES

A. Transmission Rates of the Merced Comeany

Certain intervenors and the Staff see this proceeding as an
appropriate vehicle for litigating the actual transmission rates

11/ See letter of December 5, 1990 from Mr. Adragna to me (copy

to all counsel).

- - _ - - .-. - - - - . - - .- . .. - -- -. . - - .
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to be charged by the merged company (113, Briefs of Listed
Fourteen Intervenors and of the Staf f) . NU resists these
efforts, arguing that this merger case need not and should not be
expanded to embrace a transmission rate proceeding.

It is settled that the " scope of the inquiry" is among the
" housekeeping details addressed to the discretion of the agency

(City of San Antonio v. CAB, 374 F.2d 326, 329 (D.C. Cir."
. . .

1967)). Egg, Richmond Power & Licht v. FERC, 574 F.2d 610, 624
(D.C. Cir.1978) (FERC's " wide leeway" in controlling its calendar ,

'

can sustain deferral of issues for a separate proceeding). The

question, therefore, is whether the Commission in*andad to add a
transmission rate case to the instant proceedings.

Those who say yes point to a sentence in the hearing order
which directed the parties to address whether the " price and non-
price terms" of the company's transmission commitments would be
sufficient to mitigate its post-merger market power (50 FERC
1 61,266 at 61,835). This mention of " price terms" does not

mandate a transmission rate case. The Commission's comment
appeared in a lengthy discussion which described the commitments
as a " point of departure" for examining market power problems,
(Id.) The agency's focus was on the merged company's power, not
pricing details.

By contrast, the same order shows that when the Commissien
wants to institute a rate case, it says so in plain English.

a public hearing shall be held for the. . .

,
purpose of determining whether the proposed

i merger of PSRH and Northeast is consistent
with the public interest; and whether the
rates, terms and conditions of the Seabrook
Power Contract, the Sharing Agreement and the
Capacity Interchange Agreements are iust,
reasonable and in the public interest (50
FERC at 61,840-61,841; emphasis added).

The orders on rehearing and granting clarification also included
explicit language confirming the requirement for rate proceedings
involving the Seabrook Power contract ( SI TERC at- 61,4857 52 FERC
at 61,210). The absence of any such direction concerning
transmission rates -- anywhere in the three orders governing this
case -- further demonstrates that the sentence relied upon by
intervenors was not intended to create a second rate case.

This reading is consistent with prior Commission practice,
Egg, Utah Power & Licht Co., 45 FERC 1 61,095 at 61,298 (1988)
(rates should not be developed in context of a Section 203 merger
proceeding); Southern California Edison Co. , 47 FERC 1 61,196 at
61,673 (1989) (f ollowing Magh, and rejecting request that the

... -. _-- - -
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hearing embrace "the rates for transmission services f ollowing
the merger").

Finally, the Commission's hearing and rehearing orders spoke
repeatedly and emphatically about the need to expedite this
proceeding (50 TERC 1 61,266 at 61,834, 61,839-61,8401 51 TERC
1 61,177 at 61,485-61,487). These orders require an initial

decision by December 31, 1990, if not sooner. These comments
requiring expedition confirm the view that the agency did not
intend silently to create still another rate case in the context
of this merger proceeding.

~

B. Whether NU's Rate Schedule Filines Are Just and
Reasonable

(1) The Untouchable " Package" Theory

NU made certain rate filings connected with the merger.
These include the Seabrook Power Contract (concerning purchase of
output from the Seabrook nuclear plant), and the Capacity
Interchange Agreements (dealing with NU's and PSNH's rights to
get power from each other). Aspects of these contracts are
challenged by the staff. NU and its supporters resist the

Staff's attacks. They argue Gs a threshold matter that because
the agreements are part of an integrated Reorganization Plan,
negotiated and approved by all concerned, the Staff may not take
that " package" apart and alter any of its details.

This " package" defense ignores the Commission's orders. The
Commission directed a public hearing "for the purpose of
determining . . whether the rates, terms, and conditions of the

.

Seabrook Power Contract . and the Capacity Interchange. .
"Agreements are just, reasonable and in the public interest . . .

(50 TERC at 61,841). Nothing in that order (or in the later
orders) suggests.a limitation to the " package." The hearing

order spoke broadly about the Seabrook contract: "(f)urther our
review indicates that the Seabrook Power Contract may be unjust
and unreasonable. Accordingly, we will set the Seabrook Power
contract for hearing" (Id.) Because that contract was not the
product of arm's length bargaining, "(vje therefore will "carefully scrutinize (its) rates, terns and conditions . . .

(50 FERC at 61,839).

On rehearing, the Commission rejected a request that it find
the Seabrook contract rates just and reasonable without a hearing*

because they were part of the approved plan (51 TERC at 61,481-
61,482, 61,484-61,485). In a July order granting clarification,
the Commission again rejected the " package" defense, and made
clear that a particular aspect of the Seabrook contract was
indeed being set for hearing (52 TERC 1 61,046). Of course,

rates must be examined as a whole -- for their "and result" -- in
determining whether they are just and reasonable (Jersey central

-- .-- -- . _ . . . - _ _ -. - , . . - -- . .
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Power & Licht Co. v. TEE 2, 810 F.2d 1168, 1177-78 (D.C. Cir.
*

1987)). But that does not render their_ individual parts immune
from the careful scrutiny which the commission orders explicitly ,

required. The Staff's challenges must be examined.
|

(2) The Seabrook Power Contract

(a) Rate of Return ;

(i) The return on equity in the Seabrook f

Power Contfact is 13.75%. The Seabrook agreement is a life-of-
the-unit power contract under which North Atlantic Energy Corp.
(NAEC), a r ow NU subsidiary, will take over PSNH's interest in
Seabrook. 4AEC will then sell its share of Seabrook's capacity
and energy to PSNH. The contract allows for rate base treatment
of only $700 million of PSNH's $2.9 billion original investment
in Seabrook. For the first ten years the return on equity for |

INAEC is fixed at 13.75%, regardless of any change in capital
markets. After the tenth year, NAEC's return will equal the
average of the returns approved by the Commission for certain >

other single-unit, nuclear generating companies in New England.
(Ex. 9, pp. 28-29: Ex. 14, pp. 15,17; Ex. 239, p. 14).

The Staff recommends a return of 13.14. Its witness, Ms. :

Watson, presented an independent analysis for determining a rate
of return under the Seabrook Power contract, using the Discounted
Cash Flow (DCT) methodology and testing that result by a
comparable risk analysis. She calculated a proposed Seabrook
return by first using NU as a " proxy" for NAEC and calculating :

what NU's return ought to be. She determined that a reasonable
range for NU would be 11.61% to 13.55%, and recommended a return
near the top of that range (13.5%). She then made a downward i

adjustment of 0.4% because she believed that the Seabrook
Contract protections (the cost of service formula tarif f and a "

guaranteed purchaser) made NAEC less risky than NU. ,

t

Stati has attempted to comply with the commission's general
approach to rate of returns a DCr study assuming KU's validity

I

as a proxy for NAEC and a comparison with returns of analogous
companies. But the attempt to show that NAEC is less risky than
NU is not ccmrim.ing.- NAEC's single asset, Seebrook, is a
controversial and troubled nuclear plant which was a major factor
in causing the bankruptcy. NAEC's bond ratings, projected into
the future, reflect a greater risk than NU's present ratings. In

addition, although electric utilities generally need pre-tax '

earnings equal to twice their total debt interest for purposes of
issuing new debt (Tr. 6699), NAEC, under Staff's 13.1% return 1,

(Ex. 623, p. 46U), would fall below that level. 11/ These

j 11/ NAEC's pre-tax coverage under her return, would; range from
1.41 in 1990 to 1.85 in 1998.'

|
. . - - - _ . _, - ., ,__ _ _
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considerations show that HAEC has risks which outweigh those of
VU.

s Wholly apart from these difficulties, an overall view of the
contract provision shows that its end result is just and
reasonable. PSNN's share of Seabrock is $2.9 billion; but the
amount used in rate base by NAEC for that share is $700 million.
A return on equity cannot betexamined in isolation, without
considering the effects of rate base treatment -- where, as here,
rate base is reduced below what Commission standards wculd
otherwise allow. Egg, Northeast Utilities Servic h , 52 FERC
!. 61,097, reh'a denied, 52 FERC 1 61,336 (1990) (allowing one of
NU's subsidiaries a 14.5% return on equity where the operating
company did not include the full cost of all of the facilities
for which recovery was justified) . E11 A112, Florida Power &
Licht Co., 32 FERC 1 61,059, at 61,295 (1989); Jersev Central
Power & Licht Co., 810 F.2d at 1177-78.

NUcouldwellhavepaidthifull$2.9 billion, properly
included it in rate base, and earned a commensurate return from
its ratepayers for years to come. Testing the overall fairness
of the "and result" by focusing only on what was paid, instead of
what was saved, ignores the fact that NU negotiated a favorable
deal by paying less than $2.9 billion for PSNH's Seabrook share.
To reduce the return on equity because NU was able to pay
substantially less would penalize the company for having obtained
a good deal for its ptopayers. The contract's return allowance
is less than it might have been. The end result, a return of
13.75% on a rate base of $700 million (instead of $2.9 billion),
is just and reasonable.-

(ii) The automatic f ormula adjustment that
becomes operative after the' tenth year of the contract is unjust
and unreasonable. Thg> formula determines the return for NAEC
based on the returns allowed to four Yankee companies. Such an

approach leads to a return that is not designed to recover the
utility''s cost of equity. The Commission has previously rejected
formula rates that automatically adjust the return on common

,eqgity (New Enaland Power coreanv, 31 TERC 1 61,378, at 61,841
[1985)). Egg, Green Mountain Power Correration, 46 FERC 1
61,164, at 61,570~-7I-(1989}. The rwhearing order in this case
makes clear that "we will not grant an exception to our policy
prohibiting automatically adjusting return on equity provisions"
(51 FERC at 61,485). NU has not shown why, despite this
language, there should be some different result. The automatic
formula adjustment included in the Seabrook Power Contract for
determining the ROE after the tenth year is rejected.

(b) Section 12

Under Section 12 of the Seabrook Contract, PSNH, HAEC and
the State of New Hampshire agree that "in any proceeding by FERC

-- - _ _
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under Section 206 the FERC shall not change the rate charged
under this Agreement unless such rate is.found to be contrary to
the public interest." The commission's hearing order
questioned that limitation, explaining that although parties can
waive their own rights, it knew of no court decision authorizing
them to waive non-parties' rights (including the Commission's)
under Section 206. The commission expAained that such a waiver,
if otherwise legitimate to preserve contracted-for rates under
the Mobile-Sierra cases 12/, would be improper here. This is
because NU was "on both sides of the bargaining table" in the NU-
pSNH-NAEC arrangement (50 FERC at 61,839). For this reason, the

ccamission concluded, "we believe we have the authority under the
'public interest' standard to modify a contract where it may be
unjust, unreasonable, unduly discriminatory or preferential"
(Id.)

The Staff seeks to strike the quoted language from Section
12. Such a step is not necessary. The commission made clear
that in the particular circumstances surrounding the Seabrook
contract, it retains power -- through the "public interest"
language -- to make modifications under the traditional just and
reasonable and non-discrimination standards. Any remaining
controversy over such power can best be resolved later -- if, as,
and when the FERC chooses to exercise it in the context of some
particular modification.

(c) Cash Working Capital Allowance

As a general matter, a utility first pays its bills, and
later recovers the underlying costs from ratepayers. Time may
intervene between the utility's payment and its reimbursement,
during which period, the company has effectively advanced funds
without any return. The concept of a " cash working capital
allowance" compensates the company for this lag.

There is no dispute about NAEC's and PSNH's general
entitlement to such allowances in the Seabrook Power contract and
the Capacity Interchange Agreements. Rather, the controversy
(between the Staff and NU) involves the question whether there is
any lag -- and thus the basis for any allowance -- regarding
those companics' fuel expenses.

The Staff, resting on Carolina Power & Licht Co., 6 FERC
1 61,154 (1979), argues that NU has not provided sufficient
evidentiary support for the existence of the lag vis a vis fuel.
But NU's witness Noyes did testify as to the existence and
dimension of such a lag (Ex. 14, p. 32). Staff's brief does not

_

12/ United Gas Pien Line Co. v. Mobile Gas Service Coro., 350
U.S. 322 (1956); FPC v. Sierra Pacific Power Co., 350 U.S. 348

(1956).

.- - --- _ _ . .- ._,
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comment on this testimony, and it is essentially uncontradicted.
Carolina envisions use of the " actual lag" and that is what Mr.
Noyes attempted to do here. In the absence of any contrary
evidence, his testimony is sufficient.

(d) Decommissioning Expense

The decommissioning expense allowance " represents what can
be viewed for simplicity as a negative salvage value for the
plant af ter its service life has ended" (Ex. 615, p. 18). This
large expense is collected from ratepayers over the service life
of the nuclear plant, though NAEC does not actually spend the
money until tne plant's life has ended. Under the contract,

these expenses would be calculated under New Hampshire law and
the Joint ownership Agreement. Staff correctly argues that the
level of decommissioning expense requiren TERC approval under
Section 205 of the Federal Power Act.

NU has not even attempted to quantify these costs, let alone
supplied any detailed information about what is likely to be a
substantial burden on ratepayers. Ett, Augt, Besten Edisen Co.,
52 TERC 1 61,010 (1990) (decommissioning costs of $122 million
measured by 1985 dollars). HAEC should file with TERC the
initial decommissioning expense estimate to be recovered under
the contract prior to its collection in rates. If NAEC desires
to begin to collect rates related to a change in the
decommissioning estimate, a filing with the FERC is required. Of
course it will be important for NU to have adequate funds to
decommission Seabrook. But providing a TERC review mechanism for
this great an item is necessary to assure the proper charge to
ratepayers in present and future rates.

(3) Capacity Interchange Agreements

These Agreements (the " power up" and the " power down"
commitments) include a return on equity of 14.5%. Staff's DCT
and risk analysis provided a return of 13.5% -- the return which
NU itself will need. As noted suora, Staff's methodology for
determining the return for NU accords with TERC's general
approach. NU is an appropriate proxy to use for PSNH since the
latter will be- e suboidiary of NU upon approval..of..the.
reorganization plan and PSNH's emergence from bankruptcy. The
Commission has repeatedly used the parent as a proxy for a
subsidiary where the subsidiary's stock is not traded. Egg,
Connecticut Licht & Power Comeanv. Western Massachusetts Electric

| Comeanv. Holvoke Water Power Cercanv. & Holyoke Power & Electric
j

Comoany, 43 TERC 1 61,508 (1988).
,

NU introduced no study, and virtually no evidence, to
support its 14.5%. Its consultant, Dr. olson, testified that the
14.5% return for the power-up and the power-down contracts, while~

in the " ball ptrk," is a " number that 4s common in many Northeast

- _. _ ._ _ , _ . . _ , _ _ - .- -_. _ , , -__
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Utilities transmission and power sales agreements." He

continues, "I don't think there is any good economic reason for
!

in today's environment. I think that is a number that hasthatresulted from a combination or negotiations in the past, plus
some commission decisions that have set that number at 14.5"
(Tr. 6142). He had the opinion that the ranges for the power-up
contract would probably be from 13% to 15%, and for the power- |

down contract from 14.5% to 17%.
The ranges were not derived from empirical studies, and KU's

own figure (14.5%) apparently was used solely because it had beenThere is no reason why these intra-cmployed in other eesas.
company transactions are entitled to a higher rate of return than

-

NU itself is allowed to earn. In these circumstances, the
Staff's 13.5% return, determined after DCT analysis, is
appropriate for these agreements.

C. Miscellaneous Rate Issues

(1) NU will pay an acquisition premium of some $800
million. The MACT Towns fear that NU might someday seek to
recover the acquisition premium from its wholesale ratepayers.
They also worry about possible significant increases in NU .

|wholesale power costs, and the assignment of certain costs to the
transmission function undtr the relevant agreements. KU has not i

!

proposed to recover these moneys from its customers, and agrees
that commission approval would be required before it could do so. |

If NU later makes such requests, MACT Towns will have ample
opportunity to assert their concerns. For these reasons there is
no need now to address the marits of the MACT Towns' concerns.

(2) The Connecticut Office of consumer Counsel, 11
alt, state that NU's acquisition financing proposal is highly
leveraged and that the dabt to equity ratio will be too high.-
They say there will be additional risk that NU's profitable .

subsidiaries may and up paying those debts if the merger fails to
. fulfill expectations. For these reasons, these intervenors'

recommend two conditionst that " customers of KU's existing !

|subsidiaries should not be required to financially subsidize NU
or its stockholders if the acquisition results in adverse- |

financial impacts such as a higher cost of capital" and in all
future rate proceedings, " cost of equity capital for KU's
existing subsidiaries shall be calculated without regard to NU's
consolidated cost of capital, as the acquisition will likely
increase that cost" (Ex. 488, pp. 4-5).

NU structured the merger to insulate its operating
subsidiaries and ratepayers from risk, wL.10 giving them the
merger's benefits (Ex. 6, pp. 52-56). 7nat such rb k has been
sharply reduced was also shown by Dr. 91 son (Ex. 207, pp. 36-38).
This conclusion was corroborated by St"ciard and Poor's, and by

4
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Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc. who so reported to the Connecticut
Commission (Ex. 6, pp. 54-55).

For these reasons, there is no present need to speculate
about some impact which may never occur. If there are later
attempts to pass on these debts, they can be reviewed in the
context of individual rate filings. .

CONCLUSIOW

subject to the terms and conditions set out in this initial
decision, the proposed merger is consistent with the public :

interest and is approved. Subject to the modifications set out
here, the rates, terms and conditions of the Seabrook Power
contract, the Sharing Agreement, and the Capacity Interchange
Agreements are just, reasonable and in the public interest.

> -
/-

Jerome Helson
| Ad nistrative Law Judge

1
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

(Release No. 35452211 70-7695)

Northeast Utilities
Wenorandua Opinion and Order Authorising Acquisition of Public
Service Company of New Hampshira and Related Financings;
Exception from competitive Biddingt Reserving Juris6iction
Demying Requests for Nearing

^
December ta, 1990

Northeast Utilities (" Northeast"), West Springfield,
,1

Massachusetts, a registered public-utility holding company if
,a(

(" Appl $ cant"), has filed an application-declaration

(" Application") under secti. ins b(c), 7, 9(a), 10, 12(b), 12(c)

and 12(d) of the Public Otility Holding Company Act of 1935
,

("Act") and rules 43, 45, 50 and 50(a)(5) thereunder. Thirteen

anendments to the Application have been filed, the last on

November 19, 1990.

The Cornission issued a notice of the filing of the

Application on February 2, 1990 (Holding Co. Act Release

NO. 25032). Tourteen hearing requests from forty-one

separate entities were received. Tour of these requests,

representing twenty-onc entities, were subsequently withdrawn. 1/

1/ Requests for hearing filed by the following entities are new
pendingt (1) American Public Power Association ("APPA"):
(2) Connecticut Office of Consuner Counsel (" Conn-0CC"); (3)
Et vironmental Action Foundation (" EAT") ; (4) Massachusetts
Department of Public Utilities (" Mass DPU"): (5)
Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Company
("MMWEC"): (6) National Rural Electric Cooperative
Association ("HRECA"); (7) New Hampshire Office of consurer
Advocate ("NH-0CA"): (B) Vermont Department of Public
Service (" Vermont-DPS") ; (9) Vermont Public Service Board
("Vernent-pSB"); and (10) 11 Massachusetts utilities

# (Oeylston Municipal Light Departnert, Braintree Electric
Light Department, City of Holyoke Gts and Electric
Department ("Holyoke"), Georgetown 1. nicipal Light

(continued...)
.
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In addition, eight entities flied comments or notices of

appearance. 2/

1/ ( . . . c ont inu ed )
Department, Littleton Electric Light and Water Department,
Princeton Municipal Light Department, Shrewsbury Electric
Light Plant, Sterling Municipal Light Department, Taunton
Municipal Lighting Plant, Town of Rowley Municipal Lighting
Plant and West Boylston Municipal Lighting Plant
(collectively, all Massachusetts Utilities")).

Requests for hearing filed by Paxton Municipal Light
Department, Holden Municipal Light Department and
Connecticut Municipal Electric Energy Cooperative were
withdrawn. After entering into a settlement agreement,
dated July 16, 1990 (" Settlement Agreement"), 1B Vermont
utilities (Allied Power and Light Company, City of
Burlington Electric Department, Central Vermont Public
Service Corporation, citizens Utilities company, Franklin
tiectric Light company, Green Mountain Power Corporation,
Town of Hardwick Electric Department, Vermont Electric
Cooperative, Inc. , Vermont Electric Generation and
Transmission Cooperative, Inc., Vermont Electric Power
ccmpany, Inc. , Vermont Marble company, Washington Electric
Cooperative, the Villages of Jacksonville Electric Company,
Ludlow Electric Light Department, Morrisville Water and
Light Department, Northfield Electric Department, Stowe
Water and Light Department, and the Swanton Electric Power
Company (collectively, "18 Vermont Utilities")), withdrew
their joint request f or a hearing, and now support the
Application.

2/ Notices of appearance were filed by the: (1) Connecticut
Department of Public Utility control (" Conn-DPUC"); (2)
Massachusetts Attorney General (" Mass-AG"): (3) Maine Public
Utilities Commission (" Maine-PUC"); (4) Rhode Island
Attorney General ("Rhode Island-AG"); and (5) Rhode Island
Division of Public Utilities and Carriers ("Rhode Island-
DPVC").

Comments were filed by: (1) the Attorney General of New
'. Hampshire, in support of the Management Services Agreement

("MSA") between Public Service Company of New Hampshire and
Northeast Utilities Service company ("NUSCD"), Northeast's
wholly-owned service company subsidiary (2) Eastern
Utilities Associates ("EUA"), a registered holding company

,

| which, through its subsidiaries, has a 15% joint ownership-

| interest in the Seabrook Nuclear Power Project ("Seabrook"),
| located in Seabrook, New Hampshire, ggs infra note 7, and

(continued...)'
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I. INTRODUCTION

Public Service Company of New Hampshire ("PSNH"), a New

Hampshire publicly owned electric utility, is the largest

electric utility in New Hampshire, supplying electricaty to

approximately 75% of New Hampshire's population. PSNH

distributes and sells electricity at retail in approximately 200

cities and towns in New Hampshire and sells at wholesale to five

other utilities and municipalities. PSNH has a 35.6% joint,

1

ownership interest in the Seabrook Nuclear Power Project

l

2/ ( . . . continued)
(3) New England Electric System ("NEES"), a registered

'

holding company which, through its subsidiary electric
utility company, New England Power Company ("NEPC0"), has a
10% joint ownership interest in the Seabrook project. Both
EUA and NEES filed comments regarding the MSA. Egg infra
note 6 (discussion of MSA).

_.

, . , . - . _ - - -. ., .r.._..
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("Seabrook"). 2/ Cn January 28, 1988, PSNH filed a voluntary |

petition for protection from its creditors under chapter la of
the United States Bankruptcy Code, as anended (" Bankruptcy

Code"). PSNH is a debtor-in-possession in bankruptcy j

reorganization proceedings pending in the United states

Bankruptcy Court, District of New Hanpshira-(" Bankruptcy'

Court"). Aj

Northeast has been an integrated electric public-utility .

systen since 1966. 1/ Northeast, through its three wholly-owned

operating subsidiaries, Connecticut Light and Power Company
'

("CL&P"), Western Massachusetts Electric conpany ("WMEco") and
i

Holyoke Water Power Company ("HWP"), provides retail electric .

.

service in Connecticut and western Massachusetts. Northeast also I-

provides wholesale electric service to seven municipal and
investor-owned electric systems. Additionally, Northeast

,

Utilities Service Cenpany ("NUSC0"), Northeast's service conpany

.

2/ Seabrook is a two unit nuclear fueled power plant (" Unit No.
1" and " Unit No. 2") that is jointly owned by twelve

"

electric utilities (" Joint Owners") in New England. Unit
No. 1, a 1,150-megawatt plant, received its full power
operating license f rom the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
("NRC") and has completed all testing and been in full .

'

commercial operation since August 17, 1990. Unit No. 2 has
been cancelled.

1/ Publie serv. Co. of N,H., No. 88-0043.(Bankr. D. N.H. Jan. :

29, 1988).

1/ Northeast Utils., 42 S.E.C. 963 (1966).-

F

* - - 4
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subsidiary, provides various centralized services to Northeast

system corpanies. 1/

II. PROPOSAL

Northeast proposes to acquire PSNH (" Acquisition") pursuant

to a Joint Plan of Reorganization (" Plan") proposed by NUSCO,

PSNH, the Official Committee cf Unsecured Creditors of PSNH and

the official Committee of Equity Security Holders of PSNH

appointed in the bankruptcy proceeding, and the holders of a

majority of PSNH's third mortgage bonds. 2/

1/ Under the MSA, NUSCO is fully responsible for the management
of PSNH, at cost, during the interim transition period
between the Bankruptcy Court's confirmation of the plan
filed by Northeast proposing its acquisition of PSNH, and
consummation of the acquisition, subject to certain
requirements. In the event that the acquisition is not
consummated, the MSA will terminate, except that NUSCO will
be obligated to continue to provide management services for,

specified periods until alternate arrangements can be put in
place.

|

By letters dated January 5, 1990 and February 26, 1990,
NUSCO notified the Commission of NUSCO's intention to render
certain services under the MSA, in accordance with the 60-
day letter procedure specified in the Commission's order

; dated June 30, 1966, Northeast Utils. Serv. Co., Holding Cc.
; Act Release No. 15519. By letter dated March 16, 1990, the
I Commission advised NUSCO that it does not object to NUSCO

rendering interim management and administrative services to
PSNH prior to its proposed acquisition by Northeast.

2/ tach of the class of PSNH's creditors and equity security
holders -- except for the holders of PSHH warrants, the most
junior of-the classes -- voted to approve the Plan. The
Bankruptcy Court entered its order on April 20, 1990 (" April
1990 order") confirming the Plan, committir.g PSNH to the
merger with Northeast and " cramming down" the Plan on the
varrant-holders class that did not vote to approve it. On~,

June 18, 1990, three PSNH shareholders filed an eppeal from
the Bankruptcy Court's April 1990 Order. The appeal is

.(continued...)
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The Plan values PSNH assets at approxinately $2.317 billion,

with PSNH's interest in Seabrook valued at $700 million 1/ and

its non-Seabrook assets valued at $1.617 billion. 1/ PSNH's

creditors and equity security holders will receive cash paynents

of approximately $2.105 billion (" Cash Distribution

Re qui reme nt") , PSNH's equity security holders will receive S20E

million in notes ("Hotes"), and approximately $7 million in cash

2/ ( . . . c ont inue d )
pending.

If As of December 31, 1989, PSNH valued Seabrook at
approximately $1.790 billion.

1/ The effect of'this valuation will be to write down the value
of the Seabrook assets and assign a " premium" of
approximately $787 million to PSNH's non-Seabrook assets,
which are expected to have a net book value as of
consunnation of the acquisition of approximately $830
million. Northeast expects to recover the prenium from
PSNH's ratepayers pursuant to a rate agreement, dated as of
November 22, 1989, (" Rate Agreement"), as anended, entered
into between NUSCO and the Governor and Attorney General of
New Hanpshire. The Rate Agreement has been appealed o the
New Hampshire Supreme Court by three PSNH shareholders
claining that the rates are insufticient, and by a group
representing New Hampshire retail electric consumers
claining the rates are too high. The New Hampshire Supreme
Court heard oral arguments in this matter en December 6,
1990.

Pursuant to the Rate Agreement, a temporary 5.5% rate
increase in base retail rates was placed in effect on
January 1, 1990,for PSHH. The Rate Agreement commits New
Hampshire to, among other things, an additional six annual
rate increases of 5.5% for PSNH e.nd allows for the recovery
of fuel and purchase power costs and expenses. The rate
increases were made permanent by order of the New Hampshire
Public Utilities Cornission ("NHPUC"), dated July 20, 1990.

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ .
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vill be used to pay transfer taxes. 12/ The Plan provides for

Northeast to acquire PSNH in either a one step transaction ("one-

step Transaction") or a two step transaction ("Two-Step

Transaction"). 11/
A. The one-Stoo_ Transaction

Northeast will acquire PSNH in the one-Step Transaction

if all conditions to the Acquisition are met, including receipt

of all necessary regulatory approvals, 12/ by December 31, 1990

(er a later date, if extended) (" Reorganization Effective

11/ The cash Distribution Requirement will require the issuance
of securities producing net proceeds of approximately $2.112
billion because of approximately $7 million of transfer
taxes.

11/ Because regulatory obstacles could delay reorganization and,
thus, cash distributions to creditors, the Plan provides for
either a one- or two-step transaction. The Two-Step
Transaction will be used if the necessary regulatory
approvals are not timely obtained.

11/ The principal conditions that must be satisfied before PSNH
can be acquired in the one-Step Transaction are: (1) the
entry of the Bankruptcy Court order confirming the Plan,
which occurred on April 20, 1990, and is now on appeal; (2)
receipt of all necessary regulatory approvals, including,
the approval of the Commission, the Federal Energy,
Regulatory Commission ("TERC") and all relevant state
commissionst (3) completion of satisfactory financing
arrangements (4) receipt of a favorable ruling on federal
income tax consequencest (5) a determination that the
aggregate amount of propetition claims by unsecured
creditors does not exceed $900 million and (6) receipt of
provisional ratings for the notes to be issued by North
Atlantic Energy Corporation (" North Atlantic"), a to-be-
forned wholly-owned public-utility subsidiary of Northeast
that will own all of PSNH's interest in Seabrook, of BL or
better (or equivalent rating) on a when issued basis by at

,
least two specified rating agencies..

.

s
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Date"). 11/ The Acquisition will be completed under the

Bankruptcy Code with Northeast's purchase of a new issue of up to

100 million authorized shares of PSNH common stock, $1.00 par

value, and the cancellaticn under the Plan of all currently

issued and outstanding PSNH securities, with the possible

exceptions of two series of PSNH pollution control revenue

bonds. 11/
As discussed above, PSNH creditors and PSNH equity security

holders will receive the Cash Distribution Requirement of

11/ Due to delays in receiving the necessary regulatory
approvals, the original Reorganization Effective Date of
August 1, 1990 has been. extended to December 31, 1990, which
may be further extended.

23/ The two series of pollution control bonds that may remain
outstanding are: (1) $100 million aggregate principal amount
of The Industrial Development Authority of the State of New
Hampshire ("NHIDA") Pollution Control Revenue Bonds, 1986
Series A; and (2) $112.5 million aggregate principal amount
of NHIDA Adjustable Rate Solid Waste Disposal and Pollution
Control Revenue Bonds, 1989 Series (collectively, "PCRBs"). t

i

Northeast currently contemplates that PSNH would, upon
reorganization, refund the PCRBs and approximately $10
million of the $20 million aggregate erincipal amount of
another series of NHIDA Pollution C ntrol Revenue Bonds,
1983 Series A (" Series A Bonds"), wach the proceeds derived
from the issuance of up to $222.5 million in aggregate
principal amount of NHIDA tax-exempt pollution control
refunding revenue bonds. As noted above, the remaining $10
million aggregate principal amount of NHIDA Series A Bonds
will be cancelled under the Plan. Northeast also
anticipates that the NHIDA will issue approximately $60-
million aggregate principal amount of tax-exempt pollution
control revenue bonds and approximately $200 million
aggregate principal amount of taxable pollution control
revenue bonds (all or a portion of which may be converted to,

I tax exempt status in the future), to allow the acquired PSNH
to reimburse itself for its portion of the cost of pollution
control, sewage, and/or solid waste disposal facilities at

,

Seabrook.

. . . . . . ~ . . .-.
-

. . . .
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approximately $2.105 billion. PSNH equity security holders will

also receive up to $205 million of Notes issued by North Atlantic

and approximately 8,431,000 warrants (" Northeast Warrants") to
*

buy Northeast common stock. Northeast will issue one Northeast

Warrant for every five shares of PSNH common stock that are

outstanding immediately bitfore the Reorganization Effective

Date. 11/
Upon Northeast's acquisition of PSNH's new issue of common

stock and the cancellation of PSNH's outstanding common and

preferred stock, PSNH will become a wholly-owned subsidiary

company of Northoast ("New PSNH") and will have no further

eb)igation to PSNH's debt or equity security holders, except to

holders of the PCRBs, if outstanding. New PSNH will transfer its

interest in Seabrook to North Atlantic 11/ for epproximately S700

million, consisting of approximately $495 million in cash and

$205 million of Notes, issued by North Atlantic for distribution

to PSNH's equity security holders.- Northeast would also form a

11/ As of June 30, 1990, there are 42,154,548 shares of PSNH
common stock outstanding.

A Northeast Warrant will entitle the holder during the
exercise period, b.tginning on the date the Northeast
Warrants are Assued, which will be the date Northeast
acquires PSNH, and terminating five years later, to
purchase, for cash, one share of Northeast common stock, to
be issued and sold by Northeast for $24.00 per share,
subject to certain adjustments. The Northeast Warrants will
be freely transferable.

11/ North Atlantic will enter into a-power contract to sell its
f', share of the power generated by Unit No. 1 to New PSNH after
*s' it is acquired by Northeast on terns that will allow North ,

Atlantic to recover its investment in Seabrook.

.

sel
y-::

,,,e,. . . 4 . . . . . - . , ,-,,.%, a . . . . ..

i
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new wholly-owned special purpose subsidiary, North Atlantic

Energy Services Corporation ("NAESC"), whien will assume

responsibility for the operation of Seabrook Unit No. 1, 12/ and,
as discussed below, Northeast, New PSNH and North Atlantic would

issue and sell certain securities and engage in related

transactions.

New PSNH will raise up to S1.610 billion from: (a) $20
million in estimated cash on hand and (b) through the issuance

and sale of: (1) all of its new issue of common stock 11/ to
Northeast for a cash purchase price of approximately $318

million: (2) approximately 5.1 million shares of a cicss of 25

million shares of $25.00 Cumulative Preferred Stock, Series A,

S25.00 par value per share, to the public or in a privately

negotiated transaction to net approximately $125 million in cash;
'

(3) first mortgage bonds, issued under the General and Refunding

Mortgage Indenture, dated as of August 15, 1978 ("G&R

Indenture"), between PSNH and New England Merchants National

Bank, Trustee ("New England Merchants"), as amended and restated,

12/ NAESC will assume operating responsibility for Unit No. 1
under an agreement to be reached with the other Joint owners
after Unit No. 1 receives its full powar operating license
from the NRC, which became effective on March 15, 1990, and
Northeast's acquisition of PSNH is completed. PSNH's New
Hampshire Yankee division is currently responsible for the
operation of Seabrook and its employees will be transferred
tc NAESC. NAESC's organization will be similar to other
special purpose companies regulated under the Act. NAESC's
organization and issuance of securities will be subject to
further commission authcritation.

~% 11/ New PSNH will initially have 100 million authordzed shares
w of commsn stock, 51.00 par value per share.

'
- -. . . .. . ..
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or under a r.ew first mortgage indenture, secured by a first lien i

on its ownership interest in non-seabroek assets, in the

approximate amount of $342.5 million; 11/ (4) approximately S200

million of NHIDA taxable pollution control revenue bonds; and (5)

approximately $282.5 million of NHIDA tax-exempt pollution

control refunding revenue bonds. New PSNH will borrow its

remaining cash requirements, estimated at $322 million, through a

tern loan f acility with a maturity of less than five years, 22/
and will retain one or more banks to organize a banking group to

arrange for placement of the term loan f acility.
In addition to the S205 million in Notes issued by North

Atlantic for distribution in accordance with the Plan, it will

raise up to $495 million in ecsh through the issuance ano sale
,

of: (1) up to 1,000 shares of common stock, $1.00 par value per

share, to Northeast for $140 million in cash; and (2) first

mortgage bonds or other long-term debt, 21/ unsecured or secured

by a first lien on its interest in seabrook, through private

11/ Northeast forecasts an interest rate of 10.75% per annum and
a term of ten years for the New PSNH first mortgage bonds.

22/ Northeast forecasts an interest rate of 9.75% per annum, and
that the loans would be repaid in three years.

21/ The first mortgage bonds vill have a medium term maturity,
in the range of ten years or less, depending on market
conditions. Northeast projects an interest rate of 11.5%n

c per annum and a tern of ten years for these bonds.
j.

4
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placement or a negotiated underwriting, to realize net proceeds

up to $355 million in cash. 22/
In addition, New PSHH and North Atlantic each propose to put

in place e revolving credit agreement with syndicates of

commercial banks under which $100 tr $150 million and $100
million of short-tern borrowings can be made available to New

PSNH and North Atlantic, respectively, on a revolving basis to

meet their respective working capital obligations. 22/

22/ The following table summarizes the various proposed
issuances of securities and other financings by New PSNH and
North Atlantic to raise the Cash Distribution Requirement:

!

FOUFCES OF CASH TO NEW PSNH
(Millions) ,

'

$318.0 Northeast Purchase of Common Stock
125.0 Preferred-Stock

l
I

342.5 First Mortgage Bonds
-

482.5 NHIDA Bonds-
322.0 Term Loan20.0 PSNH Cash at Time of Reorganization (est.)

51,610.0

SOURCES OF CASH TO NORTH ATLANTIC
(Millions)

$140.0 Northeast Purchase of Common Stock
355.0 Long-Term Debt

$495.0
.... 3

$2,105.0 Cash Distribution Requirement

22/ The credit agreements will provide for competit? r bids
under a " Dutch Auction" bar.is or at a speci'* .nterest

rate, which can be the prime rate or a rate tied to prime
rate or to a percentage of the certificate of deposit rate,
or any other acceptable method.

-, - .

- - _ . , ,
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3. The Two-steo Transaction
Under the Two-Step Transaction, PSNH will be reorganized as

an independent company in the first step (" Step A"), and in the
second step (" Step B") reorganized PSNH will be merged under New

Hampshire law with a newly-created, wholly-owned subsidiary of
to be named Northeast Utilities Acquisition Corp.Northeast,

Northeast will acquire PSNH in the Two-Step("NUAC").
Transaction if the necessary regulatory approvals are not

This willreceived by the Reorganization Effective Date. 21/
enable PSNH unsecured creditors and equity shareholders to

receive a substantial portion of the cash Distribution

Requirement at Step A, pending receipt of all necessary
The remalt.ingregulatory approvals to the Acquisition at Step B.

Cash Distribution Requirement will be distributed at the time the

Acquisition is concluded.
1. Step A

In Step A, PSNH will be reorganized under the Bankruptcy

Code as an independent company (" Stand-Alone PSNH") conducting

all of pSNH's utility operations and retaining its interest in

.

23/ The principal conditions that must be satisfied before PSNH
can be reorganized as Stand-Alone PSNH in Step A of the Two-
Step Transaction are the same as those required to conclude
the Acquisition under the One-Step Transaction, 333 suore
note 12, with one exception. Step A requires receipt of
regulatory approvals only from the relevant connecticut and-
New Hampshire commissions.

In addition to the conditions which must be satisfied in|

| Step A to create Stand-Alone PSNH, the merger cannot be
consummated at Step B unless Northeast receives all other..

necessary regulatory approvals, including the approval of;
'"'

the Commission and the FIRC.

__ _ ._ _
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Seabrook. Stand-Alone -PSNH will not be a subsidiary of

Northeast, 21/ but will be bound by a merger agreement (" Merger

Agreement") with NUAC. 2i/ Under the Merger Agreement, Stand-

Alone PSNH will agree to merge NUAC into it when all regulatory

approvals and other conditions are satisfied, with Stand-Alone
PSNH as the surviving corporation, which vocid then be known as

New PSNH, a wholly-owned public-utility subsidiary of Northeast.
In order to fund the approximately $2.105 billion cash

Distribution Requirement, Stand-Alone PSNH will use an estimated

$20 million in cash on hand and issue and/or sell certain
securities. Stand-Alone PSNH will issue up to 32.4 million

shares of common stock, or an estimated 21.2 million and 11.2

million shares to PSNH's unsecured creditors and to its preferred

and coumon shareholders, respectively, valued at $20 per share,

or approximately $648 million. 22/ The 32.4 million shares of

common stock will be cancelled when the me-rger is consummated in

21/ Stand-Alone PSNH will be subject to regulation under the Act
after it is merged into the Northeast system.

If/ The Plan provides that NUAC will have 1,000 authorized
shares of common stock, $1 00' par value per share, all of
which will be issued to and acquired-by Northeast for
approximately $318 million in cash prior to the merger.

22/ The $20 value is a result of the negotiations which
l

culminated in the creation of.the Plan. The holders of
Stand-Alone PSNH common stock will be entitled to receive

! quarterly stock dividends, the first of which will be
|

payable at the end of the calendar quarter in which the
|

Reorganization Effective Date occurs..- The stock dividends
will accrue continuously from July t, 1990 at a quarterly
rate of two shares per 100 shares oJtstanding for the period
ending December 31, 1990, and thereafter at three shares for
every 100 shares outstanding.

,

.
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PSNH's unsecured
.

Step B and, in exchange for their shares,
creditors and equity shareholders will receive the $648 million

in cash at that time. Additionally, Stand-Alone PSNH will issue

and sell certain-securities, including: (1) approximately 5.1
million shares of cumulative preferred stock, $25,00 par value

per share, designated as $25.00 Cumulative Preferred Stock,
t

series A, to the public for approximately $125 millient (2) first
mortgage bonds, issued under thre G&R Indenture between pSNH and

New England Merchants, or under a new first mortgage indenture,

as discussed above, 11/ secured by a'first mortgage lien on its

non-Seabrook assets for an aggregate principal amount of-

approximately 5342.5 millient (3) approximately $200 million of.
taxable NHIDA bonds; (4) approximately $282.5 million of tax-

exempt NHIDA bonds; and-(5) notes under a term loan, which
Stand-Northeast projects to be approximately $487 million.12/

Alone PSNH will also issue $205 million in Notes (issued by North

Atlantic in the One-Step Transaction). PSNH's common and

21/ 5,g,3 supra pp. 10-11.
e

21/ The following table summarizes the various issuances of
securities and other financings by Stand-Alone PSNH to raise
the Cash Distribution Requirement:

SOURCES OF CASH TO STAND-ALONE PSNH
(Millions S),

! $ 648.0 Common Stock
125.0 Preferred Stock
342.5 First Mortgage Bonds
482.5- HMIDA Bonds
487.0 Term Loan

Cash of PSNH at Time of Reorganization~ 20.0
$2,105.0 Cash-Distribution Requirement,

_

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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preferred shareholders will also receive contingent warrant

certificates (" Contingent Certificates") 22/ to be exchanged on a

one-to-one basis for the Northeast Warrants. 21/

2. step B

Under Step B (1) Northeast will form, and acquire all of the
common stock of, NUAC for $318 million; (2) NUAC will merge with

and into Stand-Alone PSNH (" Merger"), which will be the surviving

corporation known as New PSNH, a wholly-owned public-utility

subsidiary of Northeast; 22/ (3) Stand-Alone PSNH common stock

held by PSNH's unsecured creditors and equity security holders
will be cancelled and the holders will receive $20 in cash per

share for such stock, or $648 million; (4) the holders of

contingent certificates will receive the Northeast Warrants; and

(5) New PSNH's interest in Seabrook will be transferred to North
Atlantic for $700 million, consisting of $495 million in cash and

assumption of the $205 million of Notes originally issued by
|

22/ Stand-Alone PSNH, rather than Northeast, will issue the
Contingent Certificates at Step A so thht, if-there should
be any delay in obtaining the regulatory approvals necessary
for Northeast to issue the securities, the. issuance of the
Contingent Certificates will not be affected at Step A. The-
Contingent certificates would become null and void if the
merger does not occur in Step B.

22/ Egg supra note 15 and accompanying text (discussion of
Northeast Warrants under the One-Step Transaction).
Northeast will issue the Northeast Warrants to NUAC
immediately prior to the merger for distribution to PSNH's
creditors and shareholders.

22/ As a result of the merger, New PSNH will be the issuer of
Stand-Alone PSNH's outstanding securities. 133 muera note
29 (table summarizing issuance of securities by Stand-Alone
PSNH).

.

-
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Stand-Alone PSNH, thus releasing New PSNH from its obligations

under the Notes.

Northeast states that, in the event that it is determined

that it is impractical 22/ to effect some or all of the

contemplated sales of securities on the closing date, the maximun

amount of short-tern " bridge" financing for North Atlantic and

Northeast would be up to $400 million and $500 million,

respectively. 21/

III. NORTHEAST'S SOURCE OT FUNDS

Northeast will invest approximately $458 million in cash in

New PSNH a'nd North Atlantic, which it proposes to raise through a

term loan f acility of approximately $229 million from bank or

other institutional lenders, 21/ and the issue and sale of up to

approximately $229 million of its common stock. Northeast

22/ Northeast would consider it impractical to effect a
sale of securities if, because of unusual and currently

,

unforeseen economic, market or financial circumstances
beyond the control of the issuing company, it were to
consult with financial advisors and determine that the
securities in question could not be sold in the-necessary
amounts, on reasonable terms and at a reasonable cost,

21/ These amounts do not reflect revolving credit arrangements
of up to $100 million for Northeast, as authorized by order
dated July 29, 1988 (Holding Co. Act Release No. 24686), and
$100 million for North Atlantic, as proposed under the Plan.

21/ The tern loan facility will also be used, as-necessary, to
provide Northeast with the necessary cash to pay: (1) its
interest obligations on the Acquisition financing and (2)
dividends payable on Northeast's common stock until New PSNH
and North Atlantic are able to begin paying cash dividends
to Northeast on their respective common stock issuances.

|

1
.

. ..
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anticipates that the term loan f acility will be paid through the
issue and sale of up to approximately $340 million of additional
shares of its common stock, which will be subject to further

i

commission authorization.

IV. WORTHEAST'S PAYMZNT OT DIVIDENDS

Northeast requests authorization to pay dividends on its

common stock based upon its unrestricted consolidated retained

e-cnings, 21/ for up to five years after its acquisition of

PSHH. 22/ At the end of,that period, Northeast will be subject

21/ The amount of dividends will be calculated by the equity
method of accounting, and will not be limited to the portion
of consolidated retained earnings represented by dividends
distributed to Northeast by its subsidiaries.

As of June 30, 1990: (1) Northeast's consolidated retained
earnings, calculated on the equity method of accounting,
totaled approximately S765 million; (2).the restricted
retained earnings of Northeast's subsidiaries totaled
approximately $597 million and, accordingly, (3) Northeast
has available for the payment of dividends approximately
$168 million of consolidated unrestricted retained earnings.

22/ The Applicant states that, in the early years after the
Acquisition, New PSNH and North Atlantic will need to retain
earnings and retire their own debt rather than pay dividends
to Northeast. In order to maintain common stock dividends
to Northeast's shareholders, Northeast must be able to pay
dividends out of its consolidated unrestricted retained
earnings because there will not be sufficient forecasted
earnings available initially from the operations of New PSNH
and North Atlantic to support Northeast's dividend
obligations.

No'rtheast's consolidated retained earnings represent the
accumulated earnings of its subsidiaries that are retained
af ter dividends have been declared and paid by Northeast to
its common stock shareholders. A significant portion of the
retained earnings are restricted as a result of conditions
contained primarily in the first mortgage bond indentures-

(continued...)

, _.
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prospectively to the limitations imposed under the Act, except
that it will not be required to return the retained earnings paid
from the undistributed retained earnings subaccount.

V. EXCEPTIONS FROM COMPETITIVE BIDDING

Exceptions from the competitive bidding requirements of rule
50 under subsection (a)(5) 23/ are requested in connection with

the following issuances and sales of securities: (1) New PSNH's

preferred stock, first mortgage bonds, pollution control bonds
and notes in connection with its revolving credit borrowings and

term loan borrowings (2) North Atlantic's first mortgage bonds,
$205 million in Notes and notes in connection with its bridge

financing and revolving credit borrowings; (3) Northeast's
Warrants to PSNH's preferred and common shareholders and common

stock thereunder, additional shares of common stock and notes in

connection with its term loan borrowings.

In support of its request for an exception from competitive
j

bidding, Northeast states that: (1) New PSNH will be emerging

f rom an unprecedented utility bankruptcy and will be estat;iching

its entire capital structure at a single time through the
.

22/ ( . . . continued)
and other debt-instruments of Northeast's subsidiaries.
Because of the insufficient forecasted earnings noted above,
Northeast must use a portion of retained earnings that is

| undistributed and unrestricted to maintain its common stock
dividends. However, rule 26(c) (3) requires diat Northeast
file a declaration under section 12(c) of the Act in orderi to pay dividends out of undistributed retained earnings.i

23/ 31g infra note 41.

.
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issuances and sales of the proposed securities; (2) in light of
the substantial complexities involved in financing the

Acquisition, the best price for the securities can be achieved
through a concerted pre-pricing marketing effort by a syndicate

led by knowledgeable investment bankers, or a private placement
of the securities; (3) active participation with experienced and

skilled investment bankers is needed to' best determine the
appropriate terms of the securities to be issued and whether a

public sale of the securities l's feasible or desirable; (4) the
proposed issuances require flexibility as to the amounts,
maturities, call protections and other terms, to adjust to

prevailing market conditions at the time of the Acquisition and
to meet the financing needs of a transaction that has been and

will continue to be negotiated among multiple parties in an

attempt to implement an acceptable consensual plan of-

reorganization; and (5) the issuance of this substantial amount
of new securities by New PSNH must be coordinated in the One-Step

Transaction with the issuance by Northeast of additional shares

of its common stock and by North Atlantic of its first mortgage

bonds.

,

i
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VI. REQUEST FOR RESERVATION OF JURISDICTION

In either the one- or Two-step Transaction, Northeast has
|

requested that the Cemeission approve certain transactions and

reserve jurisdiction over others. 22/
In the one-Step Transaction, Northeast requests a

reservation of jurisdiction over: (1) Hertheast'L term

issuance and sale of common stock to raise additionalborrowings,

capital and interim bank borrowings, if any; (2) North Atlantic's
issuance of first mortgage bonds, interim bank borrowings, if

any , and short-term borrowings ; (3) the Capital Funds Agreement

between Northeast and North Atlantic; and (4) New PSNH's

issuances and sales of first mortgage bonds, pollution control

revenue bonds, preferred stock, term borrowings, and short-tern

korrowings.

In the Two-Step Transaction, the Applicant requests a4

reservation of jurisdiction over: (1) Northeast's term
borrowings, issuance and sale of common stock, and interim bank

borrowings, if any; (2) North Atlantic's issuance and sale of
first mortgage bonds, interin bank borrowings, if any, and short-

22/ The record is not yet complete as to the exact nature of
certain securities that may be issued and borrowings that
may be effected to consummate the Plan, and the terms
hereof, which Northeast states will be determined nearer to
the Acquisition date and will be reflected in one or more ,

additional amendments to its Application or by a separate
consequently, Northeast requests authorizationapplication,

,

Ifor these transactions over which the record is complete and
that the Commission reserve jurisdiction over all other |

~g |transactions, pending completion of the record.."
|

|

|- ,

,
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torn borrowings; and (3) the Capital Punds Agreement between

Northeast and North Atlantic.

TII. DISCUSSION

In light of the facts, the representations contained in the
Application, our analysis of the proposed transactions contained
herein, and our conclusions below with regard to the applicable
standards of the Act, the Commission believes that, except as to

those matters over which jurisdiction is reserved, the proposed

transactions should be authorized. The commission will condition,

its order on a reservation of jurisdiction, consented to by the

Applicant, over certain other transactions, pending completion of

the record. These transactions will be examined under the

applicable standards of the Act by the Division of Investment

Management by delegated authority.

A. Issuance and sale of securities

The Applicant requests authorization for the issuances and
sales of all securities over which jurisdiction is not reserved,

including: (1) in The One-Step Transaction, 's) 1,000 shares of

New PSNH's common stock, $1 par value per share, to Northeast for
i

approximately $318 million in cash; and (b) $205 million in Notes

issued by North Atlantic to PSNH's equity security holders; (2)

in the Two-Step Transaction, all of NUAC's common stock,

consisting of 1,000 authorized shares of common stock, $1 par

value per share, to Northeast for approximately $318 million in

' ,,. cash; and (3) in either the One-Step- or Two-Step Transaction,

-
.
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(a) up to approximately 8,413,000 of Northeast Warrants to PSNH's

preferred and common stockholders: (b) upon exercise of the
Northeast Warrants, the issuance by Northeast of 8,413,000 shares

of common ctock; and (c) all of North Atlantic's common stock,

consisting of 1,000 shares of common stock, $1 par value per

share, to Northeast for approximately $140 million in cash.
The issuance and sale of securities by a registered holding

company or a subsidiary thereof are governed by sections 6 and 7
'

of the Act and rules 4 3,12/ 50 and 50(a) (5) . 11/ Section 6(a)

12/ North Atlantic's, NUAC's and New PSNH's issuance and sale of
common stock to Northeast and Northeast's transfer _of
Northeast Warrants to NUAC are also governed by rule 43.
Rule 43 provides, in relevant part, that: "(a) (n)o
registered holding company or subsidiary thereof shall,
directly or indirectly, sell to any company in the same
holding company system . any. securities . except... .

pursuant to a declaration . . and . order of the. . .

Commission . "
. ..

11/ Unless otherwise excepted, the competitive bidding
requirements of rule 50(b) and (c) apply "to every
declaration and application regarding-the issuance or sale
of any securities of, or owned by,-any registered holding

" Under rulecompany or subsidiary company thereof .-. . .

50(b), an applicant is required to publicly invite sealed,
written proposals for the purchase or underwriting of
securities and to comply with the provisions of rule 50(c).
Rule 50(c) requires the submission of two independent
proposals for the purchase or underwriting of securities.
Together, rule 50(b) and (c) address the conditions required
for the maintenance of competitive ~ bidding.

North Atlantic's, NUAC's and New PSNH's issuance and sale of
common stock to Northeast end Northeast's issuance of
Northeast Warrants to NUAC are excepted from the competitive
bidding requirements of rule 50 under subsection (a)(3)
thereunder where they have "been approved by the Commission
pursuant to section 10 of the Act."

Northeast's issuance of the Northeast Warrants to PSNH equity
shareholders and, upon exercise of-the Warrants, Northeast's

(continued...)

.
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prohibits the issue or sale of a security by a registered hciding
company or its subsidiary company unless the Commission

.

authorizes the sale under section 7 of the Act.
The Commission must first determine that the requirements of

sections 7(c) and (g) are satisfied. 12/ Under section 7(c) of

11/ ( . . . continued)
issuance of common stock and North Atlantic's issuance ofNotes are subject to the competitive bidding requirements of
rule 50 under the Act. The Applicant has requested that
these issuances be excepted from rule 50's requirements under
subsection (a)(5) thereunder, subsection (a)(5) excepts from
the competitive bidding requirements of rule 50 the issuance
and sale of securities where the Commission finds, in
relevant part, that compliance with rule 50(b) and 50(c) is
not:

appropriate to aid the commission (in carrying
the provisions of section 7 of the Act) toout

determine whether the fees, commissions or
other remuneration to be paid directly or
indirectly in connection with the issue, sale
or distribution of such securities are
reasonable, or whether any term or condition
of such issue or sale is detrimental to the
public interest or the interest of investors
or consumers . . . .

t

12/ Section 7(g) provides:

If a State commission or state securities! commission, having jurisdiction over any of the|

acts enumerated in subsection (a) of section 6,
shall inform the Commission, upon , request by the
commission for an epinion or otherwise, that State
laws applicable to the act in question have not
been complied with, the Commission shall not
permit a declaration regarding the act in question
to become effective until and unless the
Commission is satisfied that such compliance has
been effected.

Northeast states that no state commission has jurisdiction over
|

| the issuance of Northeast Warrants or, upon exercise of the'~

Warrants, the issuance of Northeast common stock, and over"

NUAC's issuance of common stock. Northeast states that only the
(continued...)
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12/ ( . . . coti ?inu ed )NHPUC has jurisdiction over North Atlantic's issuance of com en
stock and a request for authorization has not yet been filed
with the NHPUC. Northeast further states that only the NHPUC
may have jurisdiction over North Atlantic's issuance of $205
million of Notes with the determination of jurisdiction by the
NHPUC not resolved. The Conn-PUC has waived jurisdiction over
the proposed issuance of securities and has approved all other-
transactions subject to its jurisdiction, with the exception of
New PSNH's issuance of common stock to Northeast in the One-Step
Transaction. Request for authorization for New PSNH's issuance
of common stock has not yet been flied with the conn-PUC.

On April 12, 1990, NUSCO and PSNH filed separate requests with
the Vernont-PSB and the-Maine-PUC for declaratory ruling.s
confirming that: (1) any exerciselof their respective
jurisdiction over the Plan is preempted by the Bankruptcy coder
and (2) they lack subject matter jurisdiction over all security
issuances in Step A of the Two-Step Transaction and, with regard
to all other transactions contemplated in Step A, that they
either lack jurisdiction or approve them. NUSCO and PSNH also
filed a conplaint wi.th _the Bankruptcy court requesting a
temporary restraining order restraining the Vermont-PSB from
commencing or continuing any action to regulate or exercise
jurisdiction over the Plan and a declaratory judgment-

determining that .the Vermont-PSB has no jurisdiction over the
Plan. The Bankruptcy Court has yet to issue its order in this
matter.

On June 18, 1990, the Maine-PUC issued its order exempting from
approval all aspects of Step A of the Two-Step Transaction, and
has deferred any' action on the issue of jurisdiction over other
aspects of the Acquisition. On July 20, 1990, the Vermont-PSB
issued its order approving the issuances of securities and other
transactions subject to its jurisdiction at Step A of the Two-
Step Transaction, and deferred ruling on its jurisdiction in
Step B.

Northeast states that no other state commissions have
jurisdiction over the proposed transactions.

'

! We note that the proposed issuances of these securities are
subject to the terms and conditions prescribed in rule 24,
including the conditions set f orth in rule 24 (c) (2) . Rule'

24 (c) (2) provides that:

! (I)f the transaction is proposed to be carried'

out in whole or in part pursuant to the express
authorization of any State commission, such

(continued...)
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the Act, the commission shall not authorize a proposed financing

unless it makes at least one of several alternative findings,
"such security is to be issued and sold se2elyincluding, that:

. for the purpose of effecting a merger, consolidation,
(A) . .

"or other reorganization . . . .

With respect to the issuances and sales of securities for
which authorization is now sought, section 7(c)(2)(A) is

The issuances and sales of the North Atlantic, NUACsatisfied.

and New PSNH common stock, the issuance of North Atlantic Notes,

the issuance of the Northeast Warrants and, upon the exercise of

those warrants, the issuance of Northeast common stock, are each

an integral part of the reorganization of PSNH under the Plan

confirmed by the Bankruptcy Court. The issuance of the Northeast

Warrants and of the Northeast common stock thereunder are

required by the Merger Agreement.
Once the requirements of sections 7(c) and 7(g) are

satisfied, the proposed issuances and sales of securities shall
-

'

Al/(... continued) transaction shall be carried out in accordance
i

,

with such authorization, and if the same be
'

modified, revoked or otherwise terminated,'the
|

'

effectiveness of the declaration or order '

granting the application shall be, without
'

further order or the taking of any action by the
commission, revoked and terminated.

1 Therefore, the effect of a state commission having jurisdiction |
J

over the proposed transactions denying authorization, or
modifying, revoking or otherwise terminating its authorization |

with respect to any transaction authorized by the commission's
order 6: auld be to automatically revoke and terminate the
effcetiveness of this order.;

..
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be authorized unless the Commission makes adverse findings under

section 7 (d) . 12/
With respect to the requirements of section 7(d)(1), we note

that the proposed issuances and-sales of securities are

consistent with Commission precedent. 11/ Common stock is the

cornerstone of a company's capital structure. Further, the

Commission has approved the issuance of warrants by public

11/ Section 7(d) prohibits approval of the issuance and sale of
a security where:

(1) the security is not reasonably adapted
to the security structure of the declarant and
other companies in the same holding company
system;

(2) the security is not reasonably adapted
to the earning power of the declarant;

(3) financing by the issue and sale of the
particular security is not-necessary or
appropriate to the economical and efficient
operation of a business in which the applicant
lawfully is engaged or has an interest;

.(4) the fees, commissions, or other
remuneration, to whomsoever paid, directly or
indirectly, in connection with the issue, sale, or
distribution of the security are not reasonable;

(5) ; or. . .

(6) the terms and conditions of the issue or
sale of the-security are detrimental to the public-
interest or the interest of investors or
consumers.

Alf Eg3 Nhtional Fuel Gas co 44 S.E.C. 115 (1969) (authorizingu,

the issuance of common stock by a utility holding company to
-

-effect a merger); central Maine Power Co., 12 5.E.C. 371
(1942) (authorizing the issuance of various securities to
effect merger of two public utility holding company
subsidiaries).,

_ . . .. . .
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as inutility holding company systems on several occasions where,
the Northeast-PSNH negotiations, the warrants were offered as an

added incentive for the shareholders to agree to the terms of the

proposed transaction. 11/ In the instant case, the Northeast
willWarrants are required by the Plan and the Merger Agreement,

be outstanding for only five years, will have exercise prices

approximately 20% above current market prices and are comparable
Theto the subscription rights utilities commonly issue.

Commission has also approved the issuance of notes where, as

here, they are issued in connection with the acquisition of

utility assets. 11/

While under section 7 (d) (1) the commission generally

requires a common equity to total capitalization ratio of not
less than 30%,12/ we have approved acquisitions resulting in

equity ratios of less than 30% where projected future infusinns

of capital thrcugh the tale of common stock would increase common
,

Rochester Gas and Elec. Cero., 29 S.E.C. 856
11/ Egg, 1222,

(1949) (authorizing holding company to issue warrants giving
holders right to purchase common stock of subsidiary);

|, United Licht and Rv. Co., Holding Co. Act Release No. 8831.

(Feb. 8, 1949) (authorizing holding company to issue
warrants giving right to purchase common stock of .

,

subsidiary).
;

Enterav Corr., Holding Co. Act Release No. 25136AS/ Ems, gtgt,
'; (Aug. 27, 1990) (proceeds from issuance of notes to parent

used to acquire utility assets from associate company).
.

Columbia Gas Evs.. Inc., Holding Co. Act Release12/ Ess, g g ,
No. 23971 (Dec. 30, 1985), aff'd sub nom Garsham v. SEC,

804 F.2d 1248 (3d Cir. 1986); Georcia Power Co., 45 S.E.C.,

'

610, 615 (1974), citina Eastern Utils. Assees., 34 S.E.C.
| 390, 444-45 (1952) and Kentucky Power Co , 41 S.E.C. 29, 39'

(1961).

1

l
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equity to above 30%. 11/ With respect to this Application, we

believe that there are compelling circumstances to warrant our

approval of a consolidated equity capitalization below the
traditionally acceptable 30% level.

Northeast projects that, before it begins selling common

stock to repay its proposed borrowings, its consolidated common

stock equity to consolidated capitalization ratic would be

approximately 28% at the time the Acquisition is consummated and

would rise to 33% within two years. 11/ We note that a state

agency -- the NHPUC in its July 20, 1990 order -- has considered
under the Rate Agreement the necessary financings to consummate

,

the Acquisition and their effect on PSNH's capital structure. 12/

11/ Ers, 22g2, Eastern Utils. Assocs., Holding Co. Act Release
No. 24679 (May 5, 1989) (authorizing equity capitalization
level of 28.9%).

11/ The EIS f orma consolidated capital structure of Northeast
and PSNH as of June 30, 1990, and projected as of July,
1992, reflecting the Acquisition is as follows:

(SMillions)
Acquisition projections as of
RI,g Forma July, 1992

Common Stock
t

l Equity $1,994.2 27.6% 33.04-
! Preferred Stock 697.1 9.6 9.0

Long-Term Debt 4,349.5 60.2 58.0

Short-Tern Debt 190.0 2.6 --

57,230.8 100.0% 100.0%

12/ The NHPUC order states that all financing proposals of PSNH
and North Atlantic have been considered within the Rate
Agreement decision, although specific approval to issue
North Atlantic common stock to Northeast has not been

.

-

,
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Turthermore, the commission is mindful of the unprecedented

nature of the bankruptcy proceedings involving PSKH and the need

to successfully reorganize PSNH in the most efficient and

economical manner possible. Therefore, in light of the

particular circumstances surrounding the proposed acquisition as
well as the projected rapid increase within two years of

'

Northeast's equity to total capitalization ratio, we consider
Northeast's projected common equity to total capitalization ratio

to be appropriate. The Commission does not find that issuances

and sales of the North Atlantic, NUAC and New PSNH common stock,

the issuance of Notes by North Atlantic and the issuance of the

Northeast Warrants and Northeast common stock thereunder are not
and itsreasonably adapted to the security structure of Northeast

consolidated system. Section 7 (d) (1) is satisfied.
The Cornission also finds that no adverse findings are

required under section 7(d)(2) regarding whether the security is
Thereasonably adapted to the earning power of the declarant.

securities being issued and sold-include the initial shares of
common stock necessary to form.the special purpose corporations

.

e.

that will enable the Acquisition to be-consummated; these

securities would have no current effect on the earnings power of
.

the, Applicant. None of the equity securities involved in these.

issuances has any special dividend provisions. Additionally, the

Notes are reasonably adapted to North Atlantic's earning power-

because it anticipates having sufficient funds to meet its
.

- - . - .,
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iobligations under the Notes as a result of the power contract

between it and New PSNH.

As stated above, Northeast is seeking to pay dividends on

its common stock in reliance on its unrestricted consolidated
retained earnings. This method of determining dividends should

facilitate Northeast's ability to issue and sell additional

shares of its common stcck needed to fund its equity investment

in PSNH, without causing its current subsidiaries to pay up

dividends greater than ot'herwise necessary. To assure the

earning capacity of the PSNH assets being added to the Northeast

system, the Rate Agreement commits the ratepayers of PSNH to an

additional six annual 5.5% rate increases and recovery of certain

costs and expenses. When coupled with the existing financial

health of the Northeast system, the Rate Agreement should provide

sufficient economies for the combined Northeast-PSNH system to

meet both the obligations arising from the Acquisition and the

general conduct of its electric utility business. Thus, the

Commission does not find that any of such proposed issuances and
t

l
; sales of securities are not reasonably adapted to the earning

power of the declarant. Section 7 (d) (2) is satisfied. .

With regard to section 7 (d)(3), the Commission does not find

that the proposed iswuances and sales of common stock, Notes and

warrants is not necessary or appropriate to the economical and

efficient operation of Northeast. Each proposed security

issuance is an integral part of the Plan and, as discussed

;
,,

herein, is calculated to be those best suited to attract

| |
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investors and raise the capital necessary to fund the Plan as
Section 7(d)(3) iseconceically and efficiently as possible.

satisfied.

Under section 7 (d) (4), the Commission must examine the

reasonableness of the fees and commissions or other remuneration
in connection with the proposed issuances and sales of

The fees, commissions or other remuneration to besecurities.
$855,000.

paid with respect to these issuances are estimated at
including counsel fees,They constitute normal costs of issuance,

and represent a minor part of the overall cost of the

reorganization and the Acquisition. Section 7(d)(4) is

satisfied.

Concerning section 7(d)(6), the Commission does not find

that the terms and conditions of the proposed issuances and sales

of these securities by North Atlantic, NUAC, New PSNH and

are detrimental to the public interest or the interestNortheast

The proposed security issuances andof investors or consumers.
sales are, as discussed supra, an integral part of the

Acquisition, which we find to be in the public intarest and in
'

the interest of investors and consumers. Section 7(d)(6) is
i
'

satisfied

The commission finds that it is not necessary to impose any

additional terms and conditions on the securities transactions-'

under section 7(f) of the Act.
With regard to Applicant's request for an exception from'

~

competitive bidding with respect to the issuances and sales of*

i

.
.

,

, -,
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for thethe proposed securities, the Commission finds that,
reasons stated above, it is neither appropriate nor necessary to

comply with the competitive bidding requirements of rule 50(b)
and (c), and such issuances and sales are hereby exempted under

rule 50(a)(5).

B. Aceuisitions of securities and Utility Assets

Section 9(a) of the Act, in relevant part, makes it unlawful

for any registered holding company or its subsidiaries to acquire

any securities or utility assets unless the Commission approves

the transaction under section 10. 11/

11/ Saction 10 requires that an application be filed for
approval under section 9(a) of the acquisition of securities
or utility assets or of any other interest in any business.
If the Commission is satisfied under subsection 10(f) thatrelevant State laws have been complied with, it is required
to approve a proposed acquisition under subsection 10(b),
unless the Commission makes certain findings, including, in
relevant part, that:

_(1) such acquisition will tend towards
interlocking relations or the concentration
of control of public-utility companies, of a
kind or to an extent detrimental to the
public interest or the interest of investors

,

i
or consumers;

(2) in case of acquisition of securities
or utility assets, the consideration,
including all fees, commissions, and other
remuneration . . paid . . is not. .

reasonable or does not bear a fair relation
to the sums invested in or the earhing

utility assetscapacity of the . . .

underlying the secarities to be acquired; or
(3) such acquis tion will unduly

complicate the capital structure of the
holding company syste.t of the applicant or
will be detrimental to the public interest or'

2 the interest of investors or consumers or the
(continued...)

... . . .
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1. Section 10 (b) (1)

Section 10(b) (1) of the Act requires the Commission to

approve a proposed acquinition unless the Commission finds that
it "will tend towards interlocking rnlations or the concentration

of control of public-utility companiet, of a kind or to an extent
detrinental to the public interest or the interest of investors

or consumers."

As with any addition of a new subsidiary to a holding

company system, the Acquisition will result in certain
interlocking relationships betwe3n PSNH and other Northear.t

subsidiaries. 12/ These interlocking relationships are necessary

11/ ( . . . continued)
proper functioning of such hold,ing-company
system.

Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection 10(b),
subsection 10(c), in relevant part, prohibits Commission

-

approval of:

(1) an acquisition of securities or
utility assets . . which . . is. .

detrimental to the carrying out of the
provisions of section 11; or

(2) the acquisition of securities or
utility assets of a public-utility or holding
company unless the Commission finds that such
acquisition will serve the public interest by
tending towards the economical and the

'

efficient-development of an integrated
public-utility system.

.

12/ Egg American Natural Gas Co., Holding Co. Act Release
No. 12991 (Sept. 20, 1955) (common directors among'

companies in a registered-holding company system is
;
: permissibir; an integrated public-utility holding

company sy; tem presupposes, in the interest of
efficiencies and economies, the existence of
interlocking officers and directors).

I
_ .
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to integrate New PSNN into the Northenst system and will be in

the public interest and in the interest of investors and

consumers.

New PSNH and North Atlantic each will be a first-tier
subsidiary directly owned by Northeast and will be subject to New

Hampshire law and to NHPVC regulation. New PSNH's nine member

board of directors will consist of five senior officers of
Northeast (two of which will also be PSNH's Chairman and new
President and Chief Operating officer) and four New Hampshire

residents not employed by New PSNH or tortheast. In contrast,

the boards of directors of Northeas'a e ether operating companies

consist solely of Northeast's senior management. North Atlantic,

whose activities are limited to holding PSNH's Seabrook assets,

will also have a board of directors comprised solely of Northeast
|

employees. Furthermore, the relationship between New PSNH and

North Atlantic and the other Northeast subsidiaries will be
similar to the present relationships among Northeast's existing

i subsidiaries.

The public interest is sarved by bringing a prompt end to
the PSNH bankruptcy and by providing PSNH with the management,

capacity and financial resources to make it viable again. The

commission does not find that the Acquisition will result in

interlocking relations "of a kind or to an extent detrimental to
the public interest or the interest of investors or consumers."

Section 10(b)(1) prohibits utility acquisitions that result
in an undue concentration of economic power. Section 20(b)(1)

.

.p= .
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allows the Commission to * exercise its best judgment as to the

maximum size of a holding company in a particular area,

considering the state of the art and the area or region

effected." 12/ The Commission reaches its determination of.

whether to prohibit the enlargement of a system on the basis of
all the circumstances, not on the basis of size alone. 11/

The addition of PSNH to the Northeast system will not

significartly change the relationship between the size of the
Northeast system and the balance.of the New England electric

utility industry, on the basis of peak load capacity, the

Northeast system and the next largest system, NEES, represent

approximately 23% and 19% of New England, respectively, while the

combined Hertheast-PSNH system will represent approximately 29%.

When measured'by operating. revenues, number of electric customers

and KwH sales, the combined Northeast-P5NH system represents less

than one-third of the largest-electric utilities in New England,

12/ American Elec. Power. Inc., 46 S.E.C. '299,~1309 (1978). .In
New Encland Elec. Sys., 45 S.E.C. 684 (1975) ("NEES
Decision"), the Commission reviewed the relative sizes of
three potential combining companies,'and the combined
companies as a whole, in terms of five different sets of

e data: (1)-operating revenues, (2) number.of electric
customers, (3) kilowatt hour ("KwH") sales,_(4)-kilowatt
capacity, and (5) electric power generated-in kilowatt
hours. By each measure, the combined companies in the NEES
Decision would have represented about 40% of New England.
The Commission, however, rejected the proposed cembination
because of an inadequate showing of resultant economies and
erficiericies.to support an allocation of' that magnitude.

iff 133 Sierra Pac. Resources, Holding Co. Act. Release No. 24566..

(Jan. 28, 1988) ; centerior Enerav cere., Holding Co. Act
Release No. 24073 (Apr. 29, 1986).

l
__ ___
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veil below the 40% that would have resulted in the NEES Decisien:
When measured by total assets, the combined Northeast-PSNH system

.

increases to 36.7%, still below the 40% level. 51/
The Acquisition vill also result in a combined electric

utility system that remains within the mid-size range of the
eight other registered electric holding company systems and of
the 31 largest investor-owned electric utilities in the United

Staten. 11/ Among the nine registered electric holding company

systems, the combined Northeast-PSNH system will be fourth in
,

fifth in both operating revenues and electrictotal assets,

customers and seventh in electric KvH sales. When compared to

the 31 largest investor-owned electric utilities in the United
States, the combined Northeast-PSNM system will be in the midsize

Seventeen of the investor-owned electric utilities as torange.

operating revenuan, and 16 as to total assets, would be larger
,

11/ The following table illustrates the size of the combinedI Northen.t-PSNH system compared to the 16 largest electric
|

!
utilities in New England, as of December 31, 1989:

.

TOTAL ASSETS OPER. ELEC. '

i 1 EEL. 3 EIL. 1 _ KvH 1,

(SMillions) ($ Millions) (000) (Millions)

NOATHEAST 6,523 26.7 2,206 24.7 1,244 23.3 24,892 23.7
7.3

) PSNH 2.448 1222 619 _Eug 383 _1.2 7.656
_

i TOTAL 8,971 36.7 2,825 31.6 1,627 30.5 32,548 31.0

fi LARGEST
ELECS . 24,467 200.0 8,940 100.0 5,338 100.0 105,057 100.0|

; -

11/ E33 Amend. No.13 to Application, Exh. 3-1 to 3-8.
,

"

1

i

G
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than the Northeast-PSNH coebined system. 12/ Given the

approximate size of the Northeast-PSNH system and the resultant
econocic benefits discussed herein, it does not appear to the

Commission that the Northeast-PSNH system would exceed the

economies of scale of current electric generation and

transmission technology or provide undue power or control to

Northeast within the New England region or within the electric

utility industry.

One intervenor (KMWEC) alleges that the Acquisition will

adversely effect the voting and continued viability of the New

England Power Pool ("NEP00L"), an organization comprised of

virtually all of the electric utilities in New England, including
PSHH and the Northeast operating companies. 13/ We note that, at.

the tir.e NEPOOL was created in 1971, and the voting rules were

established and agreed upon by all NEPOOL participants, the

Northeast system had rore than 25% of the total 'NEP00L voting

rights and, thus, possessed the ability to veto any action by

refusing to vote in favor of that action. AR/ Northeast's
,

17./ ld.a.

11/ Under the agreement governing HEPOOL ("NEPOOL Agreement")
; the region's generation and transmission facilities are

planned and operated as part of a single regional New
England bulk power system. NEP00L's Management Committee is
the executive body with ultimate authority over most matters
in the pool. The NEPOOL Agreement was reviewed and approved
by the PERC and signed by all NEPOOL participants.

11/ Under the NEPOOL Agreement, voting rights are determined on
|1 the basis of each member'.s peak load to the total peak load

of all members. Actions of the Management Committee are
effective only if 75% of the total voting rights are cast in

(continued...),

'

..
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acquisitien of PSNH will increase Northeast's current veting

percentage, which is 23%, to 29%, far short of the 75% required
to take action but sufficient to veto any action. However, this

situation is similar to that which existed at the creation of
NEPOOL. Further, this situation presently exists through the

voting rights of NEES' subsidiary companies. 12/

section lo(b)'(1) also requires the Commission to conalder

possible anticompetitive effects of the Acquisition. 11/ The

antitrust ramifications of an acquisition sust be ennsidered in

light of the fact that public utilities are regulated monopolies
and that federal and state administrative agencies regulate the

rates charged consumers. 12/ A notification and report fonn '

under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976,

as amended, with respect to the Acquisition was filed with the
|

12/ ( . . . continu e d )
favor of an action. Thus, a single NEPo0L participant
having at least a 25% interest could effectively prevent
actions from being taken by refusing to vote in favor of
that action. The NEPOOL Agreement further provides that at
least two members having 15% of the total votes can defeat
any proposed action. '

e
12/ For the past 20 years, the NEES system has had the ability

to block action by the Management committee because four of
NEES' operating subsidiaries are considered to be two
participants with more than 15% of NEP00L voting rights: (1)
NEPCO, Massachusetts Electric Company and Granite State
Electric Company, are considered one participant, and (2)
Narragansett Electric Company is treated as a separate
participant.

11/ Eg3 Municinal riee. Assn. ef Mass. v. Erc, 413 F.2d.1052
(D.C. Cir. 1969).

', 12/ gaz American riee. Power ce. , 46 S.E.C. 1299, 1313-14
(1978).

1

J
. . .
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pederal Trade Commission and the U.S. Department of Jur.tice, and

the required waiting period has expired.
The Commission has approved hequisitions that decrease

competition when it concludes that the acquisitions would result
in benefits such as possible economies of scale, elimination of

the duplication of facilities and activities, sharing of
production capacity and reserves, and generally more ef ficient

operations. 12/ Given the approximate site of the Northeast-PS! H

system and the resultant economic benefits discussed herein, 11'
we conclude that the Acquisition does not tend towards the

cencentration of control of public utility conpanies of a kind,
or to the extent, detrimental to the public interest or the
interest of investors or consumers as to require disapproval

under section 10(b) (1) . Section 10(b) (1) is satisfied.

2. Section 10 (b) (2)

Section 10(b)(2) of the Act requires that the Commission

approve Northeast's acquisition of securities of PSNH unless it
finds that the consideration, including all fees, commissions and

other remuneration is unreasonable in light of athe sums invested

in or the earning capacity of . . the utility assets underlying
.

the securities to be acquired."

12f Egg centerior Enerov cere1 , Holding Co. Act Release No.
24073 (Apr. 29, 1986) (commission accepted forecasted
savings as a basis for findings that economies and
efficiencies are probable). Ett 1112 American Elae. Power.

| E2A, 46 S.E.C. at 1324-25: Ohio Power co., 44 s.E.C. 340,
343 (1970),

11/ E12 suora notes 82-BB and acconpanying text.

t

.

. . . . . .
. . . . . .

.
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The consideration to be paid by Northeast for PSNH, as

provided in the Plan, was arrived at through an " auction" process
in the bankruptcy proceeding in which the interests of PSNH

investors and PSNH consumers were both effectively

represented. 11/ Two other bidders and PSNH's own management

presented alternative plans for investors and ratepayers, and the
Northeast Plan ultimately prevailed only after months of

negotiations. NUSCO negotiated the terms, on the one hand with

representatives of the official committees of PSNH's creditors
and shareholders, who were committed to receiving the highest

realizable value for their investments in PSNH, and on the other

hand with negotiators for the State of New Hampshire, who were
|

committed to maintain electric rates in New Hampshire as low as

reasonably possible.

In addition, the Commission has assessed the reasonableness

of the consideration to be received by the various parties. In

determining the f airness of the proposed transaction, the
commission considered testimony presented in conjunction with

Northeast's application to the NHPUC. 11/ We also reviewed the'

" Projected Pinancial Statements of New PSNH and North Atlantic"

,

11/ gf2 Ohio Power Co., 44 S.E.C.1340, 346 (1970) (prices
arrived at through arm's length negotiations are
particularly persuasive evidence that section 10(b)(2)
is satisfied); Southern Co., Holding Co. Act Release

| No. 24579 (Feb. 12, 1988) (assistance of independent,

consultants in setting consideration deemed to be
evidence that the requirements of the Act are
satisfied).

1.1/ 3.33 Amend. No. 13, Exh. D.9.3.
.

.

.
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("Tinancial Statements"), which Northeast prepared and used as

the basis for this testimony. 12/ These statements set forth the

assumptions made in the projections. The assumptions appear

reasonable in light of their basis in determining the fairness of
the exchange to the investment Northeast will make to acquire New

PSNH. 11/ The projected financial statements and their

assumptions indicate the return on equity of Northeast's

investment in New PSNH and North Atlantic. 11/ The projected

return on investment for Northeast appears reasonable for an

acquisition of this size and represents an appropriate risk to
Northeast's investors and the public affected by this investment.

Section 10(b) (2) also requires the Commission to consider

the reasonableners of the fees involved in the Acquisition. The

estimated $855,000 in fees and expenses associated with the

issuances and sales of securities we discussed above under

section 7 (d) (4), are also attributable to the proposed

acquisition of those securities by Northeast and New PSNH. For

12/ 14 The Financial Statements have been evaluated by: (1)
the NHPUC; (2) the Conn-DPUC through its consultant, Booz,'

Allen & Hamilton, Inc. ("Booz Allen"); (3) Northeast's
consultant, Morgan Stanley & Company; (4) Northeast's
independent public accounting firm, Arthur Andersen &
Company; and (5) three banks that may be the principal
lenders to Northeast, New PSNH and North Atlantic, (a)
Bankers Trust Company of New York, (b) Chemical Bank and (c)
Citibank. Written reportr. evaluating the Financial
Statements were prepared by the NHPUC and Boot Allen for the
Conn-DPUC, and were part of the basis of each state
commission's order authorizing the Acquisition.

11/ ld-
'

12/ Id.

!

. . _ .- {
i
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the reasons discussed above, we conclude that these fees and

expenses are reasonable. 12/ Accordingly, no adverse findings

are required under section 10(b)(2) of the Act.

3. Section 10(b)(3)
Section 10(b) (3) of the Act requires a proposed acquisition

to be approved unless the Commission finds that it would * unduly

conplicate the capital structure of the holding-company system of

the applicant or will be detrimental to the public interest or
the interest of investors or consumers or the proper functioning

of such holding-company system."
.

The proposed post-Acquisition capital structure of each of
the effected entities in the combined system is expected to be as

follows: (1) New PSNH may have first mortgage bonds, Jacured and

unsecured debt (using interest rate swaps, other hedging

transactions or credit enhancement techniques), pollution control

bonds, term borrowings (expected to nature in less than five

years), preferred stock and common stockt (2) North Atlantic may
have first mortgage bonds, secured and unsecured long tern debt

(using interest rate swaps, other hedging transactions or credit
.

21/ The record is not yet complete as to the remaining fees and
expenses to be incurred in connection with the Acquisition,
which Northeast projects will be approximately $45 million.
The Commission will condition its order on a reservation of
jurisdiction, consented to by the Applicant, over the fees
and expenses incurred-in connection with the proposed
Acquisition, pending completion of the record. These fees
and expenses will be examined under the standards of section
10(b)(2) of the Act by the Commission's Division of
Investnent Management by delegated authority under a
reservation of jurisdiction.

- --- _ - . ,
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enhancenents techniques), the Notes and comnen stockt (3)

Northeast say have outstanding tern borrowings (expected to

nature in less than five years), stock warrants (erpected to be
exercisatle for five years at f24 per share) and common stock.

| Should the warrants be exerciee'd, the underlying connon stock is

expected to represent approximately seven percent of the

f outstanding shares.

As included in the RIr forr.a consolidated capital structure'

of Ncrtheast-pSNH discussed in the analysis of section 7(d)(1)

steve, the Acquisition will affect Northeast system's capital
structure principally through the issuance of approximately $1.8
billien of new debt securities and approxinately $354 million of

new equity securities. The securities that would be issued are

I standard senior securities and other-basic financings of the type
i

the Comnission frequently approves for registered holding

i conpanies. 21/ We again note that Northeast's common equity
|

position will decrease to approximately 28% upon consolidation of'

the two conpanies but its consolidated equity position is
forecasted to exceed 30% 22/ within two years of consummation of

,'ll/ 5,g , 12,L, , N e w o ri e n n s Pu b . Serv. Co., Holding Co. Act
Release No. 23612 (Feb. 21, 1985) Arkansas power & Licht

222, Holding Co. Act Release No. 23934 (Dec. 4, 1985);
I columbus and S. Ohie Elec. Co., Holding Co. Act Release No.

24149 (July 14, 1986); Enterov core., Holding Co. Act
Release No. 25136 (Aug. 27, 1990).

.12/ 12.1 A.RRIA notes 49 and 67. The Commission notes t. hat the
.

Conn-DPUC and the NHPUC have, in reviewing the proposals
before then, considered and relied upon Northeast's |!

forecasts. 1

1

!
1

.e ,
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the Acquisition. While the record is not yet complete as to the

specific terms and conditions associated with these acquisitions.
the ccmmission believes that the amount and type of securities'

proposed to be issued and sold to effectuate the Plan vill net be
detrimental to Northeast's consolidated capital structure.

The Commission concludes that the Plan will benefit PS!;H

creditors, shareholders, and consumers by bringing an end to the

bankruptcy, providing reasonable payments to creditors and
shareholders, and providing consumers with the protection of an

agreed limit on post-bankruptcy rate increases. Northeast

shareholders and the customers of its operating subsidiarlem will

benefit from the economies and efficiencies to be achieved frem 4

the development of a stronger and more diverse utility system.

Accordingly, the commission makes no adverse findings under'

1 -

section 10(b)(3).
.

4. section ic(c)(1)

No adverse findings are required under section 20(c)(1) of

the Act, which requires, in relevant part, that the Commission
' not approve the proposed Acquisition Af it "is detrimental to

carrying out the provisions of section 11." Under section

11(b)(1), registered holding company systems must limit their-
;operations "to a single integrated public-utility system, and to

such other businesses as are reasonably incidental, or ,

economically necessary or appropriate to the operations of such
"

! integrated public-utility system . 7. . .

.

t

o.s.
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of the Act defines " integrated publicSection 2(a)(29)(A)
utility system," as applied to electric utility companies, to

meant

a system consisting of one or more units of
generating plants and/or transmission lines
and/or distributing facilities, whose utility
assets, whether owned by one or more electric
utility companies, are physically
interconnected or capable of physical
interconnection and which under normalconditions may be economically operated as a
single interconnected and coordinated system
confined in its operations to a single area
or region, in one or more States, not so
large as to impair (conside' ring the state of

thethe art and the area or region affected)
efficientadvantages of localized management,

operation, and the effectiveness of
regulation.

Northeast's and PSHH's transmission lines are interconnected
through a transmission line owned by Vermont Electric Power

company, Inc. ("VELeo"), an investor-owned Vermont utility
Northeast's, pSNH's and VELCO's transmission linescompany.

constitute a part of the 345 kV Northfield-Scobie line

("Northfield-Scobie Line"), which begins as a WMEco line near
.

in north-Northeast's Northfield Mountain Pumped Storage Projecti
.

central Massachusetts, extends north to the New Hampshire border'

and connects with a 345 kV line owned by PSNH. The PSNH-line
*

parallels the connecticut River in New Hampshire before it

crosses the connecticut River into Vermont and interconnects with
VELco's single right of way transmission line. The VItco line ,

j

continues for approximately one-quarter of a mile through a

substation in Vernon, Vermont owned by the Vermont Yankee Nuclear

Power Corporation (" Vermont Yankee") and then recrosses the

g.

. - - - - - - . ---- . - - ,
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Connecticut River to the same point it departed New
|

Hampshire. 22/

VILCO and certain other Vermont utilitics have entered intoi

i with Nor .6ast undero
a Settlement Agreement, dated July 16, 1990,'

which VELCO agrees to provide service to Northeast and PSNH over|

|
VELCO'S portion of the Northfield-Scobie Line for at least ten

On the basis of thisyears, with no charge for such service. 23/|

|

we find that the combined Northeast-PSNHright of use agreement,
system meets the integration requirements of section

We find that the Northeast system does and will11(b) (1) . 21/
of the Act.satisf y the standards of section 2 (a) (29)(A)

As discussed above, the Northeast and PSNH systems operate

in geographically contiguous states -- Connecticut, Hassachusette

and New Hampshire -- which are all located 4n New England.

21/ S33 Ame nd . No . 13, pp . 3 7 - 4 0,

23/ The VILCO Agreement grants Northeast the right to use the
VELCO line for ten years, with automatic two year
extensions, subject to termination upon two years notice.

|*
There is also a transmission agreement between Northeast and
NEPCO pending before FERC which, if approved, would also .

' '

provide an interconnection between Northeast's and PSNH's,
*

|j transmission facilities through those of the NEES system.

21/ Centerior Enerov Core. , Holding Co. Act Release No. 24073I

(Apr. 29, 1986) (physical interconnection requirements are
met where power transmission lines that the companies have
the right to use connect the two service areas) . 333 glis,|

''

Electric Enerov, Inc., 38 S.E.C. 658, 668-671 (1958); cities
Power & Licht Co., 14 S.E.C. 28, n. 44 (1943)., serv.Nevertheless, the use of a third party cannot be relied uponi to integrate two distant utilities. Egg section 2(a)(29)(A)I ,

'
I a. ..(*[ijntegrated public utility system means . . .

system confined in its operations to a single area or
- region . . .").

.~
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Turther, New PSNH and North Atlantic will be maintained as

separate New Hampshire corporations subject to NHPUC

jurisdiction, with four New Hampshire residents on the New PSNH

board of directors. Therefore, the advantages of localized

management will be preserved and the ef fectiveness of regulation

will continue essentially unchanged. 21/ The combined Northeast-

PSNH system also will remain subject to extensive regulatory

oversight by the Commission, TERC and the state utility
commissions overseeing each utility subsidiary.

We conclude that the Northeast-PSNH system may be operated

as a single interconnected and coordinated system confined in its

operations to a single region, New England, in the states of
Connecticut, Massachusetts and New Hampshire, an area that is not

21/ Holyoke, one of the 11 Massachusetts Utilities, alleges that
there is no effsetive state regulation of Holyoke Water
Power Company ("HWP"), a subsidiary of Northeast acquired in
1967.

The Commission, in its 1967 Opinion, however, found that
"HWP and its subsidiary are now and will continue to be
subject to regulation by the Massachusetts Department of
Public Utilities and the Federal Power Commission," without
making any finding as to the extent of regulation.
Northeast Utils., 43 S.E.C. 462, 466 (1967). There is no
requirement that the commission, in approving an acquisition

|
under section 10, find that a utility is subject to any
particular degree of st&te regulation or even that there is
state regulation at all. The requirement of section 10 is

i simply that the we find that the holding company system,
after the acquisition, will not be "so large as to impair

effectiveness of regulation." The inclusion of an
i . . .individual utility in a regulated holding company system is
! not barred if a state chooses not to regulate that utility.

In 1967, the Commission found NWP to be within the standards
of section 2(a)(29)(A), and we do not now change our view inc

|
,

that regard.<

!

|
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so large as to impair the advantages of localized management,

efficient operation, and the effectiveness of regulation. In

addition, the combined Northeast-PSNH system would be limited

under section 11(b)(1) to "such other businesses as are
reasonably incidental, or economically necessary or appropriate

to the operations of" the integrated Northeast-PSNH system.

Other than the operating utility companies, the combined

Northeast-PSNH system Will consist of the holding company,

Northeast, and ether subsidiary companies performing functions

i that are incidental and necessary and appropriate to the

operation of the utility companies: (1) Northeast's (a) real ,

estate subsidiaries, which own facilities leased and used in
connection with those utilities, (b) service company subsidiary,

NUsCo, which provides services primarily to the other Northeast

subsidiaries 22/ and (b) other subsidiaries which engage in the

development and ownership of qualifying cogeneration and sm611

power production facilities: 11/ (2) PSNH's one active

subsidiary, a real estate company that owns facilities that are

leased to and used in PSNH's business; and (3) North Atlantic,

one of the newly formed companies contemplated by the plan, which

will be a project finance vehicle owning an interest in the

Seabrook project. Section 11(b) (1) is satisfied.

22/ Eng Northeast Utils. Serv. co., Holding Co. Act Release No.
15519 (June 30, 1966),

-[[! 11/ 113 Northeast Utils., Holding Co. Act Release No. 24893 (May
17, 1989)

_
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With regard to section 11(b)(2), 2}/ as we discussed under
section lo(b) (3) above, the Commission does not find that the

proposed acquisition and related financings will unduly

complicate the capital structure of the holding company system.
The addition of New PSNH, NUAC and North Atlantic to the

Northeast System is appropriate and necessary to accomplish the

Acquisition. Placing PSNN's ownership interest in Seabrook in a

separate corporation should provide more effective managerial

control and regulation. Additionally, voting power will be
s

equitably and fairly distributed among the security holders of

Northeast and its subsidiaries because all of the current and
proposed subsidiaries of Northeast will be wholly owned, except

f for the four existing Yankee nuclear generating companies. 12/

Further, all outstanding preferred stock of Northeast's

subsidiaries following the Acquisition vill contain the voting

provisions required by the Commission's standards.

22/ Section 11(b) (2) of the Act provides, in relevant part, that
the Commission require each registered holding company
system take the necessary steps to ensure thatt

the corporate structure or continued existence of
any company in the holding-company system does not
unduly or unnecessarily complicate the structure,
or unfairly or inequitably distribute voting power
among security holders, of such holding company
system.

gp/ Maine Yankee Atomic Power co., 43 S.E.C. 764 (1968); Verrent
Yankee Nuclear Pever core., 43 S.E.C. 693 (1968)!
connecticut Yankee Atomie Power co., 41 S.E.C. 705 (1963);
Yankes Atenie Ilme. Co., 36 S.E.C. 552 (1955).s.

.

|--
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8. Section 10(c) (2)

No adverse findings are required under section 10(c)(2) of

the Act with regard to the economic and efficient operation of
the Northeast-PSNN integrated public-utility system. A1/

Northeast forecasts total savings to Northeast-PSNH resulting

from the Acquisition to be approximately $837 million through-the

year 2002 12/ This amount represents a substantia 3 percentage

of the $2.317 billion Northeast is to pay for PSNH, and is in
'

excess of the well estimated $45 million cost to consummate the

Acquisition. 12/ These savings fall into six categories and arer

identified as the Seabrook O&M Expense Synergy 11/, the Fossil

11/ The economies and efficiencies must be derived "by virtue of
the affiliation." Wiseensin's Enytl. Decade, Inc. v. STC,
882 T.2d 523, 528 (D.C. Cir. 1989) citine Union Elae. co ,,
45 S.E.C. 489, 494 (1974). Specific dollar forecasts of
future savings are not necessarily required; a demonstratod
potential for economies will suffice even when these are not
precisely quantifiable. 333 American Elee. Power co., 46
S.E.C. 1299 (1978); centerior Enerav cernt, Molding Co. Act
Release No. 24073 (Apr. 29, 1986).

12/ EAR Amend. No. 13, Exh. D.5.8-10, D.9.1 and D.9.f. These
! savings have been evaluated by the NHPUC, the conn-DPUC,

through its consultant, Booz Allen, and by Northeast's
consultant, Cresap, a division of Towers, Perrin, Forster &
Crosby, Inc., a management consultant hired by Northeast to
evaluate Seabrook savings.

Alf $31 Amend. No. 13, Para. 62A, pp. 77-78 (November 19, 1990);
centarier Enerav corn. , Molding Co. Act kalease No. 24073
(Apr. 29, 1986).>

31/ With the acquisition of PSNH, the Northeast-PSNN system will
L- become the lead owner of seabrook. Northeast expects that

its multi-unit nuclear operation experience and arpertise,

will benefit seabrook operations and permit oost reductions
,

million on a cumulative not present value basis.y $188of PSNH's power generation costs by approximatel'

"

(continued...)

..
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Steam Unit Availability Synergy 11/, the Energy Expense synergy L{f,

.

11/ ( . . . continued)The reduced operation and maintenance expenses for Unit No.
1 will also benefit CL&P and other New England utilities,

The savings to CL&P and| with ownership shares in Seabrook.
other Joint Ovners are projected te be more than $21 million'

and $32s million, respectively, e partion of which will also,

'

benefit other New England utilities which purchase Seabrook
power through power purchase agreements with NMWEC or other
Joint Ovners.

In addition, the operation of the generating and11/ transmission facilities of PSNH and the Northeast operating
i

companies is coordinated and centrally dispatched under the
|

NEPool Agreement. Under the NEPooL Agreement, any
improvement of the performance of PSNH's fossil steam!

-

generating units would result in a reduction in the amount
of generating capacity New PSNH and New England must
support. The total capacity reduction for the combined
Northeast-PSNH system from improved generating unit
ava11 abilities is expected to grow to approximately 70
megawatts, for a total savings to the combined Northeast
PSNH system of $73 million on a cumulative not present value
basis. Energy expense reductions associated with the fossil
steam capacity reductions is expected to approximata $28
million for the Northeast-PSNH system..

Northeast and NUSco state that the existing combined11/ capacity of the Northeast and PSNH systems will be used to
satisfy the load more effectively and will lower energy

.

expenses for the combined Northeast-PSNH system resulting in
|

h an anticipated savings of approximately $218 million on a
cumulative not present value basis, which, however, will be
offset by an increase in capacity requirements and energy
costs to the remaining NEPOOL participants. Mortheast and

for the Joint ovners of Seabrook and, NUSco expect that,certain other utilities with indirect interests in seabrook,
these cost increases will be reduced by the savings brought
about by Northeast's more ef ficient ~ operation and
maintenance of seabrook. EAR smtIA note 84.

,

_
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the Peak lead Diversity Synergy 12/, the A&G Expense Synergy and'

|the Coal Purchasing synergy.11/
The Commission notes that, in cases involving electric

atility acquisitions, significant savings can be achieved from
better utilisation of generation capability and the consolidation

| of utility operations, fossil fuel pricing, personnel, service
Givencompany services and management information systems.12/1

;

the structural similarities between these two companies and other'

electric utility companies, the record before us, including the
i

Applicant's projected savings, and our experience with previous
.

acquisitions, we conclude that it is probable that the projected
savings would result f rom the proposed Acquisition.

j

l .

While the Northeast system has historically experienced12/ significant peak leads in the summer and winter months, the
PSNH system has its highest peak loads during the winter.
The peak loads of the combined Northeast-PSNH system are
expected to be lower than the sum of the annual peak loads
of the two separate systems. Consequently, the combined
Northeast-PSNH system will be required to provide less
capacity to meet its obligations under the NEPooL Agreement.
This capacity reduction is expected to be approximately 100

|* megavntts, or a projected savings of approximately $146
| million on a cumulative not present value basis.

.

11/ The savings resultin from the combined A&G Expense synergy.

and the coal Purchas ng synergy is orpected to be.

approximately $163 million on a cumulative not present value|.

l' basis, consisting of approximately $124 million in
|t purchasing, administrative and general arpenses andli approximately $39 million of coal purchasing reductions.

333 American Elae. Power Co., 46 S.E.C. 1299 (1978);
12/ Electric Eneruv, Inc., Molding Co. Act Release No. 13871

. (Nov. 28, 1958),
-

-
.
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s.section 20(f)
Section 10(f) of the Act, in relevant part, prohibits

commission approval of an acquisition under section 10 ur. lass it
' appears to the Commission's satisfaction that applicable stater

laws have been observed. The appropriate state regulatory

commissions have yet to approve all aspects of the Acquisition

and related transactions, and an issue exists as to whether their

approval is needed in light of the bankruptcy proceedings.12/
Pursuant to rule 24(c)(2), when an issue under state law is

raised, we may approve the transaction under section 10, subject

to compliance with state law. 11/ The Commission's order will be

issued authorizing the proposed Acquisition subject to the terms
and conditions prescribed in rule 24 under the Act, specifically

those under rule 24 (c) (2) .

C. Intrasystem Transactions

1. Assumption of Notes

The assumption by North Atlantic of the Notes 22/ on the
;

transfer to it by New PSRH of its interest in Seabrook are

e

i

f

RS/ 3.3.t EJGIA note 42.

31/ Central and S.W. core. , Holding Co. Act Release No. 22635
(Sept. 16, 1982).

The Notes would be issued initially by Stand-Alone PSKH at22/ Step A of ths Two-Step Transaction and assumed by North
Atlantic in Step B, and issued by North Atlantic in the one-
Step Transaction.

__

_r _
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|

subject to section 12(b) of the Act 12/ and rule 45 11/ The
j

assumption vill constitute part of North Atlantic's payment for
the Seabrook interest and, as an integral part of the

&cquisition, is necessary and appropriate. Section 12(b) of the

Act is satisfied.
2. Northeast's Farment cf Dividends

Northeast's proposed payment, for up to five years, of

dividends on its common stock in reliance on its consolidated

|

!

11/ Section 12(b) of the Act makes it unlawful for any
registered holding company or subsidiary thereof:

to land or in any manner extend its credit to
. any company in the same holding-company. .

system in contravention of such rules and
regulations or orders as the commission daens-
necessary or appropriate in the public
interest or for the protection of investors
or consumers or to prevent the circumvention
of the provisions of this titis or the rules,
regulations, or orders thereunder.

,

31/ Rule 45 provides, in relevant part, that no registered
holding company or subsidiary company "shall . . . lend
or in any manner extend its credit to nor indannify

. any company in the same holding company system,. .

except pursuant to a declaration . . and . . order. .

of the commission . "...,

._ _ __ . . , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . =. ._
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unrestricted retained earnings is subject to section 12(c) 11/ of

the Act and rule 26(c) 11/ thereunder.

31/ section 12(c), in relevant part, makes -it unlawful for any'

registered holding company or its subsidiary companies:

to declare or pay any dividend on any
security of such company . . . in
contravention of such rules and regulations ;

or orders as the commission deems necessary
or appropriate to protect the financial
integrity of companies in holding-company
systems, to safeguard the working capital of
public-utility companies, to prevent the
payment of dividends out of capital or
unearned surplus, or to prevent the
circumvention of the provisions of this title
or the rules, regulations, or orders
thereunder. .

11/ Rule 26(c) requires, in relevant part, thatt

(c) Every registered holding company and
every subsidiary company thereof shall hereafter
follow the equity method of accounting for
investments in any subsidiary company.''

'
. . . .

(2) Every_ company subject to this
- rule shall maintain a subaceount to its
retained earnings account which shall be
periodically debited or credited with
its proportionate share of undistributed
retained earnings of subsidiary
companies.

(3) No company subject to this
rule shall declare or pay any dividends

from or on the basis.of any. . ..
balances recorded in the subaccount
referred to in paragraph (2) above,
except pursuant to a declaration under
Section 12(c) of the Act.

. We note that Northeast will be subject to the limitations of
~

rule 26(c) (3) of the Act at the end of the.five-year period.
However, at any time after three years from the date of the
Acquisition, the commission may require the Applicant to

(continued...).

_ _ _ _ _ _
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Northeast's Payment of dividends in reliance on its|

consolidated unrestricted retained earnings for up to five years
after the Acquisition would enable it to continue paying the

level of dividends approved by its Board. 12/ This technique
I

should enable Northeast to issue additional common stock when
needed to fund its equity investments in PSFH without causing its

other subsidiaries to pay up dividends greater than would

otherwise be necessary. 11/ Section 12(c) and rule 24(c) are

i satisfied.

3. Transfer of seabrook
New PSFH's transfer of seabrook to North Atlantic is subject

4

to section 12(d) of the Act 11/ and rule 43 122/

21/ ( . . . continued)justify the continuation of the exception to rule 26(c)(3)
and may exercise its authority to revoke, modify or extend
such continuation on a prospective basis.

E22 surra note 37 and accompanying text. As noted above,
22/ New PSNH and North Atlantic say not begin paying dividends!

to Northeast for up to five years.

11/ Northeast states that, if its other operating subsidiaries
distributed higher dividends to Northeast than they would
have in the absence of the Acquisition, the common equity,

portion of their capitalisations would be reduced.- As a
result,.the higher distribution could be characterised by
regulators, soeurity analysts and rating agencias as a
subsidy of the Acquisition.

21/ section 12(d) of the Act makes it unlawful for any
registered holding company:

to sell any . . . utility assets, in
contravention of-such rules and regulations
or orders regarding the consideration to be-
received for such sale, (and) Saintenance of
competitive conditions . . . as the
commission deems necessary or appropriate in

(continued...)
t
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We have discussed under section 10(b)(2), suora, the

consideration to be paid in connection with the Acquisition,

including the $700 million to be paid for PsFH's seabrook
The $700 million to be paid for the seabrook assetsassets. 121/

is the value established by the Plan and the Rate Agreement
Further, this

approved by the NHPUC and is appropriate.122/
transfer to North Atlantic will serely move the asset from one
Northeast subsidiary to another and should have no impact on

competitive conditions, section 12(d) and rule 43 are satisfied.

1

11/ ( . . . continued )the public interest or for the protection of
-

*investors or consumers . . . .

122/ Rule 43 provides, in relevant part, that no registered
holding company or subsi?iary ashall, directly or
indirectly, sell to any company in the same holding. any securities orcompany system or to any affiliete . .

l. utility assets or any interest in any business, except
pursuant to a declaration . . . and . . . order of the*

*

|\ commission . . . .

In either the one-step- or Two-step Transaction, Northl 121/ Atlantic will pay PsNH approximately $495 million in cash.i
i In addition, in the one-step Transaction North Atlantic'

will issus $205 million of Notes for distribution ini accordance with the Plan, which Notes it will assume in
the Two-step Transaction.'

1Q2/ As noted above, as of December 31, li39, PENH valued
sembrook at $1.790 billion. The Plan values these assets
at $700 million, which would result in a writa-down of the

-

value of the seabrook assets. However, a 'pranium" of,

approximately $787 million has been assigned under the
Plan to the non-seabrook assets of PSNH.

e
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222. EsQtrasts Po* EEARING
The most significant issues raised and arguments made by the

intervenors may be summarized as follows: (1) consentration of

control questions under section 10(b)(1): (2) the new economies

and ef ficiencies requirement under section 10(c)(2); (3) capital

structure / cost of capital concerns under sections 10(b)(3) and

11(b)(2); and (4) the single integrated system standard of

section 11(b)(1).
Twenty-two entitles A&2/ opposed the proposed Acquisition on

i the basis of section 10(b)(1) . These entities argue that

Northeast and PSNH are the only utilities with excess generating

capacity available in the New England region. They also assert

that the proposed Acquisition will give Northeast * monopoly"

control over transmission corridors into and out of the New
England region, contrary to the pro-competitive federal antitrust

policies. 121/ Another petitioner, NEES, filed comments stating

122/ Requests for a hearing on the basis of section 10(b)(1)
were made by: APPA, NRECA, EAT, Mass-DPU, 10NEC, Vermont-
DPS and Vermont-PSB and the 11 Massachusetts Utilities.
Notices of Appearance on the basis of section 10(b)(1) were
filed by: Maine-PUC, Mass-AG, Rhode Island-AG and Rhode
Island DPUC.-

I

With regard to these concerns, Northeast argues that the121/ basic facts about its share of the New England transmission
and surplus generation capacity are undisputed and that, in
the absence of any material dispute about these facts,
there is no need to develop them further in a haaring. It

asserts, therefore, that the dispute before the Commission
is not one concerning significant-issues ofinsterial fact,
but rather of the conclusions.to be drawn from the facts.
Furthermore, Northeast states that, because of the-; f
transmission commitments entered into in connection with'

-

the proposed acquisition which will cause Northeast to give'

I (continued...);
'

|

| .
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that it would oppose the Acquisition on section 10(b) grounds if

FERC fails to approve the transmission agreement reached between
.

Northeast and NEpco.

To the extent a proposed acquisition will result in
concentration of control detrimental to the public interest or
the interest of investors or consumers, the Commission has

jurisdiction under section 10(b)(1) of the Act to consider
allocation of excess generating capacity, transmission access or

the flow of electricity over transmission lines of any holding

company system. 121/ To the extent that these matters are

specifically regulated, they are properly within the jurisdiction
of TERC and the appropriate state commissions.

We have considered the size and other characteristics of
|

the Northeast-pSNH system after the proposed Acquisition and the

resultant economic benefits, discussed sucra. We have found,

inter 3113, that the Northeast-PSRH combined system would not be

disproportionate in site to the other utilities in WIPOOL, or
other New England utilities, and that economic benefits will or

1
-

j 121/ ( . . . continued)up a substantial measure of its control of transmission
facilities, the acquisition will increase the availability
of Northeast's and PsNH's transmission facilities to other
New England utilities and, in the process, accomplish a
level of access to transmission that could not and wouldnot have occurred without the proposed acquisition.

1p}/ 133 City of La f ayette . Louisiana v. SEC, 454 F.2d 941, 955
(D.C. Cir. 1971) aff'd 411 U.S. 747 (1973); Munleical Elec.
Assn of Mag 32, 413 T.2d at 1058-59.

_
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As aare likely to result from the proposed Acquisition.121/
result, we do not find that an increase in control over
transmission corridors or control over excess generating

capacity, on balance, require disapproval under section lo(b)(1)

or the imposition of conditions under section lo(s) of the

Act. 122/ Accordingly, va do not find that the Acquisition tends
towards the concentration of control of public utility companies
of a kind or to an extent detrimental to the public interest or

the interest of investors or consumers as to require disapproval

under section lo(b)(1) .
Eighteen parties 121/ opposed the propobad Acquisition on

the grounds that it did not meet the requisite "new economies and

ef ficiencies" standards of section lo(c)(2) . Twelve of these

parties (the 11 Massachusetts Utilities and NH-oCA) argue that

the potential for new economies and efficiencies should be

carefully examined in a hearing, but they fail to sufficiently ,

allege disputed issues of fact or law. The Mass-DPU, however,

disputas the projected economies and efficiencies expected from
h

the Acquisition, classifying such projections as "either
'

.

1Q1/ E.12 A3 ARIA hotos 81-89 and accompanying text.

122/ E11 Municinal riee. Assn. of Mass., 413 r.2d at 1o60-62.

121/ Requests for hearing raising issues under section lo(e)(2)
were filed by the APPA, NRECA, Conn-OCC, EAF, Mass-DPU,
KMWIC, il Massachusetts Utilities and New Hampshire-0CA.

.
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speculative, nonexistent, or overstated." 122/ several

intervanors 112/ argue that the alleged economies and

ef ficiencier do not serve the pubile interest because they arise
Inat the expense of other utilities and their customers.

addition, they charge that these proposed benefits are obtainable

without the Acquisition or already exist due to the joint
Iplanning and operations currently taking place under NEP00L and

are thus not economies and efficiencies arising "by virtue of the
af filiation," adding that the Acquisition merely allows Northeast
to reallocate these benefits to itself, and that various

agreements between the merging companies tend to allocate

economies away from Northeast affiliates and towards PSNH to the |

detriment of the customara of the Northeast affiliates.
The Commission has examined the economies and efficiencies

associated with the proposed Acquisition. Among these synergies,

several will be new and could not result except from the

Acquisition. The combined system will benefit, for example,

from: (1) Northeast's multi-unit nuclear operation arperience
!

121/ With respect to the petitioners' challenge ragsrding the
existance and sufficiency of new economies and
efficiencies, Northeast again argues that there is no
factual dispute as to several of the synergias it
forecasts, and that as to others, the challenges are
largely unsupported by any offer of proof that would
require a hearing. Additionally, Northeast argues that

, none of the comments on the rammining types of savings
predicted in its application, suggest that the savings do
not exist er offer proof that the amount alleged should be
different.

112/ APPA, NRICA, Conn-0CC, EAT and NNWIC. |

i
. ..

!
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and expertise (2) the cocbined capacity of the Northeast sunner

peaking system with PsNH's vinter peaking systems (3) pertain
administrative and general services of Northeast's service

company subsidiary, Ruscot and (4) coal purchasing efficiencies
Northeastwhich do not presently exist within the PSNH system.

has attributed $497 million of their stated $s37 million of total
savings resulting from the Acquisition to these synergies. These

savir.gs are not unsubstantiated. Northeast has der rnstrated a

potential that these savings will occur. Such a showing is

suf ficient for purposes of section 10(c)(2) of the Act.111/
Intervanors assert that certain synergies should not be

considered because they result from a reallocation of savings at
,

the expense of third parties. While certain reallocations

affecting third parties may occur as a result of the Acquisition,
the Commission has nevertheless concluded that, in light of the

benefits of the resulting efficiencies and economies, 112/ the

Acquisition is consistant with the public interest provision of

section 10(c)(2).t

l As discussed munra, the Commission is satisfied that the

Applicant has shown on the record that the Acrjuisition and

related transactions will result in economies and efficiencies

111/ As.: suora note 81.

112/ Eat suora note 86 (cost increases will be reduced by thef ' savings brought about by Northeast's more efficient. ,

(,) operation and maintenance of Seabrook).

|
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for the resultant integrated public utility systes as required
under section 10(c)(2) that could not be achieved otberwise,

two petitioners filed submissions seeking a hearing under

sections 10(b)(3) and 11(b)(2) on the tintncial aspects of the

Acquisition. EAT argues that the capital and corporate structure

proposed by Northeast is too complex, as it would increase the

number of corporations and complicate the cost allocation rules

and capital structure arrangemen;s. EAT also argued that the

application lacks basic information that would enable the
commission to determine whether the capital structure is unduly

complicated. The conn-0CC expressed concern regarding "the

apparently incomplete and/or inaufficient substantiation relating
to the financial assumptions upon which the [Alpplication is

based," and notes that several aspects of the Acquisition's

financing raise issues of material fact which would require

additional analysis in an evidentiary hearing. 112/
The r,ommission has examined the proposed multiple

financings (e g , common stock, preferred stock, long-tern and

short-term debt) and the capital stzveture of the fiortheast-pSNH

_

111/ Regarding the concerns the petitioners expressed relating
to the lack of information on financing for the proposed
Acquisition and the possible effects of the financing on.
Northeast affiliates and customers, Northeast asserts that
these concerns focus, however, on the possible effects of
the financings on Northeast subsidiaries, rather than on
the actual details of the financings, which it states will
be subject to subsequent Commission approval. It then
argues that the Poplication is already clearly suf ficient
to show the impact of its financing arrangements on
Northeast subsidiaries and therefore no hearing on theo;
matter should be required.s-

.

*
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including both New PSNH and North Atlantic, in connectionsystem, :

with the Acquisition. The long-term debt will include first |

mortgage bonda and term loans. These proposed security issuancesl
!

and the resulting capital atructure are no dif ferent than those
|

of the three existing Northeast s;' stem operating utilities or of
Withother holding company systems regulated under the Act.

regard to the Northeast Warrants, as discussed 3.ugra, their
|
l

issuance is requiSed by the Merger Agreement and the Commission

has previously authorized the issuance of warrants where, as

here, the standards of the Act are satisfied. 111/ Further, the

allocation of costs associated with the issuance of these

securities is t.lso routine. As discussed suor.a, we do not

believe the pr1 posed capital structure to be unduly complex. 111/

With regard tc the Intervenors' argument that the

Acquisition will unduly comp 1.; ate the corpc. ste structure of

| Northeast, we note that, although NUAC will be created as a

| transitory corporation to consummate the Acquisition, the

transactions proposed herein ultimately will result in the
e,Jeation of only one additional corporation, North Atlantic,

I

which will own TjNN's interest in Seabrook. With the exception

of the Seabrook interest, the assets and function of PSNH will be

virtually identical after the Acquisition.

111/ Saa note 45 6pd accompanying text.
.

111/ E23 supra note 71-72 and accompanying text.

... -.. -. - -
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The Commission has examined the financial assumptions that

relate to the proposed financings and concluded that, as to the

proposed issuances and sales of common stock, Notes by North
Atlantic and Northeast Warrants that the Commission is approving

herein, the record is suf ficient to make the required findings

under tho Act. The Intervanors that claim that the record is
inadequate have not suf ficiently explained why the record is

incomplete with regard to those securities that the Commission is

approving herein. With regard to the proposed securities over

which jurisdiction is being reserved, suf ficient information has
been provided to establish the *outine nature of these securities
and the parameters of the terms and conditions that will be

associated with their issuance and sale. The terms and

conditions will be provided by the Applicant and will be examined
'

under the relevant provisions of the Act by the Division of
j

Investment Management by delegated authority.

One petitioner, NIES, argues that Northeast and PSNH are

interconnected by only one line at the Vermont Yankee site in

Vernon, Vermont, and that the flows of electricity across the New

England grid are such that the merged entity, without
transmission service by NEPCo, woult; out consist of a system

"which under normal conditions may be economically operated as a

single interconnected and coordinated system.' as required under

section 11(b) (1) of the Act. NEES states that the Northeast-
' NEPCO agreement is currently before the FERC, and argues that a

-.
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hearing on the proposed Acquisition will be necessary in the
event that TERC disallows that agreement.

We have previously noted that the is Vermont Utilities have
entered into a settlement Agreement with Northeast and PSNH that

grcr.ts to the Northeast-PSNH combined system contractual rights

to use that segment of the Northfield-Scobie Line ovned by VELCo.

The Settlement Agreement provides Northeast-PSNH the necessary

contractual rights to operate the merged entity as a single

integrated electric utility system under the Act. The pending

Northeast-NEPCo agreement would only add integration support to

the Acquisition; it is not necessary in order to establish
integration, which we have found is satisfied through the

Northfield-Scobie Line.
Section 20 of the Act provides, in relevant part that

"(olrders of the commission under this title shall be issued only
after opportunity for hearing." liff Rule 23(d) further provides

that "(i)f the commission deems that a hearing is appropriate in

the public interest or the interest of investors or consumers, it
will issue an order thereon, and in that event a declaration or-

.

111/ Rule 23(a) under the Act provides that the Commission will
publish notice of the filing of a proposal in the Federal
Register giving "(ajny interested person . . . pct later
than fifteen days after-the publication of such notice or
other date as may be fixed therein . . . to request in
writing that a hearing be held, stating his reasons
therefor and the nature of his interest." Notice of the
filing of the Application was published in the Federal,

Register on February 8, 1990, 55 Fed. Reg. 4,506 (1990),
giving interested persons until February 26, 1990 to file-

comments or to request a hearing in this matter.

-
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application shall not become ef fective encept pursuant to further

commission action."

In analyzing a hearing request, the Commission determines

whether a request raises a significant issue of fact or law that
is relevant to the findings the Act requires the Commission to

make in order to grant the application or permit the declaration

to become effective. A simple assertion that a particular

standard of the Act has not been met does not suffice to raise a
significant issue of fact or law. 112/ Furthermore , "although

constitutional requirements of due process may require a hearing
in some circumstances, even in the absence of a specific

statutory requirement,111/ the Commission is not required to

hold a hearing if the issues before it would not be further

developed in a hearing." 11E/

With regard to the intervanors' requests for hearing and

their replies to the Applicant's responses, the Commission has

already addressed many of the issues presented by the intervanors

112/ centerior Encrev cere , Holding Co. Act Release No. 24073
(Apr. 29, 1966).

111/ For instance, there must be an evidentiary hearing at the
request of an interested party when there is a issue of
material fact. E23 Ingeoendent Bankers Assn. of ca . v.
Board of covernors of the Fed. Reserve Sys., 516 F.2d 1206,
1220 (D.C. Cir. 1975); ceneral Motors Core. v. FERC, 656
F.2d 791, 795 n. 7 (D.C. Cir. 1981).

212/ Eastern Utils. Assocm. , Holding Co. Act Release No. 24641
(May 12, 1988), citing city of Laf ayette v. rec, 454 F.2d
at 953 (hearing not required "in matters where the ultimate
decision will r.ot be enhanced or assisted by receipt of the
evidence.").

_
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To thein its discussion concerning the proposed transactions.
artent that the Commission has not discussed the issues presented

by the intervanors, we have considered them and concluded that a

hearing on the Application is not warranted.

II. CCWCLUSION

The commission has carefully examined the Application, the

numerous comments and requests for hearing filed and supplemented

by the intervenors, and the Applicant's responses to these

interventions . We have considered the applicable standards of

and concluded in each instance that the proposedthe Act,'

Acquisition is consistent with those standards. The commission

reached these conclusions on the basis of the complete record

before it. No hearing is required to develop these facts

further.

The Commission finds that the Acquisition and related-

transactions and the request for an exception from the

competitive bidding requirements of rule 50(b) and (c) under rule

50 (a) (S) are not an unreasonable course- of action, do not require
e

adverse findings, and are consistent with the requirements of theI

Act. Further, as no issue of fact or law that would warrant a

bearing has been raised, we conclude that the requests for

hearing should be denied.
Due notice of the filing of said Application has been given

in the manner prescribed in rule 23 promulgated under the Act,

and no hearing has been ordered by the Commission. Upon the
,

., _ _ .
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basis of the facts in the record, it is hereby found that, except
as to those matters over which jurisdiction has been reserved,

the applicable standards of the Act and rules thereunder are
9

satisfied, and that no adverse findings are necessary;
IT IS ORDERID, that the requests for a hearing be, and they

hereby are, denied;
IT IS TURTHER ORDERED, pursuant to the applicable

provisions of the Act and rules thereunder, that, except as to
those matters over which jurisdiction is reserved, the

Application be, and it her#by is, granted and permitted to become
effective forthwith, subject to the terms and conditions

prescribed in rule 24 under the Act, including the conditions set
forth in subparagraph (c) (2) thereunder, with regard to: (1)

iNortheast's issuance of Northeast Warrants; (2) NUAC's

acquisition of Northeast Warra' ,7 (3) New PSNH's acquisition of

Northeast warrants; (4) Northeast's issuance of common stock upon-

exercise of the Northeast Warrants; (5) North Atlantic's issuance

and sale of common stock to Northeast;-(6) NUAC's issuance and

sale of common. stock to Northeast; (7) New PSNH's issuance and

sale of common stock to Northeast; (8) Northeast's acquisition of

(a) North Atlantic common stock, (b) NUAC common stock and (c)

New PSNH common stock either directly or through the merger of

NUAC into Stand-Alone PSNH; (9) North Atlantic's acquisition of

PSNH's interest in Seabrook and its assumption of related

obligations; (10) North Atlantic's assumption or issuance of the

f

. .
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$205 million of Notes; (11) New PSNN's transfer of its interest
in Seabrook to North Atlantic; and (12) waiver of rule 26(c)(3)

requirements relating to the payment of dividends on Northeast's
common stock, subject to conditions discussed herwin; provided

Northeast file a certificate of notification informing thethat,

commission, within ten days of any notice under the VILco-

Northeast Agreement, of the intention to amend, terminate or

otherwise affect the Velco-Northeast Agreement, or of.its actual

termination in any event;

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, that jurisdiction should be, and it

hereby is, reserved over the following transactions, pending
,

completion of the record, which transactions are to be examined
i

under the applicable standards of the Act by the Division of
Investment ~4nagement by delegated authority: (1) Northeast's

issuance and sale of additional common stock to raise capital,

term borrowings and inserim bank borrowings, if any; (2) North

Atlantic's issuance of first mortgage bonds, interim bank

borrowings, if any, and short-term borrowings; (3) the Capital

Funds Agreement between Northeast and North Atlantic; (4) New
,
,

PSNH's issuances and sales of first mortgage bonds, pollution
|

|
control revenue bonds and preferred stock, and its term

borrowings and short-ters borrowings; and (5) except as to

$855,000 in fees and expenses discussed above under section

7(d) (4) of the Act, the fees and expenses associated with the

Acquisition; and
*
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IT IS WRTHER ORDERID, that jurisdiction should be, and it

heraby is, reserved to further consider the proposed transactions

in the event that the Rate Agreement between NUSCO and the

Scrvernor and Attorney General of New Hampshire does not take

effect.

By the Coraission. ,
,

y; e .
-

,

enh.; . / .. .-

Jonathan G. Katz
Secretary

Dated: December 21, 1990
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